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ROLLINS
Faculty Handbook

PREFACE.
The Faculty handbook is an official publication of the Office of the Provost. It
constitutes important reading and reference for all members of the Faculty, for it
defines the basic conditions of professional life at Rollins as set forth by faculty,
administrative, trustee, and committee sources as appropriate. The information,
policies, and procedures in this handbook are in effect at Rollins College as of
August 1, 2000, and supersede the contents of any earlier editions.

• SECTIONS I, II, & III apply to all members of the Faculty.
• SECTIONS IV & V are written specifically for the Faculty of the
College of Arts & Sciences, including those assigned to the Hamilton
Holt School.
• SECTION VI applies to members of the Faculty of the Roy E. Crummer
Graduate School of Business.
Acceptance of a faculty appointment at Rollins implies acceptance of College
policies and procedures and of arrangements for their emendation. The Handbook
is, of course, one authoritative source among several. In matters of controversy or
crucial concern, other official sources should be checked as well.
October 15, 20 10
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A. INTRODUCTION TO ROLLINS COLLEGE
DESCRIPTION OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
Rollins College is among the nation's finest comprehensive liberal arts colleges, offering
a program of study leading to the Artium Baccalaureus degree. Founded in 1885 by New
England Congregationalists who sought to bring education to the Florida frontier, Rollins
is the oldest recognized College in Florida. Throughout its history, the College has been
an independent, four-year, non-sectarian, coeducational institution. It is supported
through tuition; gifts from alumni, friends, foundations, and corporations; and income
from investments.
Rollins has 208 full-time faculty, 93 percent of whom hold the Ph.D. or appropriate
terminal degrees. The College's endowment totals $287.6 million (May 31,2010).
The College is located in Winter Park, an attractive residential community adjacent to the
city of Orlando. Fifty miles from the Atlantic Ocean and 70 miles from the Gulf of
Mexico, the 70-acre campus is bounded by Lake Virginia to the east and south. A
traditional Spanish-Medite1nnean architecture characterizes the College facilities.
The Rollins College Hamilton Holt School offers late-afternoon and evening courses
leading to baccalaureate degrees and master's degrees in counseling, education, human
resources, liberal studies, and teaching. The Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of
Business offers the MBA degree for both full-time and part-time students. Information
on these associated divisions may be found in their respective catalogues.

ACCREDITATION
Rollins College is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools to award bachelor's and master's degrees, and by AACSB-The
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. It has been a full member of the
National Association of Schools of Music since 1931, and its program in chemistry has
been approved by the American Chemical Society since 1974. Its programs in education
are approved by the Department of Education of the State of Florida, and its counseling
program is accredited by the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related
Educational Programs. The College's George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Fine Arts
Museum has been accredited since 1981 by the American Association of Museums.
Rollins holds institutional memberships in the Association of American Colleges and
Universities, the American Council on Education, the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities, the Council of Independent Colleges, Associated
Colleges of the South, the College Entrance Examination Board, the Florida Association
of Colleges and Universities, the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and
Colleges, and Independent Colleges and Universities of Florida, Inc.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Rollins College educates students for responsible citizenship and ethical leadership in
local and global communities and empowers graduates to pursue meaningful lives and
productive careers. We are committed to liberal arts ethos and guided by its values and
ideals. Our guiding principles are excellence, innovation, and community.
Rollins is a comprehensive liberal arts college. Rollins is nationally recognized for its
distinctive undergraduate Arts & Sciences program. The Crummer Graduate School of
Business offers a nationally ranked MBA program. The Hamilton Holt School serves the
community through exceptional undergraduate and graduate evening degree and outreach
programs. We provide opportunities to explore diverse intellectual, spiritual, and
aesthetic traditions. We are dedicated to scholarship, academic achievement, creative
accomplishment, cultural enrichment, social responsibility, and environmental
stewardship. We value excellence in teaching and rigorous, transformative education in a
healthy, responsive, and inclusive environment.

HERITAGE
A brief summary of the history of Rollins and its succession of presidents may be found
in the Rollins catalogue. A bibliography is available at the Olin Library.

B. ADMINISTRATION OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Rollins College is governed by a Board of Trustees consisting of 19 to 35 members
including the President ex officio. Three Trustees are nominated by the Alumni
Association of the College and currently a representative of Rollins parents is a Trustee
as well.
Trustees are elected by an affirmative vote of three-quarters of the Board, and serve for a
three-year term. The Parent Trustee's term is one year. Trustees, except for the Alumni
Trustees, are eligible for immediate re-election.
There are seven standing committees of the Board. They are:
Executive Committee
Audit Committee
Education Committee
Compensation Committee

Finance Committee
Development Committee
Committee on Trustees (Nominating Committee)

The Board meets three times a year, in the fall, February and May. The Executive
Committee, which consists of five to seven Trustees elected by the Board, plus the
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Chairman of the Board and the President as ex officio members, meets between meetings
of the Board. The Audit Committee meets twice a year. The other standing committees
meet three times a year, when the Board meets.
The President, three Vice Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer are elected by the Board.
In addition, the Board elects a Chairman and a Vice Chairman. Assistant secretaries and
assistant treasurers may be elected as needed.
The authority of the Board of Trustees is defined by the Charter and Bylaws of Rollins
College. Under the Bylaws, the Board delegates certain powers and authority to the
faculty, including the power to govern itself. The faculty bylaws of Rollins College
represent the faculty's self-governance document.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
The President is the chief executive officer of the College, serving at the pleasure of the
Board of Trustees. The President is responsible for the welfare of the College and the
orderly and prudent conduct of its affairs. The authority of the President is set forth in
the Charter and Bylaws of the College. The Bylaws require that the President be a
member of the faculty with the rank of Professor.

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND
PROVOST
The Provost is the chief academic officer and a Vice President, responsible for
administering the educational program, for making faculty appointments, for
coordinating all academic activities of the College, for overseeing institutional and
faculty research, for facilitating budgetary and institutional planning, and for maintaining
the academic standards of the College. Reporting to the Provost are: the Director of
Institutional Research, Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of Student Affairs, the Dean of the
Hamilton Holt School, the Dean of the Crummer Graduate School of Business, the
Director of the Olin Library, the Director of the George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Fine
Arts Museum, the Director of International Programs, the Director of the International
Studies Center, the Vice President for Strategic Marketing, the Executive Director of the
Rollins China Center, and the Executive Director of the Winter Park Institute.

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE AND
TREASURER
The Vice President for Business and Finance also serves as Treasurer of the College. The
Vice President and Treasurer is the chief financial and business officer whose
responsibilities include: the development of policy and strategy for, and oversight of, the
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College's financial systems, business operations, audit, and employee relations. Other
areas of responsibility are legal affairs, operating and capital budget preparation and
oversight, financial planning, asset management, new construction, risk management,
human resources, information technology, accounting, investment management, treasury
functions, facilities management operations, purchasing, and auxiliary enterprises. This
position serves as institutional liaison to the local business community and governmental
officials; coordinates all activities of the Board of Trustees, with direct support to Board
committees concerned with finance, business, audit and investment matters. Reporting to
the Vice President and Treasurer are: the Assistant Vice President of Human Resources
and Risk Management, Assistant Treasurer and Director of Budget and Investments, the
Director of Facilities Management, Controller, Chief Information Officer, Director of
Campus Security, Director of Environmental Health and Safety, Director of Auxiliary
Business Services, and Property Manager.

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL ADV AN CEMENT
The Vice President for Institutional Advancement is responsible for the external affairs of
the College including fund-raising, public relations, donor and external relations, and
alumni affairs. Reporting to the Vice President are: the Assistant Vice President for
Development, Assistant Vice President for Alumni Programs, the Executi ve Director of
Donor and External Relations, Director of Advancement Services, Director of Major
Gifts, Director of Planned Giving, Director of Amrnal Giving, and the Director of
Foundation and Corporate Relations.

DEAN OF KNOWLES MEMORIAL CHAPEL AND CHAPLAIN TO THE
COLLEGE
The Dean of the Knowles Memorial Chapel and Chaplain to the College reports to the
President and is responsible for all activities of the non-denominational Chapel, activities
of United Campus Ministries, and the spiritual welfare of the Rollins Community.

C. PROGRAMS, SERVICES AND RESOURCES
ACADEMIC REGALIA
Faculty play an impo11ant role at Convocation and Commencement and are urged to
participate, wearing full academic regalia. For these occasions the College will arrange
to rent caps and gowns for faculty without charge, provided the request is made two
months in advance. It is anticipated that facu lty members will own hoods indicating the
highest degree earned . Faculty who wish to purchase caps, gowns, or hoods at a discount
may obtain price lists and order forms at the bookstore.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The purpose of the Rollins College Alumni Association is to stimulate the interest of
alumni and engage them in support of the Rollins College family. The mission of the
Alumni Association is "Connected for Life." The vision of the Alumni Association is
Alumni connected to Alumni, Alumni connected to the College, and Alumni connected to
the Association.
The goals of the organization are:
1. Develop the Alumni Association into a dynamic organization that is responsive
to, and knowledgeable of, alumni needs as measured by alumni feedback.
2. Promote stimulating communication and creative programming to encourage
alumni commitment to, and involvement in, both the Col lege and the Alumni
Association.
3. Increase alumni participation in alumni programs, reunion, volunteer activities,
and financial support of the College.

ARC - ARTS AT ROLLINS COLLEGE
Rollins has long been a major contributor to the cultural life of Winter Park and the larger
Central Florida community. The office of the Arts at Rollins College serves as a liaison
between the campus community and the College's many literary, visual, and performing
arts programs. ARC provides arts information to the campus and the Central Florida
community and coordinates interdisciplinary projects.

In addition to several fine lecture series, the College offers the following cultural
opportunities:
Annie Russell Theatre - The historic Annie Russell Theatre presents an annual season of
four dramatic productions and an evening of dance. Productions include popular
musicals, classic drama and comedy, contemporary plays, and lively dance .The more
intimate Fred Stone Theater offers student-produced plays, generally more experimental
than Mainstage productions. Faculty/Staff and students are eligible for free admissions to
selective performances and discounts for season tickets. All productions in the Fred
Stone Theater are free , with general seating.
Bach Festival - The Bach Festival Society, whose offices are on the Rollins campus,
performs in Tiedtke Concert Hall and Knowles Memorial Chapel and offers the following
annual series: Winter Park Bach Festival, Visiting Artist Concert Series, Choral
Masterworks Concert Series featuring the Bach Festival Choir, Fred Rogers Family
Series, and a variety of educational and community outreach programs to encourage
youth participation in music at all levels . Founded in 1935, the Bach Festival Society of
Winter Park is the third-oldest continuously operating Bach Festival in the United States,
as well as Central Florida ' s oldest operating performing mis organization. The Rollins
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College Director of Music John V. Sinclair has led the Bach Festival Choir and Orchestra
as a1tistic director and conductor since 1990.
The George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Fine Arts Museum - One of the southeast's most
innovative college museums, CF AM offers originally conceived and traveling exhibitions
of outstanding works of a1t for all tastes and from all cultures, from the early Renaissance
to cutting-edge contemporary. Exhibitions from the collection's broad range of drawings,
paintings, prints, and sculpture have included works by contemporary masters. Public
talks, films, and special programming complement the exhibitions and integrate the
Museum with the Rollins curriculum. CFAM also collaborates with individual faculty
across the curriculum to enhance their course instruction through art. Rollins faculty and
staff are admitted free of charge and receive a ten percent discount at the CF AM Gift
Shop.
Music at Rollins - Concerts and recitals sponsored by the Depaitment of Music give area
residents opportunities to hear members of the facu lty, students, and College ensembles,
as well as performers of national and international prominence. Concerts are held in
Tiedtke Conceit Hall, with the exception of the popular annual Christmas Vespers service
which takes place in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. All performances are free to Rollins
faculty, staff, students, and the public.
Winter with the Writers, a Festival of the Literary Arts - Over the years, this venerable
community series has hosted em inent, award-winning writers as we ll as emerging,
promising vo ices for readings, interviews, and master classes presented on four
consecutive Thursdays in late January and February. Winter w ith the Writers is
sponsored by the Department of English and the Thomas P. Johnson Visiting Artists and
Scholars Fund. Information:

ARCHIVES, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT
The College Archives is the official depository for all College records and publications
having permanent value. Use of some items is restricted for legal or internal reasons.
The Special Collections reflect the liberal arts traditions of the College. These include
the Meade horticulture bequest, the Floridiana Collection, the William Sloane Kennedy
Collection of Whitmaniana, the Jesse Rittenhouse poetry library, and the M. P. Shiel
Collection donated by Reynolds A. Morse. The Rollins Collection contains research,
publications, and writings produced by members of the Rollins community, including
faculty, students, and alumni .
The College Archives and Special Collections Depaitment is housed on the first floor of
the Olin Library. Access to the collections is provided through the Olin online catalog,
the Digital Collections at http ://www.rollins.edu/olin/archives/digital.htm, and print
finding aids.
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ATHLETICS AND ATHLETIC FACILITIES
The Intercollegiate Athletic Program features 20 sports programs and 300 studentathletes participating annually. The teams include Baseball (M), Basketball (M&W), ,
Cross Countiy (M&W), Golf (M&W), Lacrosse (M&W), Rowing (M&W) Sailing
(M&W), Soccer (M&W), Softball (W), Swimming (M&W), Tennis (M&W), Volleyball
(W), and Waterskiing (M&W). Student athletes from over half of our programs have
paiticipated in National Championships.
Intramural sports have been an important part of the Rollins' student experience. The
year-long program offers ten men's and six women's sports plus selected one time co-ed
events. Additionally, nine group exercise classes are offered weekly. Intramural
recreation at Rollins College is intended to provide a healthy and competitive outlet for
students, faculty and staff alike.
All of the athletic facilities of the College are available for faculty and staff use. Because
it is the philosophy of the College that physical education programs required by the
curriculum should have priority over other uses of athletic facilities, it is necessary that
use of the facilities be carefully and fairly scheduled. The schedules and regulations for
the use of facilities, such as the Sports Center and swimming pool, are the coordinate
responsibilities of the Department of Physical Education and Athletics. Information on
current policies concerning the use of athletic facilities can be obtained from the office of
the Director of Athletics.

BOOKSTORE
Located on Holt A venue, the Rollins College Rice Family Bookstore features not only
over 1200 textbook titles, but also an expanded trade book section featuring faculty
author titles, reference books, bestsellers (discounted at 30%), and magazines. Look for a
comp lete line of Rollins merchandise such as t-shirts, sweatshirts, polos, desk
accessories, and car decals. Hallmark, Jones and Mitchell, Janspo11, Champion, and
North Face are just a few of our featured merchandise lines. Academically discounted
software is available to all students and faculty members. The bookstore also has
convenient special ordering for titles not in stock (CDs, DVDs, software, and books).
The bookstore also facilitates special events featuring faculty, staff, students, and other
members of the Rollins Community. Please contact the store manager if interested in
hosting an event or fundraiser in the store (days or evenings).

CAMPUS SECURITY
The Rollins College Campus Security Department is located on the first floor of the
Facilities Management Building. They provide service 24 hours a day, and is an integral
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part of the college's dedication to developing and maintaining a safe and secure campus
through the cooperative efforts of many departments and community organizations.
The Campus Security Department is organized as a department of 18 full- and part-time
security personnel under the auspices of the Office of the Vice President and Treasurer. It
is not a law enforcement agency and therefore, its members do not have the authority to
make arrests .
All officers are professionally trained and state of Florida certified. The department
provides a full range of security services, including, but not limited to, investigating all
crimes committed ion campus, providing crime prevention/community services
programs, enforcing parking policies, and maintaining crowd control for campus special
events. The department maintains a close liai son with local, state, and federal law
enforcement agencies in implementing and coordinating campus law enforcement
operations.
The department understands the overall academic mission of the college and strives to
play a vital role in enhancing that mission. Concern for the community's well-being, a
desire to provide service and assistance whenever possible, and a constant desire to
support the academic environment are all factors inherent in the depa11ment's daily
operations and policies.
You may contact Campus Security at either 407-646-2999, security@ lists.roll ins.edu.

CAREER SERVICES
The Office of Career Services assists students and alumni with the career development
process, which includes self-assessment, career exploration, and career decision-making.
In support of these objectives, the center provides a variety of services and resources
including career counseling and planning, career information programs, experiential
education options, and assistance in identifying employment opportunities. These
resources are delivered in ways designed to reinforce the personal, social and intellechial
development fostered by a liberal arts education. The Office of Career Services is
located in the 170 W. Fairbanks Bldg., first floor. Students are encouraged to call the
office at ext. 2195 or stop by the Career Center to schedule an individual appo intment.
Detailed information further describing the office services and resources available,
including upcoming programs, workshops, deadlines and employment opportunities can
be found on the Office of Career Services' website.

CASHIER
The Cashier's office is located on the second floor of the Warren Administration
Building. Faculty and staff may cash personal checks up to $100.
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CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY
Classroom Technology provides the following services:
• Scheduling AV equipment for classroom and special event use
• Assistance with the use of classroom technology
• Maintenance of existing classroom technology
• Upgrading classroom technology
The Classroom Technology staff is available to consult with facu lty regarding the
integration of technology into the curriculum and demonstrate the various types of
equipment available. Classroom technology is also responsible for the maintaining and
upgrading the technology found in the classrooms.

COLLEGE DIRECTORY
Faculty members are listed in the Rollins College Campus Directory. The directory can
be found, downloaded & printed online through Foxlink.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The Office of Community Engagement fosters , encourages, and promotes student,
faculty, and staff involvement within local and globa l communities. Through servicelearning courses, community-based learning, leadership development, community
service, and innovative programs and resources, OCE is deeply committed to fostering a
life long commitment to social justice, civic engagement, and social responsibility in
every member of the Rollins Community.

COMMUNITY STANDARDS AND RESPONSIBILITY
The Office of Community Standards and Responsibility supports the m1ss1on of the
College to educate for responsible leadership and global citizenship. The office promotes
the development of a healthy, safe, inclusive community that is grounded in the values of
integrity, character, respect, leadership, and citizenship. Our programs, initiatives,
resources, and advocacy efforts are designed to promote student learning and personal
responsibility, encouraging students to act as engaged and responsible members of their
communities - on campus and beyond. The Office of Community Standards and
Responsibility is located in Chase Hall on the first floor.
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COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (CAPS)
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) is located in McKean Hall. A1is and
Sciences undergraduates can drop in, call for appointments, or be refeJTed by faculty and
staff. Counseling services include: individual counseling, Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
testing for learning styles and academic adjustments; other assessments; group
counseling; programming for mental health and academic issues; and referral to offcampus professional resources and consultation. Faculty can consult confidentially with
the professional counseling staff about a student, classroom problem, or other
professional matters. All student counseling is confidential and does not appear on any
college record. Students find counseling helpful for a wide range of personal and
academic issues: adjustment to college, family concerns, eating disorders, diversity
issues, alcohol and drug abuse, etc.

DINING SERVICE AND CATERING
Six convenient facilities offer diverse dining options on campus:

The Skillman Marketplace, located on the upp er level of the Cornell Campus Center,
features five specialty stations, open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Each station offers
fresh, tasty selections, exhibition cooking, plus a " meal deal" combo at a great price
every day. From freshly prepared omelet and deli sandwiches to the bountiful soup and
salad bar, carved meats, fresh veggies, sushi , smoothies, and gourmet pizzas and pastas,
you can always find variety and value at the Marketplace.
The Grille, located in Dave's DownUnder on the lower level of the Cornell Campus
Center, serves snacks from lunchtime until 1:45 a.m. Fast food options include
charbroiled burgers and chicken sandwiches, pizza, wings, and cheese sticks, plus old
fashioned ice cream parlor favorites such as milk shakes, ice cream cones, sundaes, and
banana splits.
The C-Store, located next to The Grille in Dave's DownUnder, is filled with snacks,
groceries, sundries, fresh flowers, and gift ideas. Open from early morning to late
evening, the C-Store is a complete convenience store that also features a deli counter
specializing in sub sandwiches on freshly baked rolls.
The Bookmark Cafe, located in the Olin Library, features coffee, espresso, and other
study aids such as juice, water and snacks.
Cornell Courtyard Cafe, located in the Cornell Social Sciences Building Comiyard,
features grab and go sandwiches and salads, Panera® bagels, homemade soups, bulk
candy, beverages, cookies and chips. The Cornell Cafe is often a hit with evening Holt
and Crummer students because it stays open until 8:30pm Monday thru Thursday.
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Dianne's Cafe, located in the Rice Family Bookstore on Holt A venue, features the full
line of Starbuck's coffee and espresso drinks, plus panini sandwiches, healthy choice
wraps, gourmet salads and soups, Panera® bagels, specialty pastries, fudge, and candies.
College Catering: Space must be reserved/scheduled prior to placing a catering order.
(Please see "Events Catering Form" and "Events Scheduling" under the A-Z directory of
the Rollins web page.) Our dining services partner, Sodexho, provides excellent catering
for events large and small. From coffee breaks, luncheons, pa11ies, and picnics to
receptions and banquets, the catering staff is committed to the success of your events and
to working within your budget. Rollins' agreement with Sodexho gives College Catering
the "right of first refusal" or the right to bid on all catered events using College funds .
Place catering requests through the Special Events Office at ext. 2567 to insure a
successful event:
A.

Please make arrangements seven days in advance, except in emergency situations,
and use the catering request forms that are available from special events and online.

B.

Estimate attendance as accurately as possible, and provide a guaranteed number
three days in advance. Food is prepared for the guaranteed number plus 5%, so
billing is based on the guaranteed or actual attendance number, whichever is higher.

C.

Advise catering of cancellations at least five days prior to the scheduled event to
avoid being billed because food and staffing are ordered in advance.

D.

When a catered service is provided outside the Cornell Campus Center, a minimum
order and delivery charge app lies.

Catering Gift Packages. Freshly-baked, hand-decorated bi11hday cakes, giant cookies,
gourmet cheese, and imported candy baskets are avai lable for every holiday and special
occasion. These can be personalized with stuffed animals, ribbons and bows, plants, etc.,
by request, and are beautiful gifts at very reasonable prices. R-Card discount applies (see
below).
Faculty/Staff R-Card Discount. Deposit a minimum of $50 to your R-Card Meal Plan
Account and receive 20% added value on food purchases at the Cornell Campus Center
Marketplace, the Grille, C-Store, Dianne 's Cafe, and Cornell Cafe.
Obtain your R-Card at the R-Card Office. Make deposits at the Bursar's Office with cash,
check, or credit card, or use the Value Transfer Station in the lower level of the Cornell
Campus Center, which accepts $1, $5, $10, and $20 bills.
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DUPLICATION SERVICES
Convenience Copiers
Photocopiers are located in administrative and academic buildings across campus. These
machines are intended for small jobs ( under 100 total copies), and have a variety of
features including collators, document feeders, duplexing and variable reduction and
enlargement. Coin or card-operated copiers are located in Olin Library. Jobs over 100
total copies, or that require special services, can be handled economically through the
Digital Print Center, often with same day turn around.

Print Services
The Digital Print Center provides a wide range of professional duplication services at
modest prices . The Center is located on the ground floor of the Facilities & Services
building and is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Services
include:

Black & White Copying: Copies can be made on a wide variety of paper weights,
colors, sizes, and textures. Hundreds of papers are stocked, and thousands of others are
available within 24 hours. Publishing Center equipment can copy onto paper up to 11" x
17", and up to 67 pound basis weight. Single or double sided copying is available on all
sizes and weights. Multi-part carbonless forms ("NCR"-type) can be produced in 2, 3, 4,
and 5 pat1 sets. A variety of envelope sizes (both standard business and invitation) are
stocked. Additionall y, the installation of a RISO duplicator allows economical printing
with a single color (blue, gold, red and black inks) .
Color Copying: Color enlargements (up to 11 " x 17"), reductions, and a variety of
special effects can be produced with the center's state-of-the-art, full-color, digital copier.
Desktop Publishing: The Center offers design and typesetting services at a fraction of
the cost of free lancers.
Finishing: Collating, stapling, saddle stitching (booklet-style), and spiral binding (up to
125 sheets) are available "on-line" from the Publishing Center. Padding, drilling, cutting,
and laminating are also offered.
Special Services: Large format posters, foam board mounting, banners, and CD/DVD
duplication are offered at prices that are less expensive than outside serv ices .
Other Outside Services: (competitive bids are obtained from severa l sources on all
printing jobs that are not produced in-house)
Embossing and Engraving
( 15 working days turn around)
Die Cutting
Printing to Fi lm (stats/slicks)
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Mail Preparation
Course Packets & Anthologies
The Center provides complete custom academic publishing services including securing
copyright clearance, preparing machine-ready master copies, and duplicating course
materials for resale at the bookstore.

Original materials may be dropped off at the Print Center or the bookstore. We must
secure permission to copy all copyrighted materials in order to comply with Federal
Copyright Law. To grant permission to make copies, the Digital Copy Center must right
holders require complete information on each excerpt, including:
Publication title
Article title
Author
Publisher
Publication date
Page numbers
ISBN# (if available)
Course title, number, starting date, and instructor's name are also necessary as separate
permission must be obtained for the copies used for each course each semester. To ensure
accuracy, faculty are encouraged to provide necessary information on the copyright
clearance application (available at the Rice Family Bookstore or the Digital Print Center).
Copyright clearance can take from one day to three months depending on the rightholder's response time; please allow at least eight weeks . Copyright royalties (which add
to the students' price) range from a half cent per page to several dollars per page. Faculty
will be notified of permission denials or unusually high royalties as they arise.
Information on copyright law is available at the bookstore and the Digital Print Center.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

The Director of Facilities Management is responsible for the administration and
supervision of the Facilities Management Division and reports to the Vice President for
Business and Finance and Treasurer. Four managers report to the Director and have
responsibility for grounds, maintenance, housekeeping, and construction management.
Responsibilities of Facilities Management include:
1. Provide essential services for the successful operation of the campus including
Housekeeping, Grounds (with athletic fields), Transp01i Services, Events Support,
Collection of Trash and Recyclables, and General Maintenance.
2. Coordinate and administer capital renewal projects in .order to support the changing
needs of the campus. These are referred to as alteration and improvement projects
(A&I) ' s.
3. Lead and manage large construction projects.
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The annual budget for the department provides funds for the maintenance and operation
of existing facilities only. Funding for new facilities, capital improvement, renovations,
or alterations must be sought through the capital funding approval process. The Director
will assist in furnishing cost estimates for capital improvements so that departments may
include projected costs in their annual budget requests. Details as to how to obtain
services are available on the facilities website www.rollins.edu/facilities.

HEALTH SERVICES- (former Panera Restaurant, corner of Aloma and Park)
Health Services for full-time Aris & Sciences day students is located at the corner of Park
Avenue and Aloma. The philosophy of care is proactive - focused on education,
prevention, and wellness. Services are provided by two full-time Board certified family
nurse practitioners and one part-time board certified physician.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The entire campus, including every residence hall room, office, and classroom has been
wired for campus network. The dorms and academic buildings have wireless access as
well. The computer network provides network-capable computers, unlimited access to
the Rollins Web pages, e-mail, and other features of the Internet with new functions
continually upgraded. The Cornell Campus Center has wireless network connectivity
throughout the building as well as an E-bar that facilitates e-mail and Web access on the
run. Laptops can be plugged in throughout the building, and on the patio overlooking the
pool and Lake Virginia. The "DownUnder" snack bar/performance space is wired as a
Cyber Cafe with network and power cables available for corrnections to laptop
computers.
Over 90% of last year's freshmen brought computers to campus . Network connection is
simple and requires a one time online registration of the computer. Computers are
available for sale and rental through the College. Several computer labs are available at
Rollins, providing adequate access to facilities for students without computers. With
extensive hours, one lab is open 24 hours from noon Sunday through 5 p.m. Friday.
Computers are not required at Rollins, but students who have computers make good use
of them. Our laptop rental program provides a low-cost option for students to try an inroom computer before buying one. Rentals average $550 per year for a Windows laptop.
Students who rent computers for three years own the computer after the third year.
Information Technology offers both credit and non-credit seminars for students on
computer software and hardware use. Non-credit software classes include Microsoft
Word, Excel, Power Point, Photoshop and more. Credit-bearing courses (one quarter of
regular course credit) include: "Using World Wide Web for Research", "Using Microsoft
Word for Publication Design and Layout", "Creating Home Pages on the World Wide
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Web", "Using Power Point and Computer Graphics for Presentations", "Using Excel
Spreadsheets Effectively", and "Digital Video". All sh1dents receive Internet e-mail
addresses, available at check-in during the fall.

Services
The Information Technology Department of Rollins College provides software and
hardware suppo11 for both academic and administrative computational requirements. The
instructional computing resources at Rollins are accessible for faculty research,
publication, and teaching endeavors. All faculty members are invited and encouraged to
include and coordinate their computational needs through the department. Proper and
timely planning will greatly enhance the educational experience of Rollins students when
it comes to computers, so it is recommended to begin the process well in advance.
General computer labs are located in Olin and Cornell with a Mac lab in Bush. All
computers in the labs are connected to the campus network, Internet, and shared printers.
Student assistants are available in each of the labs. Faculty needing special software are
asked to contact IT at least one month before the term begins.
The Help Desk may be reached at (628-6363).
Information Technology makes available a variety of software in the computer labs.
General use software, such as Microsoft and Office are fully supported by the IT staff.
Faculty may also request course software to be purchased and made available in the labs;
this specialty software is generally not supported by IT staff and is funded by the Dean of
the Faculty.
Computer labs may be reserved by phone or via form on the Web under the Information
Technology Web site.
Foxlink provides students and faculty access to student and teaching records and
employment information as well as course chat rooms and bulletin boards. Accounts for
Foxlink as well as the Campus Network are normally created for new faculty in August
for distribution at orientation. Those starting at other times of the year can fill out the
account request fom1 located on the IT Web site.
Computers for faculty use are provided by Information Technology. Requests are
solicited in the spring, but computers may be requested any time of the year. Requests
will be filled based on budget availability. Requests for non-standard software are routed
to the appropriate Dean's office for funding.
Computers for general use, student labs, interns, etc. are funded through the regular
budget process, and need to be requested when the Finance Office budget call is made in
the fall. Information Technology policies concerning use of e-mail, the Web, computer
labs, etc., are posted on the IT Web site.
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Instructional Technology
Our Instructional Technologists are ava ilable to assist faculty who are integrating
technology into the curricula. The I.I. staff can work with faculty, set up training
classes, and help evaluate software or anything else that helps a faculty member
determine the best method for delivering instruction.

INSTITUTIONAL ADV AN CEMENT
The Division of Institutional Advancement is responsible for all fund-raising eff011s at
Rollins College. The Division includes the offices of Foundation and Corporate
Relations, Major Gifts, Alumni Relations, Donor and External Relations, Planned Giving,
Research, Advancement Services, .and the Rollins Fund, which manages the College's
annual giving program. The five-year fund-raising initiative, The Campaign for Rollins,
launched in 1996, raised $160.2 million in new resources by its conclusion in October of
2001.

LIBRARY FACILITIES
The Olin Library, dedicated on April 17, 1985, houses a collection of over 321,506
volumes, 48,983 full-text online periodicals, 1,095 print and microform periodicals, and
360 serial subscriptions, select collections in microformats, and a variety of non-print
materials. The Rollins College library has been a selective Federal Depository since
1909 and as such maintains public access to U.S. government documents. The Olin
Electronic Research Infonnation Center contains the Information Technology Help Desk,
numerous computing labs, and a 24-hour computer lab and study area.

The Olin Library Director reports to the Provost and is responsible for the administration
of the library. The staff is composed of library faculty, professionals, technical
specialists, and student assistants.
Library services include over 100 hours per week of access; an online catalog; numerous
fulltext databases and indexes; reference service and research consultation; interlibrary
loan; and a variety of information literacy instruction services.
Cooperative agreements with local libraries include borrowing privileges at the
University of Central Florida Library for Rollins faculty, students, and staff who are in
good standing at Olin. Guest bo1rnwing privileges are extended for up to one year and
must be renewed after May 15th. Application forms may be completed and pre-approved
at the Olin circulation desk, or may be completed and approved at UCF with proper
Rollins ID.
Special services for faculty include one year check-out (all materials subject to recall and
due for return or renewal by May 15th); reserve service to make library or personal
materials readily available to students; customized information literacy instruction to
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meet the needs of specific classes; and a limited number of faculty carrels (applications
available in Director's office).
The major portion of book collection development is via faculty requests through their
respective departments. Requests are accepted throughout the year. Journal and digital
resource collections are developed by the library faculty in close consultation with
faculty.
For details concerning library holdings, services or policies please consult the library' s
web site at http ://www.rollins .edu/olin/ index.htm

LIBRARY CARREL POLICY FOR FACULTY
1. Study carrels in the Olin Library are assigned to requesting faculty members
engaged in research and based on availability. Applications for study carrels
may be submitted at the beginning of each academic term.
2.

To maintain an accurate record of library collections, all library materials
kept in study carrels must be checked through the appropriate circulation
process. The library staff regularly monitors carrels and returns to the
coll ection any materials not properly charged out.

LOST AND FOUND
The Campus Security Office operates a lost and found service.

MAIL SERVICES
The Campus Post Office (extension 2535) is located in the lower level of Mills Memorial
Center with window service available from 11 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. , Monday-Friday.
Personal and inter-department mail may be mailed through the Campus Post Office;
however, individuals are responsible for postage on their personal mail.
All faculty and staff within a department have the same four digit box number. It is
imperative that incoming mail be addressed as follows:
Your Name
Department
Rollins College
1000 Holt A venue- #### (your box number)
Winter Park, FL 32789
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Campus mail only requires a name and box number. Mail without a department box
number provided will be delayed. Department mail going to the USPS must have a
Postage Request Form listing your name, department, and postage code on it.
Each department has a drop off/pick up point that is serviced by the campus mail courier
once a day unless the department chooses to have their own designated mail delivery
person. Incoming FedEx and UPS deliveries are dropped at the Warehouse/Faci lities
building and will be delivered to your department. A FedEx drop off box (including
FedEx mailing supplies) is located on Holt Avenue next to the Soccer Field for outgoing
mail. Pickup is Monday - Friday. The USPS picks up outgoing mail from the Campus
Post Office every afternoon.
SERVICES OFFERED AT THE CAMPUS POST OFFICE INCLUDE:
First Class Mail
International
Ce1iified Mail Ret/Receipt
UPS
Stamps Purchases

Express (Overnight)
Parcel Post
Delivery Confirmation
FedEx

Priority (2-3 day)
Media Mail
Signature Confirmation
Insured Mail

MEETING ROOMS AND CAMPUS FACILITIES
The primary purpose of Rollins College facilities - e.g. classrooms, meeting rooms,
common space, residence halls, grounds, etc. , is to serve the College's academic and
operational activities.
The scheduling of classrooms, labs, and meeting rooms for specified courses is handled
by the Office of Student Records, the Hamilton Holt School, and the Crummer Graduate
School. The scheduling of classrooms and other facilities - outside of specified courses is coordinated by the Office of Events Scheduling. For additional information and
guidelines on scheduling facilities , conference and campus events, please visit the web
site of the Office of Events Scheduling (http ://www .rollins.edu/sps/events ).

MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
The Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA) is committed to building and promoting
programs, services, and resources that serve to create and sustain a diverse community. A
diverse community is one that is inclusive, welcoming, and respectful in which each
citizen values differences in race, ethnicity, gender, gender identity/expression, sexual
orientation, national origin, economic background, ability, age, and religion. At the same
time, this diverse community affirms the central impo1iance of our common humanity. In
support of Rollins' commitment to a pluralistic and equitable community for learning,
OMA works collaborati vely with facu lty, staff, and students to create an experience rich
in perspectives and opportunities to learn from each other and encourages each member
to engage in positive social change to transform and sustain the local and global
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communities in which we live. The Office of Multicultural Affairs is located in Chase
Hall. The phone number for OMA is 407-691-1240.

NOTARIES
Faculty who need documents notarized by a Florida Notary Public should contact either
the Cashier's Office or the Office of Student Records.

PARKING AND TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Rules and regulations concerning the use of motor vehicles on the Rollins College
campus are administered by the Director of Campus Security. All students, staff, faculty,
and support persotmel are requested to comply with Rollins traffic policies in order to
provide for safety and maximum use of existing facilities, and to preserve harmony in the
communal life of the campus. Copies of the traffic regulations, revised as necessary, are
given each year to all members of the Rollins community who apply for a permit. These
regulations include information on where parking is allowed and sets forth the fines for
fai lure to obey traffic rules.
It is important that all motor vehicles of Rollins College students, facu lty, staff, and
support personnel be registered with the College and identified with a current parking
decal. For further information contact Campus Security at ext. 2999.

PAYROLL
Payroll is disbursed via direct deposit on the scheduled pay date. A pay advice will be emailed to employees 2-3 days prior to the deposit and may be accessed using the last 4digits of the employee social security number. Faculty wi ll receive a1mual salary in nine
equal payments from September-May of the academic year. Pursuant to IRS Section
409A regulations, Ro llins College allows facu lty a choice to defer pay over 12 equal
payments instead of 9 payments. Faculty may request to receive their salary in twelve
equal payments by submitting the request in writing to Human Resources before the first
day of the academic year in which the they will be paid (ie: by no later than August 31st
of the year prior). The election to defer pay over 12 months is irrevocable during the
academic year and will remain in place in future years unless the employee requests a
change in writing. If the employee does not make a deferral election by the August
3 1st deadline, pay will be disbursed over the 9 months of the academic year.

PHILANTHROPY AND NONPROFIT LEADERSHIP CENTER
The mission of the Philanthropy & Nonprofit Leadership Center is to strengthen the
effectiveness of nonprofit and philanthropic organizations through training and
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management support. The Center offers approximately 100 workshops and events per
year in fundraising, board governance, volunteer management and organizational
development. Students, staff and faculty are welcome to attend workshops . The Center
also hosts the Donors Forum of Central Florida and has a special focus on executive
transition.
Students utilize the Philanthropy Center's nonprofit library and seek nonprofit career
counseling and volunteer and internship opportunities. For more information, go to
www.pnlc.rollins.edu.

PUBLIC RELATIONS & COMMUNICATIONS
The Office of Public Relations & Communications (OPRC) actively supports the
College's efforts to recruit qualified students and to attract financial support for academic
programs and financial aid, while meeting Rollins' other communications needs. The
Office works to protect and enhance the image of Rollins College through strategic
communications with the College's stakeholders: potential students and donors, current
students and donors, faculty and staff, alumni, trustees, community and business leaders,
and the media.
Six primary areas encompass the services offered by the depaiiment: internal and
external communications, issues and crisis management, 'news media relations, public
relations planning and counseling, publications and photographic services, and Web
updates. The OPRC has also taken a lead role in creating more formal ways to respond to
public inquiries.
Internal and External Communications
The Office of Public Relations & Communications is the primary communications office
for the Rollins College campus. The College's award-winning electronic newsletter for
faculty and staff, R-Town, is planned, written and managed by the OPRC and provides
news of interest to the campus community. To submit news or suggest story ideas for RT own, please e-mail 1iown@rollins.edu.
The OPRC takes a lead role in the messaging included in print and electronic
communications for external audiences, such as community newsletters, the College's
alumni magazine, the Rollins College Web site, e-newsletters for parents and alumni, and
much more.
Issues and Crisis Management
Effective issues management anticipates and plans ahead for problems, crises or trends
that may negatively impact an organization. This is as important, if not more important,
to achieving sound and productive relations between Rollins and its stakeholders as
maximizing publicity opportunities. The Office tracks and manages issues to avoidor at least minimize- negative impact. The Office also manages crisis communications
ranging from weather emergencies to world events that may impact the College.
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News Media Relations
The OPRC proactively pitches stories and photo opportunities to the media on campus
events, and student or faculty achievements, and offers subject experts to the media on
timely topics. News releases cover a variety of topics, including announcing new
programs or innovative research, publicizing visiting scholars and artists, celebrating
significant gifts, and more.
The Office works directly with local, regional and national media representatives,
monitors services such as ProfNet (an electronic service that distributes journalists'
queries for subject experts), and collaborates with higher education associations to
achieve placements. Media training is offered to faculty and staff annually and upon
request. Faculty do not need to clear personal media inquiries with the Office, but are
encouraged
to
utilize
the
resources
found
at
http ://www.rollins.edu/news/campusclients.shtml.

Public Inquiries
The Office of Public Relations & Communications maintains a referral directory for
requests for information and services (located at
www.rollins.edu/pr/campusclients/rollinsrequests.shtml). All public inquiries received
by the Office are directed to the appropriate college office for response and/or fulfillment.
Inquiries may be received by phone at the main number at (407) 646-2202 or via e-mail
at contact@rollins.edu. The Office fulfills an estimated 300 public inquiries annually.
Publications and Photographic Services - The OPRC researches, writes, assists with
editorial planning and/or production of a variety of printed materials, ranging from
announcement cards, fliers , brochures and posters to R-Community News , a community
newsletter distributed twice a year to the Central Florida community and friends of the
College, to the College's alumni magazine, the Rollins Alumni Record.
While the College does not have a professional photographer on staff, the OPRC has two
digital cameras or may retain a professional photographer for coverage of larger campus
events. OPR coordinates faculty head shots on a bi-amrnal basis, maintains an extensive
electronic library of campus photography and fulfills hundreds of photography requests
amrnally.

Public Relations Planning and Counseling
The Office of Public Relations & Communications provides public relations counseling
and services to internal clients.
Web Updates
The Office of Public Relations & Communications provides frequent updates to the
Latest News portion of Rollins' home page. The Office also maintains its own Web pages
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and assists with maintenance of the President's Web pages . For more information please
visit http://www .rollins.edu/news/.

PUBLICATIONS
Student publications include the student newspaper, the Sandspur; the Tomokan
yearbook; Brushings, the student literary magazine; and RURJ, the Rollins
Undergraduate Research Journal.
The following Rollins publications are compiled and edited by administrative offices.
Faculty should send announcements, changes or corrections to the appropriate office.

Admission Handbook - A prospectus distributed to candidates for admission to
Rollins. Admission Office.
Rollins Alumni Record - A magazine featuring news of the College and alumni
distributed to approx. 14,000 alumni, parents, and friends of Rollins. Office of
Public Relations. (mwismar@rollins.edu)
Holt News - A quarterly newsletter for students and prospective students of the
Hamilton Holt School. Hamilton Holt.
The Cornell Fine Arts Museum Bulletin - Cornell Fine Arts Museum .
Rollins College Catalogue - Office of Student Records.
TarTalk - A newsletter which reports on sports activities. Athletic Department.
Crummer Graduate School Catalogue - Office of the Dean of the Crummer
Graduate School.
Hamilton Holt School Catalogue - Office of the Dean of the Hamilton Holt
School.
The Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings Journal of Florida Literature - is dedicated to
promoting literature about Florida. The journal invites submissions of mticles,
reviews, sho11 fiction , creative non-fiction, and poetry whose focus , locale, or
subject is Florida. The journal was founded by the Ma1jori e Kinnan Rawlings
Society.

PURCHASING
The Purchasing D epartment's m1ss10n is to provide efficient and timely procurement
services and programs that will support th e teaching, research , and service effo11s of
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Rollins College. We will provide high quality products and services at the lowest cost
available and at the time needed. We will continuously strive to seek innovative and
effective processes that do not impede, but rather facilitate the acquisition process. We
will accomplish this through exceptional customer service, innovative processes, and
sound business practices.
At Rollins College most purchasing actions are conducted by academic and
administrative department employees. Purchasing activities include obligations for
ethical behavior, compliance with government regulations, proper transaction
documentation and fiscal responsibility.
The College's interests are generally best served when individual departments choose the
specific products and services to be used. Rollins College maintains a decentralized
purchasing environment.
This means that departments must ensure sound fiscal
management practices are followed and that the purchase of goods or services needed to
conduct their activities should be made from the best source considering price, quality,
and service.
The Purchasing Department is typically responsible for soliciting written quotes and
proposals based on requests provided by individual departments. In the event that the
departments have secured, or secure, the necessary quotes, this supporting documentation
should be attached to the Purchasing Requisition form and forwarded to the Purchasing
Depaitment for review. The Purchasing Depa1tment may secure additional quotes if
deemed to be in the best interest of the College.
In selecting the vendor, the depa1tment's product quality and delivery time requirements
will be considered, in conj unction with the total price.
There are several methods that may be used to request items or services. They include:
direct check requests, purchasing credit card (P-Card), and purchase requisitions and
orders.
Direct Pay/Check Request: Used to request payment for purchases not covered by a
purchase order or P-Card. Forward the Direct Pay/Check Request form and supporting
original documentation (invoice, receipts or other evidence of charge) to Accounts
Payable for processing.
Purchasing Card: The Rollins College Purchasing Card is intended to provide an
efficient, cost-effective method of purchasing and paying for small dollar transactions
within established usage limits . The program is designed to replace a variety of
purchasing options such as; small-dollar purchase orders and direct payment vouchers,
and reduce the need for expense reimbursement requests, departmental cash advances and
petty cash reimbursements. The card may be used with any merchant who accepts VISA,
either in-store, by phone, mail, fax or on-line. Using the card will provide quicker turnaround time on your orders, greater flexibility in ordering goods and reduce paper work
process mg.
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Purchase Requisitions and Orders:
A purchase reqms1tlon may be submitted to
Purchasing requesting product/service for which cost is in excess of the department's
maximum purchasing card transaction limit. Purchasing will determine if bidding is
required and award a purchase order accordingly.
* Within limits, it is at the discretion of the depatiment as to which method to use when
purchasing items or services . The Purchasing Department personnel will work with
departments to determine an appropriate method to purchase items or services.
Requisitions shou ld be prepared far enough in advance to permit the department or
Purchasing to obtain competitive prices and to allow sufficient time for deliveries to be
made. The duration of time required for delivery of the item(s) after receipt of the
requisition and correct and complete specifications by the Purchasing Depaiiment is
dependent on avai lability of materials and whether the quotation or forma l bid process
must be used.
Allow 3 - 5 working days on purchases not requmng quotations or sealed bids. The
quotation and formal bid process may take a minimum of 4 weeks.
Information on the purchase requisition includes:
1. Name of the purchase requisition creator.
2. Creation date.
3. Delivery information to include date needed.
4. A complete description of the material or service desired . If an equivalent
substitute is
allowable, specify (i.e., or equal) after applicable commodity
description. Care should be taken that each requisition lists only items that can be
furnished by one supplier. (e.g. Do not request chemical suppli es and furniture on
the same requisition). Should the department (requisitioner) require additional
product and/or vendor information or assistance in requisition preparation, please
contact the Purchasing Department.
5. Where possible, the department should furnish suggested sources of supply, giving
the name and address of each vendor.
6. An appropriate account code or a capita l number.
7. The Budget Manager's approval of all purchase requisitions. The term "Budget
Manager" is exclusively defined as an employee who has either restricted or
unrestricted signature authority to expend institutional funds.
NOTE: Those persons authorized to approve requisitions are certifying that adequate
funds are budgeted and ava ilable.
Each Rollins College department will determine the specific type of service, equipment
and/or supplies required for normal operation within its given budget allocation. The
Purchasing Department can assist the depa1iment in identifying the appropriate item(s).
Once all items are identified, the department will forward a completed Purchasing
Requisition form to the Purchasing Department (Box 2714) for prompt processing.
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Advance planning is a critical success factor in the procurement process. Sufficient
advance notice must be given to allow the Purchasing Depai1ment to obtain the necessary
quotes and to plan for the anticipated delivery lead-time. Purchases made in a rush often
result in a combination of poor quality, higher prices, and higher freight costs.
Departments are encouraged to contact the Purchasing Department well in advance for
major projects or technically complex needs to plan for the acquisition of equipment and
supplies.
Sole Source Items
In instances where required items are highly specialized or of a technical nature, and
therefore not available from multiple sources, the requesting department will mark "Sole
Source" in the special instructions of the "Type of Order" section.
Emergency Purchases
The Purchasing Department will authorize emergency purchases during circumstances
that are beyond the control of the College involving health, public safety, imminent loss
or injury, or where an immediate action would reduce more extensive repairs later.
Depending on the urgency or complexity of the issue, the Purchasing Department will
either assign a Purchase Order number or place the order directly with the vendor using
their Rollins College Purchasing Card. Other cardholders across campus have the
authority to use their College issued purchasing cards to purchase items required in an
emergency as described above.
Purchases with Special Requirements
Computers, Computer Equipment, and Audio-Visual Equipment- The Office of
Information Technology must approve all purchases for desktops computers, servers,
workstations, printers, peripherals, and software. Purchasing will not place a purchase
order for these items unless they have written emai l quotes generated by a vendor that
was inquired by an IT staff member.
Furniture- All furniture purchases for the campus must be processed through the
Purchasing Department. The Purchasing Depat1ment is required to obtain three quotes
for all furniture purchases. Only the Purchasing Depa11ment can make exceptions to this
directive.
Office Supplies- Contact Purchasing at ext. 2 11 2 for details.
Repair and Service (Equipment and Vending Machines)
Service for vending machines, snack and drink machines, and washers and dryers across
campus is coordinated through Purchasing. Call ext. 2112 if a machine is not properly
stocked, shows signs of vandalism, or doesn't function properly.
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Goods and Services not subject to review from the Purchasing Department
The following commodities and professional services may require the review and
approval from specific College departments other than or in addition to the Purchasing
Department:

Architectural and Engineering Services- Contact Facilities Management
Audit or Tax Services- Contact Finance Department
Construction Contracts-Contact Facilities Management
Employment Services- Contact Human Resources Department
Insurance- Contact Risk Management in Human Resources
Legal Services- Contact the Office of the Vice President of Business & Finance and
Administration
Printed Materials- Contact the Print Shop
Travel Services- Contact the Finance Department
Purchases of Goods and Service for Private Use
The Purchasing Department does not assist or become involved in any transaction for
purchases of a personal nature. The Purchasing (or Finance) Department may also
question transactions that seem to be of a personal nature or an inappropriate use of
College funds.
Unauthorized Purchases
Regardless of the dollar amow1t or method, all purchases must be appropriate and
necessary for college purposes. Purchases that are not appropriate or necessary wi ll not
be approved/reimbursed .
Contracts to be reviewed by the Offices of Business Services and Risk Management
Leases, contracts, and agreements for faci lities, goods, and services must be forwarded to
the Director of Business Services for rev iew. The Director of Business Services and
Assistant Vice President, Human Resources & Risk Management, wi ll review all
provisions including liability, default, indemnification, and insurance.
Conflict of Interest and Gratuities
Rollins College does not purchase goods and services from compan ies or individuals
where there is a recognized potential for conflict of interest.
Faculty and staff members who would benefit financially from a given potential supplier
selling goods and services to the College may not participate in the vendor selection
process.
College employees may not personally solicit, demand, or receive any kind of gratuity
from a vendor or individua l in connection with any decision affecting a College purchase.
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RELIGIOUS LIFE
The nurture of the religious life in the Rollins community is the mission of the Knowles
Memorial Chapel and the United Campus Ministries, the work of both being coordinated
by the Dean of the Chapel and Chaplain to the College. The building, designed by Ralph
Adams Cram and given by Mrs. Frances Knowles WaITen in memory of her father, one
of the founding trustees of the College, was dedicated in 1932. Its character and program
are interdenominational in seeking both to serve and support persons in a variety of faithtraditions and to emphasize convictions and commitments they share with one another.
The chapel is also designed to be the place for the observance of special days which
commemorate the Coll ege's history and purpose, such as convocations, anniversaries, and
baccalaureates. An interdenominational service is held each Sunday during the academic
year. Gatherings for spiritual responses to special crises or celebrations, memorial
services, and weddings are also held. During the Christmas season, services of Lessons
and Carols have long been a tradition for the community as well as the College. As a
liturgical center the Chapel is the home for Sunday evening Catholic Masses, a variety of
musical events, weddings, baptisms, funeral and memorial services. As a place of quiet
and retreat the Chapel offers a daily place for meditation, prayer and peace.

STRATEGIC MARKETING
In 2005 , Rollins College embarked on a major pre-marketing study focusing on
institutional identity, image, and marketing opportunities. This research took over a year
to complete and the process touched literally thousands of members of Rollins' external
and internal community. Many of the voices heard through this effort indicated that we,
as a community, can do a better job of communicating the elements that comprise the
core values and capabilities that make Rollins great. The findings emphasized that,
although many diverse areas contribute to a comprehensive institutional image, there was
no si ngular point of internal administrative focus and responsibility for enabling the
strategic marketing of the institution. A gratifying takeaway from the project was the
clear expression by external and internal constituents of their affection for Rollins and
their high asp irations for even greater success for the College in the future.
From this pre-marketing study, in January 2007 Rollins' Strategic Marketing Initiative
was formalized to establish the first-ever, institution-wide marketing focus for the
College. Working under the auspices of the Rollins Board of Trustees Strategic
Marketing Task Force, the initiative's charge includes communicating a consistent
message and image and increasing visibility of the College. Areas of focus include the
Rollins Web site, publication and image continuity, the arts at Rollins College, and
working with the College's creative agency on image enhancing messaging. The
strategic marketing team also stands ready to assist internal departments with their unique
marketing needs including producing marketing materials, Web site management, and
media buying.
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STUDENT INVOLVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
The Office of Student Involvement and Leadership supports the m1ss1011 of Rollins
College by providing intentional learning opportunities that prepare students for
responsible leadership in a global, diverse society. The office promotes citizenship,
multiculturalism, and community involvement through leadership education ( creditbearing and co-curricular), peer education and outreach, experiential/outdoor learning
opportunities, student organization involvement, fraternity and sorority life, media
laboratories, and campus activities/programming. Our programs are aimed at creating
innovative learning environments within and outside of the classroom, aiding the
transition to college and beyond, and facilitating holistic development. Our staff,
students, and facu lty fellows draw from an eclectic, interdisciplinary pool of theories and
models to augment our leadership and involvement cuniculum. We believe students
"learn" leadership and citizenship through hands-on experiences, service-learning,
participatory action research, mentoring, peer education, simulations, retreats, case
studies, and workshops.

RESIDENTIAL LIFE
The Office of Residential Life is located in McKean Hall. In support of the college, our
mission is to be locally, regionally and nationally known and recognized for our
commitment to students and student learning, in safe, secure and well-maintained
residence halls, offering outstanding living learning community opportunities. We are
committed to creating learning environments that are conducive to and focused on
holistic student development, student learning, and student success through learning,
social justice, responsibilities, collaboration and leadership. These environments are
aimed at assisting students in finding their purpose and passion. The phone number for
Residential Life is 407-646-2649. Our e-mail address is: reslife@ rollins.edu.
Our facilities allow us to house up to twelve hundred and fifty students. We have five
traditional residential halls, eleven small residential organization houses (including Greek
houses) and one apartment complex for upper class students. All students with sixty
hours or less are required to live on campus.

R-TV
R-TV is a closed circuit television network that is broadcasted throughout campus and
the residence halls. The studio is located on the fomih floor of the Mills Memorial
Center. R-TV broadcasts Rollins events, student submissions, and provides educational
oppo1iunities for fac ulty and students. News, ente1iainment, variety shows, educational
programming, and student submissions make up most of the day time programming with
evening programming being devoted to student fi lms.
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THE THOMAS P. JOHNSON STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER
The Thomas P. Johnson Student Resource Center, located on the second floor of Mills
Memorial Center, is a comprehensive academic support center with programs designed to
challenge students to take responsibility for their own learning and provide them with the
tools and feedback to develop learning strategies to achieve academic success.
The Writing Center, staffed by trained peer consultants from across the ctmiculum,
welcomes writers at any stage of the writing process, from brainstorming to revising to
final editing. Writers of all abilities benefit from trying out their work on an audience.
Through one-on-one conversations and occasional group sessions, consultants serve
A&S, Holt, and MLS students, sharing strategies, questioning rhetorical choices, and then
summarizing their discussions on a form given to clients and copied to professors.
The Peer Tutoring Program trains peer tutors nominated by facu lty to work with
students in most academic depa11ments. Since peer tutors have recently succeeded in
these courses, they can guide student clients in trying more effective reading, learning,
and problem-solving techniques and can give feedback on students' understanding of
course concepts, in preparing for class, for tests and in the early stages of writing papers.
Tutors can monitor students' strategic use of these skills in later sessions, both individual
and group. Professors and student clients receive copies of the tutoring notes made
during each session.
Academic Advising Support assists facu lty advisers in helping students improve their
effectiveness and self-discip line as students and supports them in reaching their academic
goals. Professional staff conducts first-year student registration and transfer student
registration, and coordinate academic appeals, the Academic Warning System and faculty
adviser assignments.
The Academic Probation Program for students struggling
academically assesses students' study behaviors, helps them plan their improvement
strategies, and monitors their progress.
Disability Services assists students with disabilities by providing appropriate
accommodations as they become independent and successful learners within the
academically competitive curriculum of the College. Faculty should be reminded that all
students requesting academic accommodations must first see the Coordinator of
Disability Services in the Thomas P. Johnson Student Resource Center to verify
documentation and discuss appropriate classroom accommodations.

WPRK-FM
WPRK is an FM radio station owned by Rollins and licensed by the FCC to broadcast at
91 .5 megahertz. The studio is located in the basement of the Mills Memorial Center and
broadcasts with 1300 kilowatts, covering the Winter Park/Orlando/Maitland area. WPRK
broadcasts Rollins events and provides educational opportunities for faculty and students.
Classical music, news, and sports dominate daytime programming, with evening hours
and weekends devoted to progressive music and specialty shows.
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All Faculty Policies and Procedures
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Academic freedom is essential to the educational goals of Rollins College. "Academic freedom"
refers to the policy of maintaining conditions of free inquiry, thought, and discussion for every
member of the faculty in professional activities of research, teaching, public speaking, and
publication. These conditions are regarded as necessary rights accruing to appointment on the
faculty. Faculty members have the correlative obligation to speak and write with accuracy, with
due respect for the opinions of others, and with proper care to specify that they speak on the
authority of their own work and reputation, not as special pleaders for any social group, external
agency, or as purporting to represent Rollins.
The faculty collectively may regulate such freedom, within the spirit of the 1940 Statement of
Principles and Interpretive Comments, "Academic Freedom and Tenure," endorsed by the
AAUP.
Freedom of Expression
1. Classroom Expression
A. Discussion and expression of all views relevant to the subject matter are
permitted in the classroom contingent only upon the responsibility of the
instructor to maintain order.

1)

Students are free to take reasoned exception to the data or views offered
in any course of study and to reserve judgement about matters of
opinion, but they are responsible for learning the content of any course
of study for which they are enrolled.

2)

Requirements of participation in classroom discussion and submission of
written exercises are not inconsistent with this section.

B. Academic evaluation of student performance shall be neither prejudicial nor
capricious. Performance should be evaluated only on an academic basis, not on
opinions or conduct in matters umelated to academic standards. Students who
bel ieve they have been subjected to arbitrary or discriminatory academic
evaluations are guaranteed the right of appeal. In questions regarding the
above, students shall follow the recommended procedures in attempting to have
decisions re-assessed by the instructor.
1)

Appeal to the individual instructor directly.

2)
3)

C.

2.

3.

Appeal to the appropriate Dean.
Any appeal shall be initiated after the issuance of a grade or evaluation,
but before the end of the following term.

Information about student views, beliefs, and political associations acquired by
professors in the course of their work as instrnctors, advisors, and counselors is
confidential and not to be disclosed to others unless under legal compulsion or
by request of the student. Questions relating to intellectual or skills capacity
are not subject to this section except that disclosure must be accompanied by
notice to the student.

Campus Expression
1.

Discussion and expression of all views are guaranteed within the institution
subject only to requirements for the maintenance of order. Support of any
cause by orderly means which do not disrupt the operation of the institution or
violate civil law is permitted.

2.

Students, campus groups, and campus organizations may invite and hear any
persons of their own choosing subject only to requirements for use of
institutional facilities and funds.

Protest
1.

The right of peaceful protest is recognized within the institutional community.
a.)

2.

3.

Orderly picketing and other forms of peaceful protest are not to be
prohibited on institutional premises.

Interference with ingress and egress at institutional facilities , interrnption of
classes or institutional operations or damage to property exceeds permissible
limits of behavior and will not be permitted.
Even though remedies are available through local enforcement bodies, the
institution may choose instead to impose its own disciplinary sanctions in cases
of disorderly picketing and unpeaceful protest.

4. Every student has the right to be interviewed on campus by any legal
organization which is recruiting at the institution. Reasonable conditions may be
imposed to regulate the timeliness of requests and to determine the
appropriateness of the space. Any student, any group, or any organization may
protest against such organization provided that protest does not interfere with any
other student's rights to have such an interview.
4.

Confidentiality of Student Records
Federal legislation (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act) mandates standards
for the protection of the confidentiality of student records and, at the same time,
gives students the right to inspect the contents of their complete file in compliance

with the law.
Rollins students have access to their own records and the
confidentiality of those records is guarded.
One of the provisions of the law allows institutions to release "directory information"
as a matter of course, providing students have a reasonable time to ask that
information be released only with the student's prior consent. Rollins publishes a
student-faculty directory that includes names, campus and home addresses, and
telephone numbers . Such a directory, when complete and accurate, is invaluable to
students, teachers, and administrators.
Rollins College considers the following to be directory information: name, class,
campus address, parents' names and address, telephone listing, date and place of
bi1ih, major field of study, participation in the officially recognized sports, weight
and height of members of athletic teams, dates of attendance, degrees, awards and
honors achieved in the curricular and extracurricular life of the College, the most
recent previous educational institution attended by the student, and individually
identifiable photographs of the student solicited by, or maintained directly by,
Rollins as part of the educational records.
Unless students have requested in writing to withhold any or all such directory
information, the College may release it. Requests to withhold such information must
be made annually prior to September 1.
The law also makes the educational record available to parents or guardians when the
student is claimed as a dependent with the Internal Revenue Service. The College
assumes all of its students are so claimed unless evidence to the contrary is submitted
to the Dean of Students in the undergraduate day program, or the appropriate Dean in
all other programs. Records are available to either parent or guardian of dependent
students unless the College has been provided with evidence that there is a court
order, state statute or legally binding document relating to such matters as divorce,
separation, or custody that specifically revokes these rights.

AMOROUS RELATIONSHIPS WITH STUDENTS
As an educational institution, Rollins College strives to maintain for its students an environment
of safety, trust, and mutual respect. As part of its ongoing efforts to maintain a safe learning,
living, working, and social environment, Rollins prohibits and will not tolerate discrimination,
harassment or any mistreatment of students, faculty or staff.
While Rollins recognizes that "consensual" amorous or romantic relationships between faculty
members and students do not constitute sexual harassment, it also recognizes that such
relationships may end unhappily or become conflicted and result in charges of sexual
harassment, or even physical or psychological abuse. In such cases, the College has a legal duty
to respond to and investigate these charges in the same manner as charges arising in any other
context.
Further, some courts reviewing such claims have held that faculty and student relations are
inherently unequal because faculty members have, or are perceived to have, authority or control

over students. Thus, in relationships that are inherently unequal, the existence of consent may
not insulate an individual or the College from liability if charges of sexual harassment are filed.
Accordingly, all faculty are discouraged from engaging in romantic or amorous relationships
with students, and are expressly prohibited from engaging in such relationships in circumstances
in which they exercise power or influence over a student. Faculty who violate this policy will be
subject to the disciplinary procedures of the institution, including possible termination.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
I. PURPOSE
Ro llins College was organized and exists for the purpose of qualifying its students to engage in
the learned professions or other employment of society and to discharge honorably and usefully
the various duties of life. A fundamental principle of such endeavor is the application and use of
high ethical and moral standards. The purpose of this policy is to assure all who look to Rollins
College for service and leadership that those persons who establish and administer policy and
those who teach and othetwise work in the employ of the College dedicate themselves to the
welfare of the College and its students to the exclusion of ulterior purposes and conflicts of
interest.
II. SCOPE
This policy applies to all trustees, officers, faculty members, and employees of Rollins College
and is intended to serve as guidance for members of their immediate families.
III.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

A conflict of interest exists when any individual covered by this policy has a relationship or
engages in an activity which impairs or adversely influence his or her judgement with respect to
policy promoting the best interests of the College and the public good, or which may impairs or
adversely influences the performance of his or her duties to the College.
A conflict of interest exists when a person benefits financially, either directly or indirectly, from
his or her employment or appointment by Rollins College save and except for compensation and
financial benefits paid or granted by the College. Trustees, officers, faculty, and staff may not
accept gifts, travel or entertainment with a value greater than $100 from a vendor, an
organization, or an individual who conducts, or wishes to conduct, business with the College.
Plaques or other recognition awards that have nominal value are permitted.
IV.

DISCLOSURE

In any case where a conflict of interest exists, or may exist, or the appearance of a conflict of
interest may exist, it shall be the duty of the person covered by this policy to disclose his or her
interest, including any interest in the organization or entity which may benefit from the person's
association with Rollins College and including any such beneficial interest a member of the
person's immediate family may have because of the person's association with Rollins College.

Persons who perceive the existence of a conflict of interest shall not endeavor to resolve the
conflict or determine that the external benefits will not adversely affect Rollins College; but shall
make a full disclosure of the facts, circumstances, relationships, and transactions as follows:
A.

B.
C.
D.

Trustees (including the President) shall report to the Chairman of the
Board and the Audit Committee Chairperson. Potential conflicts are not
considered confidential information.
Officers shall report to the President;
Faculty members shall report to the Vice President for Academic Affairs;
Other employees shall report to their immediate supervisors who shall
keep the appropriate officers of the College currently informed.

Reports shall be made promptly and, at in the discretion of the person receiving the rep011 shall
be made in writing and signed by the person making the disclosure.
V.

RESTRAINT ON PARTICIPATION

Persons covered by this policy are encouraged to avoid relationships and transactions which
constitute a conflict of interest. When such situations cannot be avoided, the persons involved
shall refrain from being present during and/or participating in consideration of the transaction
affected by the conflict of interest unless under special circumstances the College detennines that
their participation is imperative for the welfare of the College and the public good. If such a
waiver is indicated, it shall be in writing and signed by the Officer or Board making the
determination, and a copy of the waiver shall be provided to the Chairman of the Board and the
Audit Committee Chairperson.

COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS
Faculty and Rollins personnel working with faculty should be familiar with restrictions on use
and reproduction of copyrighted materials. Faculty are expected to adhere to their best
understanding of the current U.S. copyright law. Copyright protection extends to literary work,
musical works (including lyrics), dramatic works, choreographed works, pictorial and graphic
works, sculptures, motion pictures and other audio visual works, sound recordings, and software.
Legal limits to "fair use" of these materials are not always clear, but non-profit institutions are no
longer exempt from copyright law provisions. Faculty reproducing copyrighted materials for
classroom use should obtain permission of copyright holder or, if this is not feasible, consult
with their department head and Dean/Director. Faculty and administrators are reminded that a
copy of commercial software is licensed to one PC only.
In order to assist faculty with the preparation of copyrighted course materials, the Copy Center
has entered into an agreement with a national reprographics company which has extensive
experience working with university publications. This company has an established division
solely dedicated to acquiring copyright permission for clients around the country.

Available immediately, to apply for copyright permission, professors simply need to bring the
copyrighted materials to be duplicated to the Rollins College Publishing Center (or call extension
2332). The Publishing Center will take over from there, including securing the publisher's
copyright permission for the number of copies needed, duplicating the materials in the correct

number for the class, and transporting the finished materials to the bookstore for sale to the
students. The cost of the copyright royalties will be included in the sale price of the materials.
As the granting of copyright permission can take from less than a day to several weeks, please
try to bring copyrighted materials to the Copy Center as far in advance of a due date as you can.
See Intellectual Property Policy below.

DISABILITY POLICY UNDER THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 AND
THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990
Rollins College is committed to equal access and does not discriminate unlawfully against
persons with disabilities in its policies, procedures, programs, or employment processes. The
College recognizes its obligations under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 to provide an environment that does not discriminate against persons
with disabilities.
A disability is defined as: a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits one or
more major life activities such as caring for one's self, perfo1ming manual tasks, walking, seeing,
hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, or working. Individuals with a history of such an
impairment or who are regarded as having such an impairment are covered under these
procedures.
Rollins College will make reasonable accommodations for any individual with a documented
disability on a case-by-case basis.
Members of the College community who believe that they require an accommodation must
provide either the Coordinator of Disability Services (if they are a student) or the Director of
Human Resources (if they are a faculty/staff member) in writing with the following information:
1.
2.
3.

They must identify themselves as a person with a disability,
They must identify the nature of the accommodation desired,
They must provide adequate medical or other appropriate documentation of the
disability and the desired accommodation. Such documentation must be less than
three years old.

The Coordinator of Disability Services will forward requests from students for accommodation
to the appropriate campus office and the student will be informed by the Coordinator of the
accommodation offered within fifteen days. The Coordinator may also help facilitate a
resolution through mediation. The Director of Human Resources will consult with relevant
departments as appropriate for requests from members of the faculty and staff. The Director of
Human Resources will inform the staff or faculty member within thi11y days of the
accommodation offered.
If students or faculty members are dissatisfied with the accommodation offered they may appeal
to the Provost or designee. Members of the staff may appeal to the appropriate Vice-President.
No accommodations will be made for any member of the College community who has not
completed the process outlined above.

ENDOWED CHAIRS
A.

Appointments
Appointments appropriate to the conditions of the chair will be made by the President upon
recommendation from the Provost and the appropriate Dean. Appointments are made for a
five-year duration and are renewed at the pleasure of the President.

B.

C.

Rights and Responsibilities
I.

Each chair shall have at its disposal a standard discretionary fund to be used for
support of professional activities of the chair holder.

2.

The holder of the chair shall receive one course reduction per year to be used to
pursue professional activities such as research, writing, or performance and a stipend
with benefits. A written report outlining professional activities and research in
progress must be submitted annually to the appropriate Dean and the Provost.

3.

It is the annual responsibility of each chair holder to share the results of their
professional activity with the College community and community at large. This may
take the form of lectures, performances, workshops, or other appropriate community
activities.

Qualifications

Normal minimal requirements for the position are the achievement of the rank of full professor
and demonstrated professional activity. Holders of endowed chairs should be distinguished for
their outstanding scholarship and teaching excellence.

ENDOWED CHAIRS
Theodore Bruce and Barbara Lawrence A/fond Chair of English
Established in 1994 by alumni Ted '68 and Barbara Lawrence Alfond '68 to honor a
distinguished professor of English, enhancing the reputation of both the depa11ment and the
College, and enriching the educational experience of its students.
Irving Bachel/er Chair of Creative Writing
Established in 1940 through the efforts of former Rollins trustee Joshua Coffin Chase, who
spearheaded a campaign to endow this faculty chair in honor of Dr. Bacheller's contributions to
literature and education.
Bank of America Chair of Finance
Established in 1993 by Barnett Bank, the predecessor to NationsBank, which was subsequently
acquired by Bank of America. The first faculty chair at the Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of
Business to be endowed by a corporation, it was created to recognize an eminent scholar in
finance with a distinguished record of teaching, scholarship, and community involvement.

Archibald Granville Bush Chair of Mathematics
Established in 1966 with a gift from Mrs. Archibald Granville Bush "to bring distinguished
mathematicians to Rollins to teach, research, lecture, and assist in the development of the Bush
Science Center program."
Archibald Granville Bush Chair
Established in 1969 by The Bush Foundation to recognize outstanding faculty members of the
natural sciences and to develop the caliber of faculty necessary "to assist the Bush Science
Center in becoming one of the finest in the state of Florida."
D.J. and J.M. Cram Chair of Chemistry
Established in 2001 with a bequest from the late Donald Cram '41 '88H, Rollins' only Nobel
Prize winner, to provide the opportunity for, and support of, research in the field of chemistry.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Scholars in Classical Studies
Established in 1985 through a gift from George D. '35 '85H and Harriet W. '35HAL '90H
Cornell and a challenge grant by the National Endowment for the Humanities to serve as the
cornerstone of Rollins ' Classical Studies Program. This endowment provides for the recruitment
of distinguished scholars who will promote the understanding of, and appreciation for, classical
civilization and thought, enabling the College to enhance the interdisciplinary character of the
program and its quality and visibility in the coming years.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair in Innovation Management
Established by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell '35 '85H.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair of Philanthropy and Leadership Development
Established in 2004 by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell '35 '85H.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair of Religion
Established by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell '35 '85H.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair of Finance
Established by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell '35 '85H.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair of International Business
Established by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell '35 '85H.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair of Philosophy
Established in 2004 by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell ' 35 '85H.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair of Politics
Established in 2004 by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell '35 '85H.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Chair of Distinguished Presidential Leadership
Established in 2001 by philanthropist and alumnus George Cornell '35 '85H, the chair is part of
the first endowment for a college presidency in the nation.

Kenneth Cuny Chair of Literature
Established by Dr. Kenneth Curry '32, an emeritus professor of English at the University of
Tennessee and author of many books and articles on English literature of the Romantic period.
The first Curry Professor was named in 1999.
Ronald G. and N. Jayne Gelbnum Chair of International Business
Established by alumnus Ronald Gelbman ' 69'70MBA and an anonymous donor. The
International Business major was introduced in 1988 to provide students the oppo1tunity to study
global business from a liberal arts perspective.
Alan and Sandra Gerry Chair of Marketing and Ethics
Established in 2002.
Raymond W. Greene Chair of Physical Education
Established in 1967 by Raymond W. Greene '23 who stipulated that the chairholder should
encourage reverence for the "amazing creation of the human body and its functions."
Clwrles Harwood Chair of Marketing and Strategy
Endowed in 1987 by the Estate of Rollins alumnus Charles J. Harwood, Jr. '44 to attract a
distinguished scholar to the Crummer School of Business.
William R. Kenan, Jr. Chair
Awarded to Rollins in 1967 by the William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust to "support a college
teacher whose enthusiasm for learning, commitment to teaching, and interest in students will
make a notable contribution to the College ' s undergraduate community."
Hugh F. and Jeannette G. McKean Chair
Established in 1997 with an endowment from the Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation to honor
the legacy of former Rollins president Hugh F. McKean '30 '72H and his wife, Jeannette Genius
McKean '62H and their commitment to the College. Mrs. McKean established the Genius
Foundation in 1959 in memory of her mother, who was the daughter of one of Winter Park's
founders and greatest benefactors, Charles Hosmer Morse.
Diane and Michael Maher Chair of Distinguished Teaching
A gift of alumnus Michael C. Maher '63 and the Christian A. Johnson Endeavor Foundation to
further the College ' s efforts and reputation in one of its recognized strengths - the art of
teaching.
Rapetti-Trunzo Chair ofHistory
Established in 1998 by alumnus Vincent A. Rapetti ' 50, this chair was created to provide a
meaningful and lasting impact on the lives of students for generation to come.
Richard James Mertz Chair of Education
Established in 2001 by Esther Mertz in memory of her son, alumnus Richard James Mertz '60,
an elementary education major at Rollins.

Steinmetz Chair of Management
A 1999 gift of Charles and Lynn Steinmetz, the faculty chair enables the Crummer School to
have a nationally recognized scholar in the area of management and strategy.

John M. Tiedtke Chair of Music
Honors longtime Rollins trustee and patron of the arts John Tiedtke '75H and was the idea of
Rollins alumni Fred '5 9 '74H and Joanne Rogers '50 '05H. Their generous supp011 has been
augmented by contributions from a number of friends and admirers.

Winifred M. Warden Chair of Theatre Arts and Dance
Established by alumna Wynee Martin Warden '45 and the Bert W. Martin Foundation. The 2000
gift of this former ballet dancer and theatre major will ensure the future of a strong theatre and
dance program at Rollins.

Weddell Chair of the Americas
Funded by Ambassador and Mrs. Alexander W. Weddell, the chair was established by the
Rollins College Board of Trustees in 1948 as a memorial to Ambassador and Mrs. Weddell "in
grateful appreciation of their interest and help and in honor of their distinguished service to their
country and to Inter-American relations." It recognizes a distinguished faculty member who is
devoted to the teaching and con-elation of courses in the history of the Western hemisphere.

Bruce A. Beal Director of the Cornell Fine Arts Museum
Endowed in 2008 by alumnus Bruce A. Beal '58 in honor of the class of 1958 on the occasion of
their fiftieth class reunion.

Lyden Family Crew Chair
Established in 2002 by James P. Lyden and his family to enhance the College's educational
mission and to recognize the importance of athletics, and crew, in paiticular.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN EMPLOYMENT
The policy of Rollins College shall be that capability and merit are the basic criteria for
employment and that capability, merit, and length of service are the basic criteria for promotion.
Equal opportunity shall be assured in hiring, promotion, retention, training, and other personnel
matters regarding all employees without regard to race, color, religion, origin, marital status
gender, age, sexual orientation, or disability. Discrimination against any individual for stated
reasons is specifically prohibited except where gender, age, or non-handicap is a bona fide
occupational qualification.

FACULTY SEARCHES-CHECKLIST
Authorize Position
_ _ Position request and justification to Dean's Office
_ _ Dean consults with Dean's Advisory Group
_ _ Dean recommends new positions to Provost

_ _ Positions approved by Provost

Establish Search Committee
Search Committee elected by Department
Dean appoints outside member to Search Committee in consultation with Department
Dean meets with Search Committee
Chair of Search Committee responsible for recruiting a diverse pool of applicants
(The Assistant Vice President of Human Resources & Risk Management or his/her designee is available
to meet with the Search Committee to discuss matters relating to Equal Employment opportunities.)

Advertise Position
Search Committee Chair completes Employment Request Form and writes
adve11isement
Employment Request Form, Advertisement, and Placement of Advertisement
submitted for approval to Dean, Provost, and Human Resources
Human Resources places and pays for one national, one-time insertion advertisement
as approved (additional advertising must be approved by the Dean of the Faculty)

_ _ Screen Applicants
Search Committee acknowledges all applications with cordial letter indicating time
frame of search
Search Committee screens applicants and maintains Applicant Log
Search Committee selects a list of potential candidates after advertised date
Search Committee conducts telephone interviews with potential candidates or
interviews at professional meetings

Interview Candidates
Search Committee Chair submits complete Applicant Log to Dean
Search Committee Chair submits names and resumes of finalists for campus interview
to Dean
Dean approves list of finalists for campus interviews
Search Committee thoroughly checks references, teaching evaluations, and writing
samples
Search Committee requests official graduate transcripts from finalists (these must be
on file in the Dean's Office before a letter of appointment can be issued)
Check list for campus visit
distribute itinerary and resume (to candidate and all participants on schedule)
arrange airpo11 pickup and drop
travel reimbursement (check with Dept. Administrative Asst. for instructions)

schedule
schedule
schedule
schedule
schedule

class to teach (regularly scheduled or specially assembled)
research presentation or performance (optional)
meeting with faculty outside of department
meeting with students
interviews with Dean, Provost (if tenure-track), and Human Resources

Hire Candidate
_ _ Search Committee recommends appointment to Dean
_ _ Dean reviews, approves, and recommends appointment to Provost
_ _ Dean offers appointment to candidate and drafts letter of appointment for Provost
_ _ Provost signs and sends letter of appointment to candidate; copies to Dean and Human
Resources
Close Search
Search Committee notifies unsuccessful candidates (and telephones candidates who
interviewed on campus)
GRANT PROPOSAL PROCEDURES FOR MONITORING AND
MANAGING GRANT-FUNDED ACCOUNTS FOR ROLLINS COLLEGE
Successful efforts by Rollins College administrators, faculty, and development personnel have
resulted in increased submissions of grant proposals to agencies, corporations, foundations, and
other organizations and the subsequent receipt of improving grant monies. This happy
circumstance has benefited the College by providing equipment, improved facilities , enhanced
academic, cultural, and research programs; and has contributed toward support of faculty and
students. These procedures are designed to coordinate and monitor grant proposals and grantfunded accounts and ensure timely submission of interim or final reports as required by grantees.
Rollins College officers want to encourage and support individuals who seek grant funding to
support their academic work on campus or in any other way to benefit the College. To facilitate
this process, the Director of Foundation Relations and the Director of Grants and Contracts have
been designated coordinators for all grant processes which seek and/or receive external support
to benefit the College, its schools, divisions, departments, and/or faculty.
The following procedures became effective June 1, 1990, and were updated in July 2004 and
October 2008. They are intended to promote efficiency in seeking, coordinating, and monitoring
grant requests and grant accounts ; to assist individuals who pursue grants on behalf of the
College; and to ensure timely grant rep011ing. They are not intended to inhibit efforts by faculty
and/or administrators who seek grant awards which will improve the College and its programs.
The following procedures, however, do not apply to requests by faculty or other individuals who
seek external funding to support their personal, sabbatical, or private activities unless funding
received is managed through the College's Finance Office. The Director of Grants and Contracts
will assist faculty in these personal efforts by working with them to identify external grant

opportunities and, when requested, by rev1ewmg and/or editing their applications for such
support.
Faculty and staff should plan to submit grant concept papers for grant-supported projects to their
Department Chair/immediate supervisors and deans or vice presidents, Vice President for
Institutional Advancement for approval then to either the Director of Foundation Relations
(private foundations or corporations) or the Director of Grants and Contracts (Federal/state
government agencies) for administrative tracking, prior to preparation of proposals . Concept
paper forms are available from the Office of Foundation Relations or the Director of Grants and
Contracts. Rough drafts of proposals (with budgets) should be submitted no later than three
weeks prior to funding sources' application deadlines. Faculty and staff submitting proposals
should present final drafts for routing to appropriate College officers no later than 10 working
days prior to deadline.

I.

Procedures for Submitting Grant Proposals:
A.

If receipt of a grant is contingent upon raising matching funds, the Vice
President for Institutional Advancement must authorize the project before the
proposal is submitted requesting said grant. This will help assure that raising
of the matching funds will not impact negatively on other fundraising priorities
and that efforts to raise the matching funds can be expected to reasonably
succeed.

B.

If receipt of a grant would require an institutional match involving College
facilities, personnel, and/or budget support, the Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Provost and the Vice President for Business and Finance and
Treasurer must authorize said project before a proposal is sent out requesting
such a grant.

C.

Prior to submission of a grant proposal, Finance office should be given the
opportunity to review said proposal. This will help to assure that consideration
of budget implications, accuracy of financial information, computation of
fringe benefits, and verification of indirect charges can be accurately
incorporated into the proposal budget.

D.

The Dean of the Faculty should be consulted prior to submission of a proposal
if receipt of a grant resulting from said proposal will impact on teaching
programs and curricula affecting one or more faculty members.

E.

In most cases, grant proposals will be submitted by either the Office of
Foundation Relations or the office of the Dean of the Faculty where one copy
of each proposal will be kept on file. One copy will also be forwarded to the
intended grant recipient's office.

F.

When a proposal is submitted to a grant-awarding agency, corporation,
foundation, or organization by the intended grant recipient, s(he) should
coordinate with the appropriate College officers named above, the Finance
Office, and the Office of Foundation Relations or the Dean of the Faculty. A
copy of the proposal should be sent to either the Office of Foundation
Relations or the Dean of the Faculty for the central files.

2.

G.

The Director of Foundation Relations or the Director of Grants and Contracts
will notify the appropriate personnel of the College (President, Vice President
for Institutional Advancement, Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Provost, Vice President for Finance and Treasurer, Director and/or Dean)
regarding the status of the proposal and its intent. These individuals can then
more accurately respond to inquiries or conversations about the request.

H.

If a grant request is denied or held by the funding organization for later review,
a copy of the correspondence relating this information should be held in the
files of the Director of Foundation Relations or the Director of Grants and
Contracts and also by the intended grant recipient. All College officials
notified of the proposal submission under item G above will be informed by
the Foundations Relations/Dean's office about important changes in the status
of the proposal.

Management Procedures for a Grant Funded Account:
A.

If a grant request is approved, a copy of the notification should be forwarded to
the Director of Foundation Relations or Director of Grants and Contracts, who
will consult with the appropriate officers of the College to determine who will
serve as the Grant Manager(s). In most cases, the Grant Manager will be the
intended grant recipient, particularly when s(he) has submitted the proposal
which has been funded. One or more officers of the College may also be asked
to supervise the grant. Individuals previously notified about the submission of
the proposal will similarly be told about the forthcoming grant and the identity
of the Grant Manager(s).

B.

The Executive Director of Donor and External Relations or the Director of
Grants and Contracts will ask the appropriate designee in the Office of Finance
to assign an account number to the grant and will indicate which Grant
Manager(s) can "sign off'' on expenditures from this grant account. All
pertinent information regarding intent of the grant, matching funds necessary
for receipt of the grant, effective dates of the grant, and required financial
reports due to the grantee will be forwarded to the Associate Vice President for
Finance and the Grant Manager(s) to ensure efficient financial management of
the grant account.

C.

The Grant Manager(s) authorized to expend funds from the grant account will
use this grant account number on all purchase requisition forms or any other
appropriate College forms to assure that proper debits and credits are processed
by the Finance Office when bills are paid.

D.

When notification of a forthcoming grant has been received and the grant
account number established, expenditures can be assessed against the account
by the Grant Manager(s) prior to the actual receipt of funds . In this
circumstance, the appropriate designee in the Office of Finance should be
consulted, and a grant account would reflect a deficit until the grantee's check
is deposited (or the Federal/state agency "billed"). This procedure also applies

when grants extend over several years and annual grant payments can be
realistically expected.

3.

E.

The primary Grant Manager will maintain a file in his or her department office
which contains all grant information, including the original proposal and
grantee's reporting guidelines. A cover sheet supplied by the Office of
Foundation Relati011s or Dean's Office will indicate reporting deadlines. The
file should also contain copies of all purchase orders, invoices, staff advance
payment or reimbursement forms, and/or papers relating to expenditures from
the grant account. Copies of these materials are not necessary for the files of
the Director of Foundation Relations or the Director of Grants and Contracts,
who needs only an itemized list of expenditures included in the interim and/or
final reports for the central file.

F.

Careful coordination between the Grant Manager and the appropriate designee
in the Office of Finance on a timely basis should also assure proper
expenditures relative to salary and benefits paid out of College budget
accounts, part or all of which can justifiably be transferred from the budget
account to the grant account. These salary and benefit expenses might be for a
full-time or temporary employee, and the amounts might vary from year to
year, but each should be clearly defined in the proposal and the proposal
budget approved by the grantee.

G.

The Director of Foundation Relations or the Director of Grants and Contracts
will notify the Associate Vice President for Finance and Grant Manager(s)
regarding receipt of required "matching fund" grants applicable to a designated
grant account. This "combined" account will assure an accurate total in the
grant account and eliminate any confusion about which "matching funds"
apply to the grant, patiicularly when the grant period covers more than one
year or depatiment. This procedure will also simplify interim and final
reporting (both narrative and financial). In the case of federal or state
government grants, matching funding will most likely be monitored 111 a
separate grant account.

Grant Reporting Procedures:
A.

B.

The Office of Foundation Relations or the Dean's Office will maintain a
master file containing pertinent information on all outstanding grants and
required reporting dates. Although the Grant Manager(s) and Vice President
for Business and Finance and Treasurer, and the appropriate designee in the
Office of Finance should record these reporting deadlines on their calendars
and follow through independently, the Foundation Relations or Dean's Office
will notify appropriate individuals regarding upcoming deadlines.
The Grant Manager is responsible for developing appropriate narrative
information to be used for interim and/or final repo1is and the appropriate
designee in the Office of Finance is responsible for preparing or confirming
financial information for said reports as required by the grantee's guidelines.
Submission of the interim and final reports should be coordinated with the

Director of Foundation Relations or Director of Grants and Contracts when
appropriate and when a letter from the President or other College official
should accompany the report. The Director of Foundation Relations/Director
of Grants and Contracts and the Grant Manager should keep a copy of these
reports in their files.
C.

Financial reporting forms are often provided by the grantee to the Finance
Office. Either a copy of this financial report, or a memo itemizing
expenditures submitted by the appropriate designee in the Office of Finance
on the report, should be sent to the Grant Manager and to the Director of
Foundation Relations or the Director of Grants and Contracts for their files.

D.

The Director of Donor and External Relations or the Director of Grants and
Contracts will assist Grant Managers and the Associate Vice President for
Finance with reporting processes to the degree they need assistance.

E.

When a Grant Manager, Associate Vice President for Finance, Director of
Foundation Relations, Director of Grants and Contracts, and/or other
applicable employee resigns, retires, goes on sabbatical, or is out of his or her
office for an extended period of time, all necessary steps should be taken to
assure the orderly transition of grant requests, management, coordination, and
repo1ting responsibilities. Appropriate individuals at grantee organizations
should be informed about personnel changes that affect grant accounts.

DISCRIMINATION GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FOR FACULTY
FOR NON-EVALUATION CASES
I. Definitions
A discrimination grievance is a complaint or report of an injury, injustice or wrong in which the
grounds for complaint are based on race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability,
marital status, veteran status, sexual orientation or gender identity and expression. Rollins
College is committed to creating and maintaining a community in which students, faculty, and
administrative and academic staff can work together in an atmosphere free from all forms of
discrimination and discriminatory harassment. Specifically, every member of the College
community should be aware that Rollins is strongly opposed to discrimination, including sexual
harassment, and that such behavior is prohibited by College policy. It is the intention of the
College to take whatever action may be necessary to prevent, correct, and, if necessary,
discipline for behavior which violates this policy.

II. Eligibility and Time for Filing
All faculty may use this procedure for discrimination related grievances. Staff and Students
must use the procedures outlined in the appropriate handbook. All grievances arising from the
evaluation system are to be handled by the Faculty Appeals Committee. Grievances should be
repo1ted immediately upon occurrence of the events leading to the complaint, injury or wrong,
and in any event must be reported within 180 days of such event unless the College determines
that good cause for an extension has been established.

III. Overview
Many complaints can be resolved through open discussion between the parties involved .
Individuals are encouraged to engage in direct consultation with each other so the problem can
be solved through conciliation, if possible. An individual is in no way required to directly
approach an offender, and may initiate the grievance procedure by repo1ting to the Assistant VP
Human Resources and Risk Management (or its designee). The Assistant VP is also available
for questions and information about discrimination and harassment. When an employee believes
the Assistant VP is involved in the alleged discrimination, the employee must repo11 the actions
to his or her supervising Vice-President. In the event a grievance is filed with a Vice-President,
then the Vice-President or the Vice-President's designee will take the role of the Assistant VP
described herein.
If a member of the college community seeks the advice of the Assistant VP on a matter of sexual
harassment, sexually inappropriate behavior or any kind of discriminatory behavior, the
Assistant VP must repo11 this behavior to the Provost.
Any faculty member who believes that (s) he is the victim of discrimination or inappropriate
behavior may elect to follow the procedures detailed below. If a faculty member files a
complaint under a procedure other than the Discrimination Grievance Procedure, (s) he cannot
elect to have the same complaint heard under the
Discrimination Grievance Procedure. However, if a faculty member believes (s) he has been
discriminated against on the basis of race, gender, color, religion, national origin, disability, age,
military service, marital status, sexual orientation or sexual identity and expression during the
process of a complaint other than under the Discrimination Grievance Procedure, (s) he may file
a complaint under the Discrimination Grievance Procedure.
If a faculty member exercises his/her rights to file a complaint with a government agency or files
a comt action, the College reserves the right to terminate the grievance process. In the event that
a faculty member has already commenced his/her grievance procedure at the time the faculty
member files a complaint with any governmental agency including a state or federal court, the
faculty member shall notify the Director of Human Resources of that fact. If the College
chooses to terminate the grievance process, the Director will notify all parties involved.
A permanent, confidential written record of the complaint process shall be retained by the
Human Resource Department. Access to these reports shall be available on a need to know basis.
Any member of the College community who in any way participates in proceedings regarding
the formal complaint, response, investigation, disciplinary hearing, etc. , shall keep all
information, documents, etc., relating thereto confidential. Violation of this paragraph by an
individual member of the College community may be considered a separate and distinct violation
of community standards of behavior and College policy.

IV. Reprisals
Any retaliatory action of any kind taken by a member of the College community against the
complainant or any other person as a result of efforts to secure redress under this procedure, or to

cooperate in any inquiry, or to participate in any act1v1ty governed by this procedure, 1s
prohibited and shall be regarded as a separate and distinct violation of College policy.
It is a violation of this policy for anyone to knowingly make false accusations of discrimination
or sexual harassment. Failure to prove a claim of discrimination or sexual harassment is not
necessarily equivalent to a false allegation. Sanctions may be imposed for making false
accusations of discrimination or sexual harassment
V. Confidentiality
The College cannot make an absolute guarantee that infom1ation that is provided regarding
possible discrimination or sexual harassment will remain confidential. To the extent permitted
by law, the confidentiality of each party involved in a discrimination or sexual harassment
investigation, complaint, or charge will be observed, provided it does not interfere with the
College's ability to investigate the allegations or take corrective action.
VI. Burden of Proof
In all cases, the burden of proof rests with the complaining party. The Assistant VP will be
available to assist in fact finding but in no way will be responsible for proving the complainant's
charge.
VII. Mediation
1.
Faculty may elect to utilize the Mediation Program. This program is designed to help
resolve disputes in a more informal way than through the grievance process. It facilitates
solutions without having to file a formal grievance. A mediation does not impose any solution
but helps parties reach a mutually agreed upon solution. Mediation is a non-adversarial process
that does not guarantee a resolution but is a good way to discuss disputes. Participation in a
mediation process does not mean that an individual gives up any rights to file a grievance or any
other formal procedure. Further, both parties must agree to mediate a dispute. No one can be
forced into mediation. Mediation is not a process that imposes punishment, determines facts or
decides who is right or wrong. Mediation is a process whereby miscommunication can be cleared
up, individuals agree on solutions and people are empowered to make changes.

2.
If Mediation between the parties is (a) not appropriate or (b) not possible, or (c) does not
lead to resolution, the Assistant VP shall proceed to investigate the report or complaint.
Mediation does not preclude the College from conducting an investigation of a complaint or
taking such disciplinary action as it determines is appropriate or necessary.
VIII. Grievance Investigation
Both Complainant and Respondent shall have the option of assistance by an individual of their
choice from the College faculty or staff body during all portions of the Grievance procedure,
provided that the chosen faculty or staff member is willing to participate in the process. Third
paiiies shall not be allowed to paiiicipate except where otherwise explicitly permitted by this
policy.

When a grievance is filed (verbally or in writing) , the Assistant VP will notify the person named
in the complaint ("Respondent") and provide the Respondent with the information in regards to
the complaint. The Respondent may submit to the Assistant VP a written response to the
complaint within five (5) working days. As soon as is practical, the Assistant VP, or an
individual(s) appointed by the Assistant VP, will initiate an investigation of the complaint and
where possible, attempt to reach conciliation between the parties. During this period, the
Assistant VP will have access to all information pertinent to the case, may meet with any
individual with information related to the case, and will infonn the appropriate Dean(s) or and
the Provost; or, in the case of a complaint against a Vice-President, the President, of the
complaint. Upon the conclusion of the investigation, assuming all reasonable efforts to conciliate
have been exhausted, the Assistant VP will present a repo11 to the Provost or President. The
Assistant VP shall make a recommendation for resolution to the Provost who will strive to make
a final determination within thirty (30) working days. All the time limits here may be extended at
the discretion of the Assistant VP.

IX. Appeals
If the Provost's determination is not acceptable to either the Complainant or Respondent, the
decision may be appealed within ten (10) working days to the Provost. The Provost will then
convene a grievance committee.
The grievance committee shall be formed as follows. The Provost, with the assistance of the
Assistant VP of Human Resources and Risk Management will select a list of 10 faculty
members. A list of these 10 individuals will be provided to the Complainant and Respondent.
The grievance committee shall consist of one individual chosen by the Complainant, one
individual chosen by the Respondent, and a third chosen by mutual agreement of the two parties.
If mutual agreement is not reached, the Provost will select the third member of the grievance
committee.
The grievance committee shall review the complaint, any response, the decision made by the
appropriate VP, any report of the Assistant VP or it's agent, any documents provided by
Complainant or Respondent, and all other documents it deems appropriate. The grievance
committee shall also have the option, but not the obligation, to schedule a hearing and take
testimony from the parties and other witnesses.
Upon conclusion of its review and/or investigation, the hearing committee will deliberate and
shall make a written report, including its conclusions and recommendations to the Provost. The
Provost shall then have the option of amending his/her determination.
The Provost's
determination shall then be final.
Both Complainant and Respondent shall have the option of assistance by an individual of their
choice from the College faculty or staff body during all portions of the Grievance procedure,
provided that the chosen faculty or staff member is willing to participate in the process. Third
parties shall not be allowed to participate except where othe1wise explicitly permitted by this
policy.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY
This policy is meant to encourage and support faculty, staff, and student research; to protect the
rights and interests of College constituents as well as the College itself; and to provide College
constituents with information that will guide understanding of intellectual property and its
application at Rollins College. All faculty (full time and adjunct), staff, student employees, and
students, as well as non-employees who participate or intend to participate in teaching and/or
research or scholarship proj ects at Rollins College are bound by this policy.
Rollins College is committed to complying with all applicable laws regarding copyright and
other forms of intellectual property. Furthermore, this policy shall not be interpreted to limit the
College's ability to meet its obligations for deliverables under any contract, grant, or other
arrangement with third parti es, including sponsored research agreements, license agreements,
and the like.
Questions of ownership or other matters pertaining to materials covered by this policy shall be
resolved by the Provost (or his or her designee) in consultation with others, as appropriate. In
the event that resolution of such matters becomes controversial, the Provost (or his or her
designee) will convene an Intellectual Property Committee as described in Section B, Patents.

COPYRIGHT, PATENTS, and TRADEMARKS
A. COPYRIGHT
General Copyright Policy
Rollins College's policy is that all ri ghts in copyright remain with the creator unless the work is a
"work for hire, " is commissioned by the College, or is otherwise subject to contractual
obligations.
Definition and Scope of Copyright Protection
Under the federal copyright law, copyright subsists in "original works of authorship" that have
been fixed in any tangible medium of express ion from which they can be perceived, reproduced,
or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device. These works
include:
• literary works such as books, journal articles, poems, manuals, memoranda , tests,
computer programs, instructional material, databases, bibliographies;
• musical works including any accompanying words;
• dramatic works, including any accompanying music;
• pantomimes and choreographic works (if fixed, as in notation or videotape);
• pictorial, graphic and sculptural works, including photographs, diagrams, and sketches;
• motion pictures and other audiovisual works such as videotapes;
• sound recordings; and
• architectural works.
Scope of Copyright Protection

Copyright protection does not extend to any idea, process, concept, discovery or the like, but
only to the work in which it may be embodied, illustrated, or explained. For example, a written
description of a manufacturing process is copyrightable, but the copyright only prevents
unauthorized copying of the description; the process described could be freely copied unless it
enjoys some other protection, such as patent.
Subject to various exceptions and limitations provided for in the copyright law, the copyright
owner has the exclusive right to reproduce the work, prepare derivative works, distribute copies
by sale or otherwise, and display or perform the work publicly. Ownership of copyright is
distinct from the ownership of any material object in which the work may be embodied.

Books, Articles, and Similar Works, Including Unpatentable Software
In accord with academic tradition, except to the extent required by the te1111s of funding
agreements, Rollins College does not claim ownership to pedagogical, scholarly, or artistic
works, regardless of their form of expression. Such works include those of students created in
the course of their education, such as papers, theses, and articles. The College claims no
ownership of popular nonfiction, novels, poems, musical compositions, unpatentable software, or
other works of aitistic imagination that are not institutional works (see "Institutional Works as
Work for Hire"). Copyright in pedagogical, scholarly, or artistic works to which the College
disclaims ownership under this policy shall be held by the creators regardless of whether the
work constitutes a "work for hire" under copyright law.
Ownership and Use of Course Materials (including class technology and videotapes of
classroom activities)
All course materials including, but not limited to Blackboard (and other course management
tools) materials, syllabi, videotapes of classroom activities, websites, etc. developed by a Rollins
faculty member belong to the faculty member unless grant or other outside funding sources
dictate otherwise. Faculty ownership of such course materials does not, however, entitle the
faculty member to any additional compensation from the College as a result of appropriately
enrolled students' use of such materials. Faculty ownership of such course materials also does
not preclude the College from using such materials for internal instructional, educational, and
administrative purposes, including satisfying requests of accreditation agencies for facultyauthored syllabi and course descriptions. Materials brought to Rollins from other institutions are
bound by any ownership constraints from the institution at which they were developed; barring
none, they belong to the faculty member.
The use of images or materials of students for us e outside of a currently emolled class is not
permitted without a signed release from students. This includes videotaping, website images,
and class materials where the expectation of a student is that their purpose is for that particular
course. If the purpose of the class is to create a website, video or other materials for future
courses, this permission is not needed.

Institutional Works as "Work for Hire"
The College shall retain ownership of works created as institutional rather than personal efforts-that is, works created by administrators and staff for College purposes in the course of the
creators' employment, College-commissioned faculty work, or works resulting from
simultaneous or sequential contributions over time by numerous faculty, staff, and/or students.
The employer (i.e., the College) by law is the "author," and hence the owner, of works for hire
for copyright purposes ; therefore, Rollins owns all rights, intellectual and financial, in such

works. Administrators, faculty, and staff who gain professional expertise through such work,
however, may engage in professional activities--conferences, consulting, etc.--that may result in
compensation.
"Work for hire" is a legal term defined in the Copyright Act as "a work prepared by an employee
within the scope of his or her employment." For instance, work assigned to programmers is
"work for hire" as defined by law as is software developed for College purposes by students and
staff working collaboratively. This definition includes works prepared by employees in
satisfaction of sponsored agreements between the College and outside agencies. Certain
commissioned works also are works for hire if the parties so agree in writing. The mere fact that
multiple individuals have contributed to the creation of a work shall not cause the work to
constitute an institutional work. Where a work is jointly developed by College faculty or staff or
student employees and a non-College third-party, the copyright in the resulting work typically
will be owned jointly by the College and the third party. In such instances, both the College and
the other party would have nonexclusive rights to the work, subject to the duty to account to each
other.

Works of Non-employees
Under the Copyright Act, works of non-employees such as consultants, independent contractors,
etc. generally are owned by the creator and not by the College, unless there is a written
agreement to the contrary. As it is Rollins' policy that the College shall retain ownership of such
works (created as institutional rather than personal effo1ts, as described in "Institutional Works
as Work for Hire"), Rollins will generally require a written agreement from non-employees that
ownership of such works will be assigned to the College.
Examples of works that the College may retain from non-employees are as follows: reports by
consultants or subcontractors, computer software, architectural or engineering drawings,
illustrations or designs, and a1tistic works.

Use of Copyrighted Material
Rollins College is committed to complying with all applicable copyright laws. This includes the
full exercise of the rights accorded to users of copyrighted works under the "fair use" provision
of federal copyright law.
To that end, the College shall inform and educate its faculty, staff, and students about their fair
use rights and the application of the four factors for determining those rights as set forth in 17
U.S.C . Section 107. The fair use clause provides generous, but not unlimited, provisions for the
use of copyrighted material in classroom settings.
See http: //www.rollins.edu/olin/ethics/fairuse.htm for a summary of the fair use doctrine.
Students, faculty and staff members are expected to comply with copyright laws. Distribution of
materials protected by copyright without permission of the copyright owner may be a violation
of federal or state law. It is the responsibility of those reproducing materials to make sure the
reproduction is consistent with U.S. Copyright Law (http: //www.copyright.gov/).
Rollins College does not permit the unlawful reproduction or distribution of commercially
copyrighted music, movies, and software. The College is committed to taking reasonable steps
to avoid misuse of its computer network. If violations are discovered or suspected, College

personnel may report infringement to appropriate authorities or take other action, including, but
not limited to : warning the user, removing the material, or tenninating access to the material.

Use of the College Name in Copyright Notices
The following notice should be placed on College-owned materials:
Copyright © [year] Rollins College. All Rights Reserved.
No other institutional or departmental name is to be used in the copyright notice, although the
name and address of the department to which readers can direct inquiries may be listed. The date
in the notice should be the year in which the work is first published, i.e. distributed to the public
or any sizable audience.
Additionally, works may be registered with the United States Copyright Office using its official
forms (http ://www.copyright.gov/forms/).

Reconveyance of Copyright to Creator
When copyright is assigned to Rollins because of the provisions of this policy, the creator of the
copyrighted material may make a request to the Provost that ownership be reconveyed back to
the creator. Such a request can, at the discretion of the Provost, be granted if it does not: (1)
violate any legal obligations of or to the College, (2) limit appropriate College uses of the
materials, (3) create a real or potential conflict of interest for the creator, or (4) otherwise conflict
with College goals or principles.

B. PATENTS
Rollins College is an educational institution whose fundamental mission is to provide an
outstanding liberal arts education. Rollins recognizes that research, particularly that involving
collaborative investigations with students and faculty, is one of the highest forms of education.
All potentially patentable ideas and inventions developed in whole or in part by College
personnel in the course of their employment, or with more than incidental use of Rollins College
resources, shall be disclosed in writing to the Office of the Provost. Written disclosure should
include the (1) name of the inventor, (2) what was invented, (3) circumstances that led to the
invention, and (4) the information as to what might be subsequent activities surrounding the
invention.
The next step is that an Intellectual Property Committee will review the invention disclosure
information submitted. The Provost (or his/her designee) will convene an Intellectual Property
Committee to consist of two faculty members of the Provost's choosing, two faculty members of
the inventor's choosing, and a fifth faculty member agreed upon by the four other faculty
members. This Committee will make a recommendation to the Provost either to seek a patent
using College funds or to decline furth er action.
If the College refuses to pursue application of the idea/invention, the inventor may then seek
other aid outside the College to assess the patentability of the invention. If no action is taken, all
patent rights revert to the inventor.
If there is positive action on an application, the College may wish to pursue evaluation of the
invention from technical development consultants to ascertain whether there is sufficient interest
and financial return that would make the acquisition of a patent feasible.

The remaining steps in the process are:
I. A patent is obtained or institutional steps are put into place to protect the invention as a
trade secret. These steps may ensure that, in the event of not immediately applying for a
patent, proper protection is maintained and limited disclosure and publication are delayed
to a later date.
2. A patent, if any, is licensed and royalties are earned.
3. Legal enforcement of patent rights begin.

Sharing of Royalties
Royalty distribution will be as follows:
I. I 00 % will accrue to the College for recovery of costs associated with the patent/license
development. This would include all fees for preparing and prosecuting patents. All
marketing and licensing fees would also be included.
2. Remaining income would be distributed according to the following:
a. Inventor(s) or their heirs
40% of gross royalties.
b. Inventor(s) Department
20% of gross royalties.
c. College
40% of gross royalties.
Under certain conditions, the College may agree to accept a negotiated percentage of equity in
place of all or some portion of the license or royalty fee(s).

C. TRADEMARKS
Trade and service marks are distinctive words or graphic symbols identifying the sources,
product, producer, or distributor of goods or services. Trade or service marks relating to goods
or services distributed by the College shall be owned by the College. Examples include names
and symbols used in conjunction with the College wordmark and logo and those names or
symbols associated with College athletics, events, programs, software, or activities.

Rollins College's Intellectual Property Policy is based on policies adapted, with p ermission,
from Stanford University.

LEARNING DISABILITIES
Rollins College is committed to equal access and does not discriminate unlawfully against
persons with disabilities in its policies, procedures, programs, or employment processes. The
College recognizes its obligations under the Rehabilitation Act of 1983 and the Americans with
Disabilities Act to provide an environment that does not discriminate against persons with
disabilities. According to the Americans with Disabilities Act, a "person with a disability"
includes "any person who (i) has a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits one
or more of such person's major life activities, (ii) has a record of such impairment, or (iii) is
regarded as having an impairment.
Rollins College does not have a separate admission process or criteria for students with learning
disabilities; students are admitted through the regular admission process and must be qualified
for admission according to the College's admission criteria. Documentation is not required at the
time of application, but should be sent to the Coordinator of Disability Services soon after
acceptance and the decision to attend is made.

Students must see the Coordinator of Disability Services at the beginning of the semester to
determine eligibility for accommodations as well as to learn more about academic resources.
C lassroom accommodations are determined through consultation with the student regarding
his/her past success with various accommodations as well as documented needs and the demands
of the course. Students may be eligible for substitutions of the foreign language and/or
quantitative general education requirement if their disability warrants it and documentation
supports it. However, substitutions will not be made for "major" requirements where those
courses are essential to the curriculum.
While a learning disability cairnot be "cured," its effects can be lessened through instrnctional
intervention and compensatory strategies. In general, a variety of instructional modes enhances
learning for students with learning disabilities, by allowing students to master material in one
form when it may be inaccessible in another form .
In working with a student with a learning disability, it is important to identify the nature of the
disability to determine the kind of strategies that might accommodate it. Drawing upon the
student's own experience offers invaluable clues to the types of adaptation that work. It is
important that a facu lty member:
♦

Refer all students requesting classroom accommodations to the Coordinator of Disability
Services at the Thomas P. Johnson Student Resource Center. Students must have appropriate
documentation on file with the College before a faculty member should provide any
accommodations. Faculty will receive an official accommodation form for any students with
appropriate documentation needing accommodations who have met with the Coordinator of
Disability Services.

♦

Any faculty suspecting a student who is having difficulty in the class of having an LD or
ADHD should refrain from suggesting a diagnosis, but instead refer the student to the
Coordinator for a screeni ng consultation.

♦

Faculty should inform students of the College's policy for providing accommodations in the
course syllabus, i.e., "The College will make reasonable accommodations for persons with
documented disabilities. Students should notify the Coordinator of Disability Services and
their professors, of any special needs."

♦

Faculty should assure the confidentiality of information regarding students with disabilities.

LEA VE POLICIES

Sabbaticals
Full-time, tenured faculty are eligible for sabbatical leave upon serving six full years of service.
Two options are avai lable: a full year's leave at half pay or half year's leave at full pay. Fringe
benefits and fac ulty status continue as normal during a sabbatical except that pension payments
are computed as a percentage of salary paid.

The sabbatical program is intended to foster faculty professional development. Appropriate
sabbatical plans are diverse and vary with individual goals and depaiimental needs. Research,
study, writing, performance, consulting and teaching elsewhere are traditional sabbatical
activities, but learning new techniques, undertaking a reading program, traveling with an
educational purpose or pursuing a new academic field may be appropriate as well. While
teaching at another college or university may often be an appropriate sabbatical activity, teaching
at Rollins College is not.
A master schedule of sabbatical years is maintained by the Provost from information supplied by
the appropriate deans and directors. Eligible faculty are notified by their dean or director at least
a year in advance. Changes in sabbatical year may be made only with the dean's/director's
approval. Faculty must report their general sabbatical plans and which option they will select by
September 15 of the previous academic year. The appropriate Dean issues letters awarding
sabbaticals by the following February.
Accepting a sabbatical implies that the faculty member will return to Rollins for regular
assignment for at least one year following the sabbatical. Faculty are expected to file a report of
sabbatical activities with their Dean by November 15 of the following year.
Before going on leave, a faculty member should arrange for the return of student papers and
materials from the preceding term, and notify his or her advisees and arrange for their assistance.
Since office space is at a premium, faculty on leave for a full year should normally expect to
vacate their offices during this period.

Faculty Full-Year Research Stipend (Faculty FYRST)
The Dean of the Faculty awards full-year research stipends (FYRSTs) of $10,000 to associate
professors and $15,000 to full professors to assist faculty using full-year sabbaticals for research.
In addition, faculty continue to be paid one-half their normal salary during the year of the
sabbatical.
By September 15 of the year prior to the beginning of the sabbatical, faculty applying for
stipends must submit a request for funds which clearly articulates how their full -year sabbatical
will be spent, what is the anticipated product/result, and why this project requires a full year to
accomplish. Faculty must also submit a letter of support from their department chair which
a1ticulates the departmental plans for covering their courses.
Faculty receiving FYRSTs may also apply for Cornell, Critchfield, Ashforth, McKean, Christian
A. Johnson, or other on-campus or off-campus grants or fellowships, but the full-year sabbatical
stipend may not be used to fund the faculty member at a salary level high than 100% of his/her
regular full-time pay. Also, faculty receiving stipends may not receive remuneration for teaching
or administrative work at Rollins or any other institution during their sabbatical year without
written permission from the Dean of the Faculty.
Individual stipends are distributed in monthly pay over a nine-month period (Sept.-May)
providing that a suitable mid-year report has been filed with the Dean's office by December 15.

The Professional Standards Committee (PSC) assists the Dean by assessing the appropriateness
of proposals and the feasibility of requests. All final decisions rest in the hands of the Dean of
the Faculty. Faculty returning from sabbaticals in which they have received stipends will be
recognized by the Dean through public fora at which they will present the results of their work.

Leave Without Pay
Faculty members are entitled to apply for leave without pay. Such leaves should be requested at
least one year in advance and have the approval of the appropriate department head and
dean/director. Fringe benefits are affected during such leaves, so faculty members should
discuss the implications of a leave proposal with the Director of Human Resources as well as
their dean/director.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Sponsored Research
Guidelines for sponsored research have been prepared to assist faculty and staff members in
applying for and managing externally-funded research and other sponsored projects. (See
"Procedures for Monitoring Grant Proposals and Managing Grant-Funded Accounts for Rollins
College.") Faculty and staff members should be aware that funds accepted by the College
become the responsibility of the College. The College is accountable for and liable for any
errors or omissions. Therefore, the polici es and procedures described in the grantsmanship
procedures that follow are applicable to all requests for grants and subsequent grant funds
administered by the College.

Support for Professional Development
Each school and division has its own programs of professional development and faculty are
urged to consult other sections of this Handbook.

Reporting Suspected Financial Misconduct
In keeping with the College's desire to maintain the highest possible standards in safeguarding
its financial resources and the integrity of its financial reporting systems and internal controls,
the College has formalized a reporting procedure for faculty and staff who observe or suspect
financial misconduct. This action flows from our desire to achieve voluntary compliance with
the federal Sarbanes-Oxley Act's best practices that apply to public corporations.
Any knowledge or concern about possible financial misconduct, including theft, fraud, kickbacks
or questionable financial practices, should be repo11ed promptly to your immediate supervisor or
department head. If the matter is not satisfactorily resolved at this level or if the supervisor or
department head is involved in the suspected misconduct, the concerns should be reported to the
appropriate dean, director, vice president or the president. In all cases the individual to whom a
matter is reported is to promptly notify the Human Resources Department which will be
responsible for providing guidance and confidential record keeping. By College policy,
retaliation for good faith reporting of possibl e financial irregularities is strictly prohibited.

Any individual who does not feel comfortable reporting through normal College channels may
convey concerns anonymously by letter to the designated College attorney. Mr. James (Trippe)
Cheek III at Winderweedle, Haines, Ward & Woodman, P.A., 250 Park Avenue South, Fifth
Floor, Winter Park, Florida 32789 is currently serving in this capacity. The responsibility of the
attorney is to pass information received on to the chair of the College's trustee Audit Committee.
RESEARCH AND SCHOLARLY MISCONDUCT
A. Background
Rollins College expects adherence to the highest ethical and moral standards in the conduct of
research and scholarly activity. The College is responsible for promoting academic practices that
prevent misconduct and developing policies and procedures for dealing with allegations of
misconduct. Students, faculty, staff, and administrators share responsibility for developing and
maintaining standards to ensure ethical conduct of research and detection and appropriate
handling of abuse of these standards.
Rollins bears primary responsibility for addressing allegations and investigating misconduct in
research and scholarship by its faculty, staff, and students. These responsibilities exist regardless
of whether the activity is funded by federal, state, or private sources, or is the result of unfunded
efforts.
The purpose of this policy statement is to inform those participating in research activities of both
the College's and federal funding agencies' research misconduct policies, to identify general
types of research misconduct, and to set in place mechanisms to address and resolve alleged
violations.
B. Who is Impacted?
This document describes procedures for investigating and resolving allegations of research
misconduct and applies to all individuals engaged in and/or reporting any research or scholarship
conducted under the auspices of Rollins College. This includes faculty members, post-doctoral
fellows, staff members, guest researchers, graduate students, and undergraduate students. Such
persons are subject to this policy regardless of whether their research is conducted on campus or
elsewhere. Persons found guilty of willful misconduct are subject to disciplinary action by the
College.

In cases involving allegations of research or scholarly misconduct against students, the College's
Academic Honor Code Violation procedures shall be followed in lieu of this Policy. To the
extent that additional procedures are necessary for students, either to comply with legal
requirements or because of their involvement in cases involving other persons subject to this
Policy, the Provost may determine such procedures on an ad hoc basis.
C. Definition of Research Misconduct
For the purposes of this policy, Rollins considers the term "research" to encompass both research
and scholarship. Research misconduct is defined as fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in
proposing, performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting research results. Fabrication is
making up data or results and recording or reporting them. Falsification is manipulating research

materials, equipment, or processes, or changing or omitting data or results such that the research
is not accurately represented in the research record. Plagiarism is the appropriation of another
person's ideas, processes, results, or words without giving appropriate credit. Research
misconduct does not include honest error or differences of opinion in the interpretations or
judgments of data.
A finding of research misconduct requires that:
✓ There be a significant departure from accepted practices of the relevant research
community; and
✓

The research misconduct be committed intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly; and

✓

The allegation be proven by a preponderance of evidence.

D. Reporting Misconduct
All institutional members are responsible for reporting what they believe to be research
misconduct, as described above, on the part of Rollins faculty, staff, or students. Allegations of
research misconduct on the part of any Rollins faculty, staff, or student must be immediately
repo1ied in writing to the Dean of the Faculty (for allegations occurring within the College of
Arts & Sciences or Hamilton Holt School) or the Dean of the Crummer Graduate School of
Business (for allegations occurring within Crummer). For staff outside the purview of the
referenced deans, the reporting should be made to the Provost. At that time and throughout the
remainder of the review process, the respective Dean (or respective Vice President, in the case of
staff not repotiing to Deans) will take all reasonable steps to preserve and protect the
confidentiality of all information and persons involved to the extent possible. The Dean shall 1)
limit disclosure of the identity of respondents and complainants to those who need to know in
order to carry out a thorough, competent, objective, and fair research misconduct proceeding;
and 2) except as otherwise prescribed by law, limit the disclosure of any records or evidence
from which research subjects might be identified to those who need to know in order to carry out
a research misconduct proceeding.

E. The Inquiry Process
Upon receiving a report of possible misconduct, the Dean shall promptly initiate an inquiry to be
completed within 60 days. An inquiry consists of preliminary information gathering and factfinding to determine whether an allegation or apparent instance of research misconduct has
substance and if an investigation is warranted. At the start of the inquiry, the Dean must take all
reasonable and practical steps to obtain custody of all the research records and evidence needed
to conduct the research misconduct proceeding, inventory the records and evidence, and
sequester them in a secure manner. The person(s) accused of misconduct (respondent) shall be
notified in writing that an inquiry is being conducted and shall have an opportunity to respond in
person and/or in writing to the allegations.
The Dean shall be directly responsible for the inquiry and will prepare a written repo1i that states
what evidence was reviewed, summarizes relevant interviews, and concludes whether or not an
investigation is recommended. The respondent shall be given a copy of the inquiry report and the
opportunity to comment. The respondent's written comments shall be affixed to the report.

The Provost will receive the inquiry repoti and, after consulting with the Dean and/or other
institutional officials, decide whether an investigation is warranted. The inquiry process is
completed when the Provost makes this determination.

If an investigation is not recommended, the inquiry is complete, but all material related to the
allegation and inquiry will be maintained on file for a period of seven years. All individuals
involved in the inquiry process, including the respondent, the complainant, and the respondent's
immediate supervisor or department chair will be notified in writing that the charge of research
misconduct was unfounded. The positions and reputations of persons who make allegations in
good faith shall also be protected.

Notification of Federal Agencies.
If the research under investigation is sponsored through federal funds , any finding that an
investigation is warranted must be provided to the federal agency, together with a copy of the
inquiry report, within 30 days of the end of the inqui1y. In these cases, the Provost shall fotward
this information to the Director of Grants and Contracts, who shall then immediately notify the
appropriate federal funding agency, as required by law, that an investigation has been initiated.
During the inquiry or investigation process, the federal funding agency shall also be notified
immediately upon determination that a) public health or safety is at risk; b) federal resources,
reputation, or other interests need protecting; c) there is reasonable indication of possible
violations of civil or criminal law; d) research activities should be suspended; e) federal action
may be needed to protect the interests of a subject of the investigation or of others potentially
affected; or f) the scientific community or the public should be informed. The Director of Grants
and Contracts will also promptly advise the federal funding agency of any developments during
the course of the investigation which disclose facts that may affect current or potential funding
for the individual(s) under investigation or that the funding agency needs to know to ensure
appropriate use of federal funds and otherwise protect the public interest.
F. The Investigation Process
An investigation is a formal development, examination, and evaluation of a factual record to
determine whether research misconduct has taken place, to assess its extent and consequences,
and to evaluate appropriate action. If the Provost concludes a formal investigation is appropriate,
the Dean will notify the respondent in writing of the allegations to be investigated and will
appoint an investigative committee of five faculty and/or staff members, one of whom will serve
as chair and at least three of whom will be within the division of the individual charged with
misconduct. All committee members shall be determined to have the appropriate background to
judge the issues being raised. The committee should be constituted in such a way that it has the
necessary and appropriate expertise to carry out a thorough and authoritative evaluation of the
relevant evidence. Standing committees that deal with research issues (e.g. Institutional Review
Board for Human Subjects Research, Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee) may be
used as one source for members of an investigative committee. Committee members may be
from within or outside the College community, and must have no real or apparent conflicts of
interest bearing on the question. The Dean may reserve the right to request that committee
members sign confidentiality statements to ensure the protection of information and persons
involved. In addition, the Dean will be present or available throughout the investigation to advise
the committee as needed. The committee shall expeditiously begin a thorough investigation

within 30 days of the end of the inquiry, and the entire investigation process is to be completed
within 120 days.
During an investigation, the committee will examine all pertinent evidence (including, but not
limited to, relevant research data and proposals, files, reports, publications, correspondence, and
laboratory materials or specimens), interview all individuals involved in making the allegation,
and hear any testimony. All discussions by the committee shall be confidential. The committee
shall be empowered to seek and obtain any relevant information that is pertinent to the
investigation, and the respondent may present evidence and expe1t testimony on her/his behalf.
The investigation committee must:
•

•
•

•

Use diligent effo1ts to ensure that the investigation is thorough and sufficiently
documented and includes examination of all research records and evidence relevant to
reaching a decision on the merits of each allegation;
Take reasonable steps to ensure an impartial and unbiased investigation to the maximum
extent practical;
Interview each respondent, complainant, and any other available person who has been
reasonably identified as having information regarding any relevant aspects of the
investigation, including witnesses identified by the respondent, and record or transcribe
each interview, provide the recording or transcript to the interviewee for co1Tection, and
include the recording or transcript in the record of the investigation; and
Pursue diligently all significant issues and leads discovered that are determined relevant
to the investigation, including any evidence of any additional instances of possible
research misconduct, and continue the investigation to completion.

All institutional members will cooperate with institutional officials in the review of allegations
and the conduct of inquiries and investigations. Institutional members, including respondents,
have an obligation to provide evidence relevant to research misconduct allegations to the
committee or other institutional officials.
The respondent shall receive a copy of the draft investigation report and, concurrently, a copy of,
or supervised access to the evidence on which the report is based, and be notified that any
comments must be submitted within 30 days of the date on which the copy was received and that
the comments will be considered by the institution and addressed in the final report.

Final Report.
After reviewing all data, the committee will decide if the charge of misconduct is or is not
substantiated. At least three of the five members must agree that the investigator is guilty of
misconduct before such a decision can be rendered. At the end of the investigation, the
committee shall draft a written report of its findings and recommendation. If a decision is not
unanimous, a minority report will be attached to the majority report outlining the reasons for
dissent.
The final report should include:
• Names and qualifications of individuals comprising the investigative committee.
•

A summary of findings , including any facts and analysis which suppo1t the committee's
conclusion.

•

A summary of testimony given by witnesses and respondent. All witnesses and the
respondent should be given the opportunity to review their testimony and allowed to
comment upon and revise the summary of their interview. These comments and revisions
should be attached to the report.

•

A conclusion as to whether research misconduct took place and if so, whether it was
determined to be falsification, fabrication, or plagiarism, and whether it was intentional,
knowing, or reckless.

•

A minority report, if necessary.

•

A list of any publications from the respondent that need corrections or retractions.

•

A list of any current grants or proposals that the respondent has pending with any
external funding agencies.

•

Recommendations on appropriate administrative actions if guilt has been dete1mined.
These may include but are not limited to:
o

Removal of the responsible person from the particular project

o

A letter of reprimand

o

Special monitoring of future work

o

Withdrawal or correction of all pending or published abstracts and papers
emanating from the research where misconduct was found

o

Probation for a specified period with conditions specified

o

Suspension of rights and responsibilities for specified period, with or
without salary

o

Initiation of steps leading to possible rank reduction or termination of
employment

o

Restitution of funds, as appropriate

The chair of the investigation committee shall forward copies of the final report and attachments
to the Provost, the Dean, and the respondent. At that time, no additional evidence may be
introduced into the record.
Administrative Action.
The Provost will receive the final investigation report and, after consulting with the Dean and/or
other institutional officials, decide the extent to which the College accepts the findings of the
investigation and determine appropriate institutional administrative actions. The investigation
process is completed when the Provost provides a final determination in writing.

When a final determination on the case has been reached, the Dean will notify both the
respondent and the complainant. If applicable, the Provost will provide a copy of the final report
to the Director of Grants and Contracts who will ensure the report, the decision of the Provost,
and a description of any pending or completed administrative actions are provided to the
appropriate federal agencies within 120 days of the start of the investigation process. The
Provost will also determine whether law enforcement agencies, professional societies,
professional licensing boards, editors of journals in which falsified reports may have been
published, collaborators of the respondent in the work, or other relevant parties should be
notified of the outcome of the case.

If applicable, the sponsoring federal agency may also impose administrative actions, including 1)
suspending or terminating an active award, or restricting designated activities or expenditures
under an active award; 2) special reviews of all requests for funding from an affected individual
or institution to ensure that steps have been taken to prevent repetition of the misconduct; 3)
requiring special ce1tifications, assurances, or other, administrative anangements to ensure
compliance with applicable regulations or terms of the award; 4) restricting or suspending
participation as a reviewer, advisor, or consultant; and 5) debarment or suspension of an
individual or institution from participation in Federal programs.
Timeline.
The entire investigation process is to be completed within 120 days of beginning it, including
appointing a committee, conducting the investigation, preparing the repmt, providing the draft
report for comment by the respondent, preparing and sending the final report to the Provost (with
all attachments) for final determination, and submitting this information to the federal agency, if
applicable. If it is determined that the investigation will take longer than 120 days, a written
request for an extension, setting forth the reasons for the delay, will be submitted to the
appropriate federal agency, if applicable.
Right to Appeal.
Individuals may appeal the judgment of the investigating committee and/or the administrative
action. A written statement of the grounds for appeal must be submitted to the Provost within 30
days of written notification of the results of the investigation. Grounds for appeal include new
previously unconsidered evidence, administrative actions not in keeping with the findings ,
conflict of interest not previously known among those involved in the investigation, and other
lapses in due process. Upon receipt of a written appeal, the Provost will evaluate the evidence
and make a determination. The Provost will forward his/her conclusions and recommendations
to the President. The President, may, at his/her discretion, reopen the investigation. The
President's decision will be binding on all parties and will be conveyed to all involved in a
timely fashion. Appeals must be completed within 120 days of its filing, unless a written request
for an extension bas been approved by the federal funding agency, if applicable.
Maintaining Records.
Unless advised otherwise in wntmg by the federal agency, records of research misconduct
proceedings must be maintained in a secure manner for seven years after completion of the
proceeding. The Dean is also responsible for providing any information, documentation, research
records, evidence, or clarification requested by the federal agency to carry out its review of an
allegation of research misconduct or of the College's handling of such an allegation.

G. Other Considerations
Admission of Research Misconduct.
At any point during the inquiry or investigation process, the respondent shall be given the
oppo1tunity to admit that research misconduct occurred and that he/she committed the research
misconduct. Upon the respondent's admission, the Provost, in consultation with the Dean and
other institutional officials, may terminate the inquiry or investigation process and move to
determine appropriate administration actions. The institution's acceptance of the admission and
any proposed administrative actions must be approved by the funding agency sponsoring the
research, if applicable.
Resignation Prior to Completion of Inquiry or Investigation.
If the respondent, without admitting to misconduct, elects to resign his or her position after an
allegation of research misconduct has been received, all proceedings under this policy shall
continue. If the respondent refuses to participate in the process after resignation, the investigation
committee shall use its best efforts to reach a conclusion concerning the allegations, noting in its
final report the respondent's failure to cooperate and its effect on the review of the matter. The
final report, the decision of the Provost, and a description of any recommended administrative
actions will be provided to the appropriate federal agencies, if applicable.
Restoration of the Respondent's Reputation.
Following a final finding of no research misconduct, including concurrence with the federal
sponsoring agency, if applicable, the Dean and Provost must undertake all reasonable and
practical efforts to restore the respondent's reputation. All individuals related to the review
process, including the Provost, the President, and the respondent's immediate supervisor or chair
will be notified that the charge of misconduct in research was unfounded.
Protection of the Complainant, Witnesses, and Committee Members.
During the research misconduct proceeding and upon its completion, regardless of whether the
College or federal agency determines that research misconduct occmTed, the Dean must
undertake all reasonable and practical efforts to protect the reputation of, or to counter potential
or actual retaliation against, any complainant who made allegations of research misconduct in
good faith and or any witnesses and committee members who cooperate in good faith with the
research misconduct proceeding.
Allegations Not Made in Good Faith.
If relevant, the Provost will determine whether the complainant's allegations of research
misconduct were made in good faith, or whether a witness or committee member acted in good
faith . If the Provost determines that there was an absence of good faith , he/she will dete1mine
whether any administrative action should be taken against the person who failed to act in good
faith.

RESIGNATION
A faculty member may terminate his/her appointment effective at the end of an academic year,
provided that he/she gives notice in writing to the Provost at the earliest possible opportunity, but
not later than 30 days after receiving notification of the terms of his/her appointment for the
commg year.

RETIREMENT FOR TENURED FACULTY POLICY

I.

Introduction/General Information

Rollins has adopted this Retirement Benefits for Tenured Faculty Policy (the "Policy") in order
to financially assist eligible tenured faculty interested in taking retirement. The Policy is
intended to be a "bona fide employee benefit plan" as that term is used in the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act of 1967 as amended from time to time. The Policy is also intended to be a
defined benefit plan as defined by the Employee Retirement and Income Security Act ("ERISA")
which is "unfunded and maintained primarily for the purpose of providing deferred
compensation for a select group of management or highly compensated employees."
Benefits from the Policy are to be paid exclusively from Rollins' general assets and are not
insured nor guaranteed by any third-paity, including the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.

II.

Definitions

Administrator - The term "Administrator" as used herein means the Director of Human
Resources or such other person or committee as may be appointed by Rollins.
The
Administrator shall have the power to construe and interpret the provisions of the Policy, to
decide all questions of eligibility and amount of benefits to be provided under the Policy, and to
establish any rules and procedures needed to carry out the Policy. The Administrator shall have
complete discretionary control and authority to administer all aspects of the Policy. The
interpretations and decisions of the Administrator shall be final, conclusive and binding on all
faculty members and any person claiming under or through a faculty member, in the absence of
clear and convincing evidence that the Administrator acted arbitrarily and capriciously. When
making a determination or calculation, the Administrator shall be entitled to rely on infomrntion
furnished by an applicant faculty member, a beneficiary or Rollins.
Base Salary - The term "Base Salary" applies to a faculty member's annual wages exclusive of
any overloads, stipends, or fringe benefits such as bonuses, retirement plan contributions, and
msurance.

III.

Effective Date

This Policy shall become effective January 1, 2001

IV.

Benefit Plan

Retirement Plan (the "Plan")
1.

Eligibility

Only tenured faculty who are at least 60 years of age, but not more than 70 years
of age, and whose age plus years of full-time Rollins service total at least 75 on or
before the effective date of retirement shall be eligible to participate in the Plan.
Eligible faculty can retire only on May 31 of any academic year (An academic
year is defined as September 1 - May 31)
2.

Benefits
a.

Eligible faculty members for the 80% benefit:

Eligible faculty members who will be at least 60 and will be less than or
equal to the "normal" social security age (see chart below) on or before
August 31 of the year in which the faculty member's resignation will
become effective and who elect to participate in the Plan shall receive a
sum equal to 80% of the faculty member's Base Salary for the academic
year in which the faculty member retires. This payment shall be made in
two equal installments, with the first payment payable on September 30 of
the year in which the faculty member's retirement becomes effective and
the second payment payable on June 30 of the year following the faculty
member's retirement. Payments made under the Plan shall not be
considered "compensation" for purposes of determining any benefits
provided under any pension, savings or other benefit plan maintained by
Rollins.
b.

Eligible faculty members for the 40% benefit:

Eligible faculty members who are past the "normal" Social Security age as
defined in (a) above and (c) below but not yet 71 years of age on or before
August 31 of the year in which the faculty member's resignation will
become effective and who elect to paiiicipate in the Plan shall receive a
sum equal to 40% of the faculty member's Base Salary for the academic
year in which the faculty member retires. This payment shall be made in
one lump sum payable on September 30 of the year in which the faculty
member's resignation becomes effective. Payments made under the Plan
shall not be considered "compensation" for purposes of determining any

benefits provided under any pension, savmgs or other benefit plan
maintained by Rollins.

c.

Social Security Normal Retirement Age Chart:
Year of Birth
1937 and prior

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943-54
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

Normal Retirement Age

65
65 and 2 months
65 and 4 months
65 and 6 months
65 and 8 months
65 and 10 months
66
66 and 2 months
66 and 4 months
66 and 6 months
66 and 8 months
66 and 10 months
67

Note: Persons born on January 1 of any year should refer to
the normal retirement age for the previous year.
3.

Application

An eligible tenured faculty member desiring to pai1icipate in the Plan must notify
the Provost in writing of his/her intent to retire on or before September 1 of the
academic year in which the faculty member intends to retire. Tenured faculty
desiring to participate in the Plan must resign their tenure effective at the end of
the academic year in which they elect to retire and execute a written release in a
form to be provided by Rollins waiving and releasing Rollins from any and all
claims, known and unknown, that may have theretofore accrued, including any
claims arising under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. An executed
release must be received on or before April 30 of the year of the faculty member's
retirement.
A faculty member's application for benefits under the Plan shall be reviewed by
the Administrator. The Administrator shall review to insure that all eligibility
requirements under the Plan are met. Upon determining that a faculty member is
eligible under the Plan, the Administrator shall compute the amount to be paid to
the retiring faculty member and notify the faculty member of that amount. If an
application is denied, the Administrator shall provide the faculty member with a
written notice of denial. A notice of denial shall include: (1) the specific reason
or reasons for the denial; (2) specific reference to policy provisions on which the
denial is based; (3) a description of any additional information or material
necessary to perfect the faculty member's application and an explanation of why
such material or information is necessary; and (4) information as to the steps to be
taken if the person wishes to submit the application denial for review.

V.

Death of Faculty Member

No retirement benefits under this Policy shall be payable to any person upon, after or on account
of the death of a faculty member except that, if an eligible faculty member dies after the effective
date of the eligible faculty member's retirement and resignation of tenure, outstanding payments
shall be made to the eligible faculty member's estate.
VI.

Termination or Denial by Administrator

The Administrator may tem1inate a faculty member's participation in the Policy, prospectively or
retroactively, or may deny participation in the Policy to any individual, if the Administrator
determines that such termination or denial is necessary in order to maintain the Policy as a "plan
which is unfunded and is maintained by an employer primarily for the purpose of providing
deferred compensation for a select group of management or highly compensated employees"
within the meanings of Sections 201(2), 30l(a)(3), 40l(a)(l) and 402l(b)(6) ofERISA.
VII.

Notices

Any notice required under the Policy shall be deemed to have been given when delivered in
person or three (3) business days after the notice is postmarked by the U.S. Postal Service to be
delivered to the last known address of the faculty member or to the Provost or Administrator at
his then current Rollins' business address.
VIII. Alienation of Benefits
No benefit, payment, proceeds or claim under this Policy shall be subject to any claim of any
creditor of a faculty member and, in particular, the same shall not be subject to attachment or
garnishment or other legal process by any creditor, nor shall an eligible faculty member have any
right to alienate, anticipate, pledge, encumber or otherwise assign the payment or proceeds which
he/she expects to receive, contingently or otherwise, under the policy, except as otherwise
mandated by law.
IX.

Taxes and Withholdings

Any and all amounts payable under this Policy shall be subject to such tax and other
withholdings as are determined by the College to be required by law. Faculty members should
consult with a licensed accounting professional to review and consider the tax ramifications
of electing to participate under the Policy.

X.

Other Retirement Benefits/Agreements

Eligible faculty members may also be eligible for additional retirement benefits pursuant to
Rollins' Policy 300.12. Faculty members should review Policy 300.12 and consult with the
Human Resources Department to ascertain eligibility for such benefits.
Nothing in this Policy shall preclude Rollins and an eligible faculty member from agreeing to
such other terms related to retirement as may be mutually acceptable to the parties. In addition,
this Policy shall not affect any other plan or policy of the College relating to employment or

retirement, except as specifically provided herein. Nothing in this Policy shall preclude an
eligible faculty member from waiving any or all of his/her rights under this Policy.

XI.

Forfeiture of Rights

No amounts shall be payable under this Policy to any faculty member whose employment is
terminated as a result of disciplinary action by Rollins or who retires after having been
found to have committed actions or offenses that could have led to termination of
employment. If a charge, complaint or investigation related to a faculty member's conduct
is pending, benefits under this Policy shall be delayed until such proceedings are concluded.

XII.

Dispute Resolution

Any faculty member who disagrees with any determination or computation of the Administrator
may request reconsideration by the Administrator. A request for reconsideration must be in
writing and delivered to the Administrator within sixty (60) days after the faculty member is
provided notice of the determination or computation. In conjunction with a request for
reconsideration, a faculty member may request to review all pertinent documents relating to the
determination or computation. The Administrator will review a request for reconsideration as
expeditiously as possible and notify the faculty member of the results of the review in writing.
Written notification shall contain specific reasons for the Administrator's decision as well as
specific references to plan provisions pertinent to the decision. If a decision on review is not
made within sixty (60) days after the written request for review is received by the Administrator,
the claim will be considered denied.

XIII.

Amendments or Termination of Plan

Rollins reserves the right to amend or terminate this Policy, or any part thereof, at any time upon
written notice to faculty members. Failure to give notice of amendment or termination to any
eligible faculty member shall not affect the effectiveness of the amendment or termination with
respect to other faculty members to whom notice is given. Except as otherwise set forth herein,
no amendment or termination shall adversely affect the benefits of any eligible faculty member
who has retired pursuant to this Policy prior to the effective date of the amendment or
termination. This Policy is a voluntary undertaking on the part of Rollins. It is not a contract
between Rollins and any individual. Participation in the Policy does not provide any individual
the right to be retained in the employ of the College, or any right or interest in the Policy other
than as herein provided.

XIV.

Severability

If any provision of this Policy shall be invalid or unenforceable, such invalidity or
unenforceability shall not effect any other provisions hereof and the Policy shall be construed
and enforced as if such provision did not exist.

XV.

Legal Compliance

Rollins intends that the Policy will comply with all applicable laws and government regulations.
The Policy shall be construed, administered and governed, in all respects, by the laws of the
State of Florida to the extent that those laws are not pre-empted by ERISA.

SEPARATION FROM EMPLOYMENT
Faculty ending employment at the end of the academic year will have all pay, employment
privileges, and benefits end on May 31st of the terminal year.
The details of this mnngement are as follows:

Salary
•

Any deferred salary due would be paid out on the May payroll. This includes May,
June, July, and August for faculty paid over twelve months. This gives the faculty
member the benefits of having all the money due to accrue interest on their behalf and
to assist in their transition to other employment.

Employment Privileges and College Property
• All employment privileges, such as library and facilities use, parking, email, campus
pipeline access, etc. , will end May 31 st .
• All College property, such as keys, R card, parking permit, books and materials should
be returned by May 31 st • Office space is to be available May 31 st to allow the department to prepare the space
for incoming faculty.
Benefits
• Retirement contributions will be made on all salary due for May through August.
• COBRA options will be offered as of May 31 st on flexible spending accounts, health,
dental, and vision insurance. COBRA gives the participant sixty days to elect
continuation of coverage for up to 18 months.
• Cancer, Heart Care, Voluntary Life and Long Term Care are p01iable. Coverage
will end May 31 st . The participant has the option to continue the policy at the same
rate they were paying as an active employee.
• College life insurance, disability, and all other College provided benefits will end
May 31 st . The College life insurance has a conversion option to continue coverage if
elected within 31 days of May 31 st .
Questions should be directed to the Human Resources Department at 407-646-2353.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Rollins College is committed to creating and maintammg a community m which students,
faculty, and administrative staff can work together in an atmosphere free of all forms of
harassment, exploitation, or intimidation, including sexual. Specifically, every member of the

College community should be aware that Rollins is strongly opposed to sexual harassment and
that such behavior is prohibited both by law and by College policy. It is the intention of the
College to take whatever action may be necessary to prevent, correct, and if necessary, discipline
behavior which violates this policy.
1. Policy:

In keeping with eff01is to establish an environment in which the dignity and worth of
all members of the institutional community are respected, it is the policy of Rollins
College that sexual harassment of students and employees is unacceptable conduct
and will not be tolerated.
2. Definition:
Unwanted and unsolicited sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
deliberate or repeated communication of a sexual nature, whether spoken, written,
physical or pictorial, shall constitute sexual harassment when:
A.

submission to such conduct is made either, implicitly or explicitly, a term or
condition of an individual's employment, academic status or participation in
College sponsored activities;

B.

rejection of such conduct is used as the basis, implicitly or explicitly, for
imposing adverse terms and conditions of employment, academic status or
pa1iicipation in College sponsored events; or

C.

such conduct has the purpose or effect of umeasonably interfering with an
individual's work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive
working or learning environment.

3. Resolution Procedures:
It is the policy and practice of Rollins College to thoroughly investigate and remedy
any known incidents of sexual harassment. In order to do this, sexual harassment
must be reported. Accordingly, anyone who feels aggrieved because of sexual
harassment is encouraged to communicate th eir problem immediately. The complete
resolution procedure can be found in the following Grievance Procedure.

TRAVEL POLICIES
Rollins College recognizes participation in professional meetings and attendance at conferences
and institutions to be an important form of professional development and scholarly exchange.

Funds are budgeted.for.faculty travel and administered through respective deans and directors.
Faculty should consult the specffic section of the Handbook that applies to their school or
division.for details.
Travel - Professional Meetings

Faculty travel funds are administered through the offices of the appropriate deans/directors .
Their purpose is to further the professional development of faculty members by providing
assistance to attend and participate in professional meetings. A faculty member seeking funds in
advance should file an "Advanced Prepaid Expense Request" form at least two weeks prior to
that travel.
Faculty may be asked to predict their travel for the coming year in order to ensure the equitable
allocation of available funds. After consultation with the Professional Standards Committee, the
appropriate dean/director may apply restrictions to travel

Travel - Forms and Deadlines
Advance/Prepaid Expense Request. Advance requests should be submitted to the Office of the
Dean of the Faculty not later than three weeks prior to departure on an Advance/Prepaid Expense
Request form.
1)

Part A should be completed in full to describe your travel. Please indicate if you
have been invited to read a paper or make a presentation/participate in the meeting.
(Please provide the title of the paper or explain the nature of your participation in the
conference.)

2)

Part B may be used to request an advance (note that advances are not made earlier
than two weeks prior to your travel dates), and Part Callows for early direct payment
of hotel, airfare, registration, or other fees. All copies of this form should be
submitted to the Office of the Dean of the Faculty (you will receive the "traveler's"
copy with your advance).

Travel Advance/Prepaid Expense requests must be submitted to the Office of the Dean of the
Faculty by Friday at noon to receive an advance check on Friday of the following week.
Advance checks are available at the cashier's office.
Expense Report Forms. All faculty travel must be reported by completing a College expense
report form. Please bear the following in mind when completing expense reports.
1. Expense reports should be completed within fifteen (15) days of returning from your
trip. (College policy requires that all advances and prepaids must be accounted for
within fifteen (15) days of travel.)
2. Reimbursement of expenses will be direct deposited into the employee's paycheck.
3. Expenses must be broken down/entered on a daily basis.
4. International currency spent must be converted to U.S. dollars for the expense report
and the exchange rate used must be provided under explanatory notes.
5. You should provide both daily/category totals for all expenses. You must submit
ORIGINAL RECEIPTS as required by the College's Travel and Entertainment

Policies and Procedures (available from your department's administrative assistant or
the travel desk in the Finance Office).
6. Advances and Prepaid expenses must be recorded in the table in the lower right-hand
corner of the expense report.
Expense reports must be reviewed and approved by the appropriate dean prior to being
forwarded to the travel desk for payment. To allow sufficient time for processing, Expense
Reports must be submitted to the Office of the Dean by Thursday at noon to receive a
reimbursement check on Friday of the following week.
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GENERAL GOVERNANCE
Section 1.
The Rollins College Trustee Bylaws, A1ticle IV, state that the "faculty ... may adopt for its own
government such principles and bylaws as shall seem desirable to promote efficiency and
facilitate work, provided, however, that all such by-laws and principles shall be subject to the
rules and regulations and requirements set out by the Board of Trustees ... ". These bylaws outline
the manner in which the faculty has organized for these purposes. Among other responsibilities,
Rollins College (Trustee Bylaws, Article IV) entrusts the Faculty of Rollins College "with all
matters pertaining to the order, instruction, discipline, and curriculum of the College," and with
"immediate government and discipline of the students," subject to the rules, regulations, and
requirements of the Board of Trustees.

Section 2.
The Rollins College Trustees (Trustees Bylaws, Article IV) define the faculty of Rollins College
as consisting of "the President, the professors, and such other employees as may from time to
time be designated by the Board of Trustees." These individuals collectively are designated as
the faculty of Rollins College. This faculty is organized into two bodies: the faculty of Arts and
Sciences and the faculty of the Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business. Each faculty
member of Rollins College is appointed to one of these faculties. A guiding principle of
governance for Rollins College is that each of these bodies is more effective if each adopts
bylaws appropriate to facilitating its work.

Section 3.
Certain College business, such as faculty approval of candidates for the positions of President of
the College or Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost of the College, are issues of
concern to the entire faculty of Rollins College. Such business shall be completed at a meeting
of the Faculty of Rollins College.

Section 4.
Other College matters that are broader than the scope of either the faculty of Arts and Sciences
or the faculty of the Crummer Graduate School shall receive consideration from the Executive
Council of the Faculty (see Article IV). Such matters may include, but are not limited to,
extraordinary issues concerning affirmative action, strategic educational planning, institutional
financial priorities, and academic support services. This mechanism is provided so that officers
of administration of Rollins College can efficiently receive advice from a broad faculty group. It
is recognized that these broad issues may also be addressed by other bodies, including Deans and
students, as appropriate.

Section 5.

The standards set forth by the American Association of University Professors as published in

AA UP Policy Documents and Reports, 1990 (or most recent) edition, when not in conflict with
the College Charter, Trustee Bylaws, and these bylaws, shall be binding on matters of academic
freedom, appointments, tenure, faculty responsibility, and accountability.

Section 6.
Rollins College has established the Institutional Review Board (IRB), endorsed by the faculty, to
protect the rights of human participants and to promote professional research. The goal of the
IRB is to enhance the validity of research by helping to ensure that projects involving human
participants adhere to established ethical, moral, and legal standards. The IRB also serves to
weigh any potential risk to research participants against the benefits that the proposed research
may provide. Human research is any activity developed for the purpose of collecting and
organizing data from human participants in such a manner as to test hypotheses, address research
questions, or contribute to generalizable knowledge.
Membership of the IRB should include at least six members and a chair. The members will
include at least two full-time faculty, an at-large member (from outside Rollins), a student affairs
representative (staff), and two students (graduate & undergraduate). The terms of office should
be staggered so that membership constantly rotates. All members should receive IRB training.

ARTICLE II
ROLLINS COLLEGE FA CUL TY MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
The following have the privilege of both voice and vote in meetings of the faculty of Rollins
College: the President of Rollins College; administrators with faculty rank or holding tenure at
the College; librarians, Directors, Vice Presidents, Deans and department chairs, with faculty
rank; and all those holding full-time positions as lecturers, instructors, assistant professors,
associate professors, and professors whose primary responsibility is to teach in the College.

ARTICLE III
MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
Section 1.
The Rollins College faculty shall hold regular meetings at least once a year, and may hold
special meetings at any other time deemed necessary either by the President of the College or by
the Executive Council of the faculty. At all such meetings, the President of the College shall
preside as chair.

Section 2.

A quorum for conducting business at meetings of the faculty of Rollins College shall consist of a
simple majority of the voting members of the faculty for any given term.

Section 3.
Robert's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these bylaws, shall be used as authority for the
conduct of meetings of the faculty. At its meetings, the faculty is served by a parliamentarian
appointed for a term of two years by the Executive Council of the faculty.

ARTICLE IV
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE FACULTY-MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES
Section 1.
The voting membership consists of the President of the Arts and Sciences faculty, the President
of the Crummer faculty, and four additional A11s and Sciences faculty members selected
according to the bylaws of the faculty of Arts and Sciences. The non-voting membership shall
consist of the President of the College and any Vice President or Dean invited by the President of
the College as appropriate to the issue being considered.

Section 2. Terms of Office
Terms of office for the faculty members of the council shall be determined by the members'
respective governance bodies.

Section 3. Duties and Responsibilities
The Executive Council of the faculty meets at the request of the President of the College to
consider policy issues whose implications transcend the scope of either the College of Arts and
Sciences or the Crummer Graduate School of Business. The Council advises on such issues to
the President of the College. The Executive Council likewise is charged with interpreting these
bylaws, with reviewing them periodically, and with proposing to the faculty any bylaws changes.
In its deliberations, the council may at any time seek the advice of the entire faculty of Rollins
College by calling a special meeting of the faculty.

ARTICLE V
FACULTY EVALUATION
Section 1. Faculty Evaluation Committees
Every member of the faculty shall be subject to review by an evaluation committee that shall be
responsible for assisting in the professional development of each member of the faculty.

Section 2. Faculty Appointments
Initial faculty appointments shall be made by the President upon recommendation of the Provost
and the appropriate Dean or (in the case of a library appointment) Director. Neither the Dean nor
the Director of the library shall recommend the appointment of anyone of whom a majority of
the tenured or tenure-track members of the department (in the case of all Arts and Sciences
appointments except to the Library); the faculty (in the case of Crummer graduate school); or the
library faculty (in the case of appointments to the Library) disapproves. Timetables for faculty
reappointment must be approved by the faculty, and shall appear in the Rollins College Faculty
Handbook. The appointment letters are sent by the Provost on behalf of the President.

Section 3. Criteria for Evaluation
Each faculty shall develop criteria for faculty reappointment, promotion, and the granting of
tenure. Each faculty shall detem1ine how these criteria shall be used to evaluate and recommend
whether a faculty member's work and professional contributions have been consonant with the
requirements or expectations assumed contractually when joining the faculty, or afterward; such
criteria likewise shall be used to evaluate the expected performance of normal workload
activities, and the expected assumption of responsibilities in addition to the normal workload.

Section 4. Appeals of Decisions on Reappointment, Tenure, and Promotion
Any candidate for reappointment, tenure, and/or promotion may appeal the final
recommendation of the respective evaluation committee or the final recommendation of the
Provost to the Faculty Appeals Committee (see Article VI). Such appeals will be considered
only in the event of the allegation of one or more of the following charges by the candidate:
discrimination, age, or physical handicap; violations of academic freedom; and/or procedural
violations. In appeals cases, the candidate must present convincing evidence to the committee
that the evaluation process was flawed for one or more of the aforementioned reasons.

Section 5. Evaluation of Tenured Faculty
Faculty evaluation committees are charged with the responsibility of encouraging improved
teaching and continued professional growth for all members of the faculty. Each faculty must
specify and provide in their bylaws for the periodic evaluation of tenured faculty members.
Should an evaluation committee detect significant deficiencies, or find that a tenured faculty
member is in extraordinary need of assistance, it may initiate evaluation proceedings at any time.

Section 6. Tenure Policy for External Provost Candidates
When the Search Committee has nmrnwed the pool of candidates for Provost to those to be
invited to campus, and if tenure consideration is appropriate, the candidate's dossier will be sent
to the relevant department for review. During the candidate's campus visit, the candidate will
meet with the department. Before a candidate is offered the position of Provost, the relevant
department will forward its tenure recommendation to the Faculty Evaluation Committee, if the
candidate is in an Arts and Sciences discipline. If the departmental recommendation is positive,

the Faculty Evaluation Committee will make a recommendation to the President. If the Faculty
Evaluation Committee is not involved, the department will forward its recommendation directly
to the President. If the candidate is recommended for tenure, the timing of the award of tenure
will be at the discretion of the President and the Trustees, and the tenured position shall be an
addition to the existing positions in the department.

ARTICLE VI
FACULTY APPEALS COMMITTEE
Section 1. Membership and Terms of Office
The Faculty Appeals Committee shall consist of three tenured faculty members, one from the
Crummer Graduate School who shall be elected by the Crummer faculty, and two from Arts and
Sciences, who shall be elected by the Arts and Sciences faculty. Committee members shall serve
staggered terms of three years. Three alternates (one from the Crummer faculty and two from
the Arts and Sciences faculty) shall be elected for the same terms. Members of the committee
may not participate in committee deliberations or actions in cases dealing with their own
individual appeals, nor may they participate in committee actions or deliberations in appeal cases
in which they participated as members of an evaluation committee. Members of the committee
may not participate in committee deliberations or actions in grievance cases in which they are
either petitioners or named in the grievance. In such circumstances, the member shall be
replaced by a corresponding alternate.

Section 2.1 Duties and Responsibilities in Appeals Cases
The committee hears the appeals of candidates for tenure and/or promotion with regard to the
recommendation of the respective evaluation committee or with regard to the recommendation of
the Provost. The Appeals Committee initially reviews all requests for appeal to determine
sufficient cause. If the committee so determines, the case is reviewed.

Section 2.2 Recommendations in Appeals Cases
After reviewing the case, the Appeals Committee makes a recommendation to the President
either to uphold the original decision or to recommend a new evaluation.

Section 3. Duties and Responsibilities in Grievance Cases
If any faculty member alleges cause for grievance in any matter not covered by the procedures
described in these bylaws or in pertinent AAUP policy documents, the faculty member may
petition the Faculty Appeals Committee for redress. The petition will set forth in detail the
nature of the grievance and will state against whom the grievance is directed. It will contain any
factual data that the petitioner deems pertinent to the case. The committee will decide whether
the facts merit a detailed investigation; if the faculty member succeeds in establishing a prima

facie case, it is incumbent upon those named in the grievance to come forward with evidence in
support of their position on the matter. Submission of a petition will not automatically entail
investigation or detailed consideration thereof. The committee may seek to bring about a
settlement of the issue that is satisfactory to the parties. If in the opinion of the committee such a
settlement is not possible or appropriate, the committee will report its findings and
recommendations to the petitioner and to the President or the Provost, and the petitioner will,
upon request, be provided an opportunity to present the grievance to the administrator.

ARTICLE VII
METHOD OF AMENDING BYLAWS
These bylaws, or any provisions thereof, may be abrogated or amended at any meeting of the
faculty by a two-thirds vote of the Faculty present and voting, provided that notice seven days
prior to the meeting shall contain a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments.
Amendments ultimately made need not be in the exact form in which they were sent to each
member as above provided, but must deal with the same subject matter. It shall be the
responsibility of the Executive Council of the Faculty to communicate all revisions of these
bylaws to the Board of Trustees.

AUTHORITY
These bylaws, except where specifically noted, supersede all faculty bylaws approved prior to
August 2001.
rev. 9-9-08
rev. 7- 17-09
Rev. /0-/ 8- /0
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A. ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
The Dean of Students is responsible for student academic development and student
services in the undergraduate College. The Dean of Student Affairs oversees the Office
of Student Involvement and Leadership, Counseling and Psychological Services,
Community Standards and Responsibility, Residential Life, Career Services, Office of
Multicultural Affairs, and Health Services. The structure of the office is based on the
belief that the academic and non-academic lives of students are inextricably linked. The
office sees the creation of an environment conducive to learning as its central goal.
Central student files are maintained to facilitate coordinated work with individual
students.

DEAN OF THE FACULTY
The Dean of the Facu lty is responsible for the curriculum and faculty of the Arts and
Sciences. Academic department heads work with the Dean on matters related to
educational programs, faculty assignments, and academic budgets.
The Office of the Dean of the Faculty facilitates and monitors faculty recruitment,
evaluation, and compensation. Professional development programs administered by this
office include sabbaticals, leaves of absence, development grants, faculty exchanges, and
travel to professional meetings.
The Dean of the Faculty is responsible for student academic probation and dismissal.
Under the Dean of the Faculty the Director of First Year Programs oversees orientation,
and the Academic Enhancement Coordinator in the TPJ Student Resource Center
oversees transfer students.
The Dean of the Faculty works closely with the academic departments, appropriate
faculty committees, and the Office of Student Records in making decisions concerning
course schedules, course offerings, majors and minors, self-designed majors, independent
studies and internships, interdisciplinary courses, and experimental courses .
The chairs of academic departments, coordinators of academ ic programs, directors of
academic support services, the Student Records, the Director of the Thomas P. Johnson
Resource Center, the Director of Community Engagement, report to the Dean of the
Faculty.

DEAN OF ADMISSION & ENROLLMENT
The Dean is responsible for College admissions functions and oversight of student
financial plarming. The Dean of Admissions and the admissions staff are engaged in
promoting the College to prospective students through recruitment travel, receptions, oncampus programs, individual interview sessions, and the development of recruitment
materials.

DIRECTOR OF FIRST YEAR PROGRAMS
The Director is responsible for identifying obstacles and constraints to first year student
success, for assisting in the integration of the co-curricular program with the RCC
(Rollins College Conference) seminar, and for advising appropriate staff and
administrators of the needs of first years. The Director is also the principal spokesperson
for first year student concerns and communicates regularly with first years, parents, and
others concerning academic and co-curricular issues of first year students. The Director
reports to the Dean of the Faculty.

CORNELL JUNIOR FACULTY TEACHING RELEASE PROGRAM
The Cornell Junior Faculty Teaching Release Program is designed to offer tenure-track
faculty an opportunity to focus on scholarly, creative, and/or professional activities at a
critical time during their pre-tenure years. Candidates are eligible for the program when
they have successfully completed mid-course review.
The program releases junior faculty from teaching two courses during the academic year
after their mid-tenure review. The course releases may occur either in one term or
distributed over two terms. Or, with depa1tmental and Dean's approval, candidates may
teach a 4/0 load and thus have a semester without teaching duties.
As the intent of this program is not to create a junior sabbatical, the candidate is expected
to continue with on-going service such as advising, committee work, or other
departmental obligations. However, as the focus of this release time is a candidate's
professional and scholarly development, the department is expected to help protect the
candidate's time against unreasonable demands.

Implementation Process
Both the tenure candidate and his/her department chair share responsibility for
actualizing a workable course-release plan. The following procedure provides guidelines
for this process:
1. Candidate and department chair receive notification from the Dean of Faculty

indicating successful completion of mid-course review.

2. Candidate and chair meet to discuss possible implementation strategies for the
course releases. Topics to be resolved include specific courses, terms, student
needs, departmental duties, etc.
3. Chair submits letter to the Dean indicating strategy to cover course releases
accompanied by the candidate ' s brief description of his/her action plan for the
release time (maximum of three pages) .
4. Dean approves department's staffing plan.
5. Chair initiates necessary scheduling and staffing adjustments, searches and
reallocations.
6. Candidate takes course release as per action plan.
7. Candidate addresses the outcome of course-release activity in his/her tenure
evaluation file.

DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
Appointments
The appointment of department chairs is made by the Dean of the Faculty after
consultation with the faculty members of the respective depa11ments . The Dean issues
letters of appointment and confirmation _of reappointment annually, normally in late
spring. The standard term of appointment is twelve months, coinciding with the fiscal
year. As compensation, department chairs may choose to receive annually either:
•

a four-semester-hour reduction in the normal teaching load, or

•

a salary supplement based on the following formula: $2,000 plus $100 for
each full- time employee over the base number of five in his/her department.

A full time employee is defined as one of the following : regular faculty, Lecturer,
technical staff, secretary, or administrative staff.

Responsibilities and Authority of Department Chairs
Chairing an academic depaitment is an administrative responsibility requiring faculty
leadership. A department chair reports both to his or her faculty colleagues and to the
Dean. The chief task is the development and maintenance of a coherent and effective
cuniculum, reflecting both the traditional approaches and contemporary developments in
the field of study. In addition, a department chair is responsible for (and has authority
commensurate with) the competent and efficient conduct of, and leadership in, the
following departmental affairs:

1.

Submitting and superv1smg departmental budgets and administering
expenditures of departmental funds as required and where appropriate.

2.

Recommending equipment and supplies for purchase, projecting space and
equipment needs for the department, and exercising general responsibility for
depm1mental facilities and equipment.

3.

Preparing descriptions of majors and courses and other departmentallyrelated copy for College publications, such as catalogues and promotional
brochures.

4.

Recommending major and minor requirements to the appropriate faculty
committee, and determining departmental course offerings,- class meeting
schedules and special programs, after consultation with faculty and in
accordance with guidelines issued by the Dean; approving course offerings,
class schedules, special course descriptions and staffing for departmentallyrelated courses in the Hamilton Holt School, after consultation with faculty.

5.

Encouraging faculty research, writing, and creative activity.

6.

Encouraging effective classroom teaching, including the application of both
i1movative and conventional teaching techniques.

7.

Evaluating non-tenured and tenured full-time faculty, lecturers, and adjunct
faculty, based on consultation throughout the year, through duly appointed
evaluation committees which operate according to prescribed procedures and
guidelines.

8.

Recommending to the Dean of the Faculty tenure, promotion, and increases
in salary, in accordance with the guidelines, procedures, and vehicles set
forth in the Handbook.

9.

Conducting regular and special departmental meetings as may be required,
consistent with democratic procedures, sound management, and the academic
responsibility and freedom of the members of the department.

l 0.

Supervising and training student assistants, and administering student
assistants' programs (where appropriate); submitting requests for student
assistants; supervising and training office personnel and departmentally
related staff.

11.

Advising the officers of administration of the College, heads of other
departments, heads or Directors of other administrative units of the College,
and members of standing and special committees, as needed or requested.

12.

Assisting with the active recruitment of students and with the identification of
scholarship recipients, as arranged by the Dean of Enrollment Management.

13.

Encouraging, aiding, or writing, when requested or needed, research
proposals, grant proposals, and other requests for sponsorship generated
within the department; approving such proposals before submission to the
Dean of the Faculty.

14.

Arranging for departmental approval of independent studies, including
tutorials, research projects, and internships.

15.

Establishing and supervising the program of academic advisement for majors
and, minors in that department; encouraging alert and effective academic
advisement; disseminating information to students about opportunities for
graduate study, foreign study, fellowships and job opportunities; approving
the use of transfer credit to satisfy departmental requirements.

16.

Encouraging a stimulating intellectual climate for students and faculty in the
discipline through such programs as lectures, clubs, attendance at
professional meetings and conferences, special colloquia and seminars, and
presentations of research work.

17.

Providing advisory assistance in staffing interdisciplinary courses, area
studies programs, and new curricular offerings.

18.

Determining departmental library needs and consulting with the Director of
Libraries on allocation policies, book orders, and the development of special
libraries; determining departmental computer needs and consulting with the
Director of Computer Services regarding hardware and software needs and
the training of the staff.

19.

Assisting in the staffing of the department: coordinating the activities of
searches, including requesting positions, developing position descriptions and
advertisements, screening applicants, corresponding with candidates,
selecting invited candidates, scheduling interviews, and nominating
candidates to the Dean of the Faculty, all in compliance with equal
opportunity guidelines and the personnel policies of the College.

20.

Determining, upon request, allocation of special funds made available to the
department for distribution to faculty and students (e.g. grant funds).

21.

Assisting the Assistant Vice President for Alumni Programs in identifying
distinguished graduates.

22.

Maintaining open communications within the department about its affairs,
especially concerning such sensitive matters as teaching loads and faculty
evaluation, disseminating information to department members regarding
special professional opportunities, and administrative decisions and policy
changes.

23.

Carrying out assessment activities and periodic review of the department for
accreditation and other purposes as required.

Evaluation of Department Chairs
Department chairs are evaluated by the Dean of the Faculty, using departmental
evaluations, those of other faculty and department chairs, and independent judgment.
Evaluation as chair is a process independent from faculty evaluation and conclusions in
one area need not affect conclusions in the other.
Evaluation is conducted according to the following criteria:
1.

Performance of administrative duties normally assumed and assigned,
including those listed above.

2.

Skill in promoting effective teaching and advising within the department,
sound curricula for majors and minors, and new programs which lead to
increased academic strength.

3.

Ability to function constructively in an administrative capacity with faculty
in the department, with the officers of administration, with other department
and division chairs, and with other institutional departments when required.

Removal of Departmental Chairs
The chair of a department may be removed for cause when such action is in the best
interest of the College and the department. Such action is initiated by the Dean of the
Faculty after consultation with appropriate faculty or by the President of the College.
Faculty within a department may petition the Dean of the Faculty for the removal of a
department chair. The normal appellate channels and procedures apply, and the Dean
must ensure due process in such decisions.

PROGRAM COORDINATORS
Appointments
The appointment of program coordinators is made by the Dean of the Faculty after
consultation with faculty members of the respective departments. The Dean issues letters

of appointment and confirmation of reappointment annually, normally in the late spring.
The term of the appointment is determined by the needs of the program . Compensation
for program coordinators is normally $1,000.

Responsibilities and Authority of Program Coordinators
Chairing an academic program is an administrative responsibility requmng faculty
leadership. A coordinator repotts to faculty colleagues and to the Dean. The chief task is
the development and maintenance of a coherent and effective curriculum which reflects
both traditional approaches and contemporary developments in the field of study.
For a complete description of the responsibilities of a coordinator, please refer to the list
ofresponsibilities assigned to department chairs.

DIVISIONS OF THE COLLEGE
Organization of the faculty of Arts and Sciences, as described in the bylaws, is along two
lines: one administrative/academic, the other legislative.
For the convenience of coordinating academic offerings in related fields and of
nominating faculty to committee membership, academic depattments are grouped into
four divisions as shown:

Humanities Division:

English, Modern Languages
Philosophy and Religion

Expressive Arts Division:

Art and Att History, Music, Theatre Arts and Dance,
Physical Education, and Library Science

Social Science Division:

Anthropology, Communication, Economics,
Education, History, International Business, Political
Science, Psychology, and Sociology. The Social
Science Division also includes the faculty teaching in
the graduate programs in Counseling and Education.

and

Literatures,

Science and Mathematics: Biology,
Chemistry,
Environmental
Studies,
Mathematics and Computer Science, and Physics.
Division chairs, elected by the faculty of each division, are responsible for consulting the
department chairs and faculty of their divisions in order to receive suggestions, criticism,
and pertinent information concerning proposed changes in educational programs and
policies. Divisions may develop their own guidelines and procedures for the selection
and activities of division chairs, consistent with the bylaws and this Handbook.

Hamilton Holt School
The Rollins College Hamilton Holt School offers late afternoon and evening courses
toward the degrees of Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and the graduate programs of Master of
Liberal Studies (M.L.S.), Master of Human Resources (M.H.R.), Master of Arts in
Counseling (M.A.), Master of Education (M.Ed.), and Master of Arts in Teaching
(M.A.T.) The Hamilton Holt School is administered by the Dean of the Hamilton Holt
School who reports to the Provost.
The Hamilton Holt School is a member of the Association for Continuing Higher
Education. For additional information about policies and procedures in the Hamilton
Holt School consult the Hamilton Holt School Guidelines for Faculty. Faculty who wish
to teach in the Hamilton Holt School should consult with the department chair, the Dean
of the Faculty, and the Dean of the Hamilton Holt School. The Dean of the Hamilton
Holt School is responsible for appointing faculty to teach in programs for the Hamilton
Holt School.

B. ARTS AND SCIENCES ACADEMIC POLICIES
INTRODUCTION
The following policies and procedures, established by standing committees of the
College, describe the basic obligations and responsibilities of faculty, students and
administrators at Rollins with respect to the traditional undergraduate programs of the
College. For information on curriculum, degree requirements, general education
requirements and advising, please consult the Rollins Catalogue.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
The students and faculty of Rollins affirm the inherent value and social utility of
truthfulness and respect for the rights of other individuals as well as the rights of the
community.
The students and faculty particularly affirm the value of academic honesty and accept the
responsibility to present as the result of their work only that which is genuinely theirs.
Rollins students and faculty shall neither commit nor tolerate cheating, plagiarism, or any
other form of academic dishonesty. Academic dishonesty is defined as representing
another's work as one's own, active complicity in such falsification, or violation of test
conditions. Plagiarism is stealing and using the ideas or writings of another as one's own.
(See the Academic Honor Code for specific violations and their definitions.)

In all cases of suspected academic dishonesty, the College follows the procedures
outlined in the Academic Honor Code passed by the faculty in Spring, 2006.

Because academic integrity is fundamental to the pursuit of knowledge and truth and is
the hea11 of the academic life of Rollins College, it is the responsibility of all members of
the College community to practice it and to report apparent violations. All students,
faculty, and staff are required to repot1 violations in writing to the Academic Honor
council for disposition. Referrals will be made through the Dean of the Faculty's office.

1.

If a faculty member has a reason to believe that a violation of the Academic
Honor Code has occurred, he/she may have an initial meeting with the
student to determine if a violation has occurred. If the faculty member
believes that a violation has occurred he/she is required to repo11 it. This
initial meeting is to clarify if a violation has occmTed and not to detem1ine if
a known violation is to be reported.

2.

If a student has reason to believe that a violation of academic integrity has
occurred, he/she is required to report it to the Academic Honor Council. The
student that has witnessed a violation can, but it not required to, encourage
the student suspected of the violation to self-report. If the student refuses to
self-report, then the student that witnessed the violation must repo11 it to the
Academic Honor Council.

3.

Staff members that believe they have witnessed a violation must refer the
case to the Honor Council for disposition.

Complaints must be made in writing and filed through the Office of the Dean of the
Faculty. These complaints are then forwarded to the Academic Honor Council.
Allegations must be submitted in writing within ten days of the discovery of the alleged
violation. Complaints against graduating seniors must be submitted by the date senior
grades are due to allow time for an investigation before graduation. The complaint
should indicate all relevant details, including names of witnesses and must be signed.
Submissions may also be made online.

ACADEMIC WARNING, PROBATION, SUSPENSION, AND DISMISSAL
Academic Standing
All students must maintain a cumulative Grade Point Average of at least 2.00 and a single
term Grade Point Average of at least 2.00 to be in good academic standing.
Academic Warning, Probation, Suspension, and Dismissal
Students who fail to meet minimum academic standards at the end of any term are placed
on academic warning or probation, academic suspension, or are dismissed permanently
from the College. Students on academic warning or probation are required to enroll in a
minimum academic load of sixteen ( 16) semester hours (except when waived by
academic appeal), and may not normally withdraw from a course nor take a course on a
credit/no-credit basis.

Minimum Academic Standards
Students who maintain a cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 2.00, but
whose previous term GPA falls below 2.00 but above 1.25, will be placed on Academic
Warning. Any student whose cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) falls below 2.00, or
whose previous tem1 GPA falls at or below 1.25, will be placed on probation.
A student with
Term below 1.25
Term above 2.0
Term between 1.25 and 2.0

Cum below 2.0
probation
probation
probation

Cum above 2.0
probation
good standing
warnmg

Students placed on probation will be asked to adhere to the General Requirements for
Probation. Probationary students must first write a letter to the Dean of the Faculty, in
which they should "articulate both insight into the factors which led to the poor
performance and a realistic plan to improve academic performance and return to good
academic standing." They must then complete a Contract for Academic Success that
specifies an individualized plan for returning to good academic standing and an
agreement to abide by all probationary regulations, including enrollment in a specialized
course focused on academic success. Failure to follow the terms of the Contract will
result in a student's immediate dismissal, even during the course of the te1m in progress.
Students who fall within any of the following categories will be academically dismissed
from the College.
•
•

Those who have been on probation and do not meet the minimum academic
standards the following term.
Those on probation who fail to follow the guidelines of the Contract for
Academic Success.

An exception is made for first-year students. First-year students will be academically
suspended from the College after their first semester if their GPA falls below 1.25. If
these students would like to be considered for continuation for a second semester, they
should appeal their academic suspension. If their appeal is accepted and they are
continued in the Spring, these students will be required to meet a second semester GPA
designated by the Academic Appeals Committee in order to enroll the following Fall.
Students who are academically suspended from the College are not permitted to continue
in any Rollins College programs, including the Hamilton Holt School. No academic
credit earned during a suspension will be transferable back to Rollins.
Students who have been academically suspended a first time may petition for readmission
by writing a letter to the Academic Appeals Committee of the Office of the Dean of the
Faculty after one (1) calendar year has elapsed. To be considered for readmission from
academic suspension, students must demonstrate readiness to return and improved
commitment to scholarship.

Students who are academically suspended a second time are dismissed permanently from
the College and may not subsequently enroll in any program.

ACADEMIC WARNING SYSTEM
Faculty complete academic warning forms for students who are performing at
unsatisfactory levels in their courses during weeks four (4) to twelve ( 12) of each tenn.
Unsatisfactory academic performance includes poor attendance, lack of participation,
failure to complete assignments on time, poor test and quiz grades, poor quality of written
work, studio work, or laboratory work, or an estimated grade of 'C-' or lower in the
course. The withdrawal without penalty deadline occurs in the tenth week of each
semester; students may exercise their one-time late CR/NC option through 5 p.m. on the
last day of classes each tenn.
Academic warnings are sent via campus e-mail to the student, faculty advisor, and
professional advisors in the Thomas P. Johnson Student Resource Center. Students
receiving warnings are directed to meet with the professor of the course, as well as their
faculty advisor, to discuss issues of concern, strategies for improvement, and other
options including withdrawal from courses or exercise of the late Credit/No Credit
(CR/NC) option. In addition to these interventions, the Academic Advising Services staff
also contacts students when they have been refeJTed to the Tutoring and/or the Writing
Center, or if they are deemed academically "at risk" for other reasons (multiple academic
warnings, students with learning disabilities, and those on academic probation).

ADVISING
Academic advising is an important aspect of each faculty member's service to the
College. Beginning in the second year of teaching at Rollins, all full time faculty
teaching credit-bearing courses participate in the academic advising program on a regular
basis. Other members of the faculty (e.g. library faculty and College administrators) may
be asked to advise students as well. Good advising requires an understanding of the
Rollins curriculum and support services, familiarity with appropriate graduate programs
and reasonable availability for consultation with advisees. The College catalogue details
.necessary information about the academic program, College policies, and requirements in
each major area.
All first-year students are assigned a faculty academic adviser and a student peer adviser
by a team of selected faculty and administrators. This adviser teaches their RCC course.
Transfer students are assigned faculty advisers. Whenever possible, students are assigned
to advisers in their expressed area of academic interest. Department chairs assign
advisees in the major to faculty with reasonable regard for equity in numbers. Students
choose a major and arnnge to become the advisee of a faculty member in the major
department or program no later than the end of their sophomore year. The student is

responsible for informing the Office of Student Records of any change in adviser by
submitting a form signed by the new adviser. The form is sent to the first adviser who
then forwards all records to the new adviser.

CLASS ATTENDANCE

It is the responsibility of the faculty to publish attendance policies for their courses in the
course syllabus. If a distinction is made between "excused " absences and "unexcused"
absences, it must be conveyed in the attendance policy. At the instructor's discretion, a
student's grade may be lowered for fai lure to comply with the attendance policy. If the
student fee ls s/he must be absent from class for any reason, it is the student's
responsibility to confer with the facu lty member to determine whether the absence is to
be considered "excused" or "unexcused" as defined by the attendance policies. The
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs will communicate when students must be absent
from campus for hospitalization, fam ily emergencies, or sim ilar contingencies. Students
will be responsible for all work missed.
Faculty may find it helpful to contact the Office of the Dean of Students concerning
students who are frequently absent or who have been absent from several classes in
succession. Reports of this kind often help the Dean to identify students in need of
special academic or personal counseling.

COURSE REGISTRATION AND WITHDRAWAL
Each academic department and program submits to the Office of Student Records and to
the Dean of the Faculty its proposed course schedules for each term. The schedules must
balance requirements and electives, courses for majors and non-majors, upper-level and
lower-level courses and the time and day of courses. Proposals to offer courses crosslisted between departments must be endorsed by the chairs of both departments.
Proposals to offer courses cross-listed between A11s and Sciences and another program
must be approved by the Dean of the Faculty and the Dean or Director of the other
program. Faculty may access course rosters through FoxLink from completion of student
pre-registration through the close of the grading period for each term. Electronic course
rosters are 'live' to the College's administrative software system for cmTent, official,
course registration status. Faculty are required to notify the Office of Student Records of
any corrections to their course rosters by not later than the end of the schedule change
(add-drop) period. Faculty post all final, official grades to these FoxLink course rosters
by published deadlines at the conclusion of each academic term.
Any student who fails to attend the first class meeting of the tenn may be replaced by
another student. Students may add and drop during the first week of class in the fa ll and
spring terms and may continue to drop courses through the second week without a
notation appearing on the transcript. With the approval of the adviser, students may
withdraw from a course through Friday of the week following mid-term with a "W"

recorded on the transcript. It is the responsibility of the student to seek from the
instructor a repot1 on his/her standing in class prior to the final date for withdrawal from
courses. It is the responsibility of the instructor to provide the student with some form of
graded evaluation of his/her standing in a class prior to the final date for withdrawal from
courses. A student may not withdraw from a course after the deadlin e (Friday of the
week following mid-term) except by decision of the academic appeals committee. A
student who abandons a course after the deadlin e will receive a grade of "XF."

FINAL EXAMINATIONS
The 15 th week of classes in the fall and spring terms is reserved for final examinations.
All courses include a final examination, with possible exceptions for perfonnance,
writing, independent study, or seminar courses where other means of evaluation are more
appropriate.
The final examination must be offered in the time period scheduled in the examination
matrix prepared by the Office of Student Records, unless the Dean of the Faculty has
approved a change. An alternative period for unusual examination procedures, such as ari
oral examination, may be used provided the students involved do not thereby encounter
conflicts with other scheduled examinations.
Tests or examinations may be offered through the 13
must not be employed in lieu of a final examination.

th

week (penultimate) of classes but

Final papers, research repo11s and other similar assignments, except those in lieu of a
final examination, should be due before examinations begin to help students avoid
conflicts.

If a student has more than two final examinations scheduled in one day, s/he has the right
to reschedule one examination to an open date within the final examination period.
A1nngements will be made through the Dean of Sh1dents or program Dean in
consultation with the faculty members involved.

Department chairs are responsible for overseemg th e implementation of the final
examination policy.

DETERMINING CREDIT HOURS AND LEVEL OF COURSES
Most courses that meet a minimum of 150 minutes a week for up to 13 weeks and include
an additional exam period earn four semester units of credit. Non-laboratory courses that
meet a fourth or a fifth hour a week earn a maximum of five credit units. Laboratory
courses earn up to five or six credit units depending on the length of the laboratories (two
or four hours). Studio and performance courses generally earn two to three credit units.

Credit units for shmt-term courses of variable length are awarded based on the following
calculations: each unit of credit requires a minimum of 8.125 contact hours per term.
As part of course requirements, Rollins faculty expect students to spend considerable
time outside of class each week working on course-related activities. Students should
expect to spend three hours out of class for every hour in class.
The credit hours and levels of courses are determined by departments and are reviewed
and approved by the Academic Affairs Committee.

GRADING
Letter Grades
The grade report is based on the following principles:
Grade 'A' is reserved for work that is exceptional in quality, and shows keen insight,
understanding, and initiative.
Grade 'B' is given for work that is consistently superior and shows interest, effort, or
originality.
Grade 'C ' is a respectable grade. A 'C ' average (2.00) is required for graduation. It
reflects consistent daily preparation and satisfactory completion of all work required.
Grade 'D-' is the lowest passing grade. It is below the average necessary to meet
graduation requirements and ordinarily is not accepted for transfer by other institutions.
Grade 'F' is failing.
Students' cumulative grade point averages are based on a four-point scale. Letter grades
are assigned the following approximate numerical equivalents:
Grade A
Grade AGrade B+
Grade B
Grade BGrade C+
Grade C

4.00
3.67
3.33
3.00
2.67
2.33
2.00

quality pts
quality pts
quality pts
quality pts
quality pts
quality pts
quality pts

Grade C- 1.67 quality pts
Grade D+ 1.33 quality pts
Grade D
1.00 quality pts
Grade D.67 quality pts
Grade F
0 quality pts
Grade WF
0 quality pts
Grade XF
0 quality pts

Incomplete
To receive a grade of "Incomplete," the student must present to the Office of Student
Records an "I-Form" bearing the signatures of the student and instructor, indicating the

reason for the incomplete and the agreed upon date for completion of the course work.
This form must be submitted no later than the last day of final examinations. Course
work must be completed and a grade submitted to the Office of Student Records by the
end of the second week of the next full term (fall or spring term). Extensions of this
deadline may be granted by the Dean of Students after consultation with th e student and
the instructor. Failure to complete the course in the designated time will result in the
assignment of a grade of "F."
A mark of "I" may not be used by instructors to indicate that work is unfinished or that a
grade has been withheld. If an "I-Form" has not been submitted, a grade must be issued
based on the materials turned in by the student up to that point.

Credit/No Credit
Students who wish to take a course on a credit/no credit (CR/NC) basis rather than for a
letter grade must complete the appropriate form, available at the Office of Student
Records, no later than two weeks, ten (10) working days, after the beginning of the fall or
spring terms.
If a grade of 'C-' or better is earned, a mark of 'CR' and the appropriate number of
semester hours are granted. If a grade below 'C-' is earned, the course is abandoned, or
the course is withdrawn from after the penalty deadline, a mark of 'NC' is granted. In
any case, the grade point average is not affected. Courses taken CR/NC may not be used
to fulfill general education, major, minor, or concentration requirements. No more than
one (1) course per term may be credit/no credit, and a maximum of four (4) such courses
may count toward graduation.

Once the CR/NC declaration is made for a given course in a given semester, students may
not later request that the CR/NC be changed to a letter grade. In a subsequent semester,
students may repeat a course graded CR/NC for a letter grade, but will not earn credit
hours for the course a second time. (See the College's policy on repeated courses.)

One-Time Late Credit/No-Credit Declaration
Students may also exercise a one-time option of Late Credit/No Credit. In this option,
students are permitted to declare a class Late Credit/No Credit up until the last scheduled
day of classes, before the official exam period begins, for the term in which they are
enrolled. This option is available for one course, and for one time only during a student's
career at Rollins.
If a grade of 'C-' or better is earned, a mark of 'CR ' and the appropriate number of
semester hours are granted. If a grade below a 'C-' is earned, th e course is abandoned, or
the course is withdrawn from after the penalty deadline, and a mark of 'NC' is granted.
In any case, the grade point average is not affected.

Courses taken under this option may not be used to fulfill general education, major,
minor, or concentration requirements. Courses with general education designations for
which the CR/NC option is elected will not earn general education designations. Once
the CR/NC declaration is made for a given course in a given semester, students may not
later request that the CR/NC be changed to a letter grade. In a subsequent semester,
students may repeat a course graded CR/NC for a letter grade, but will not earn credit
hours for the course for a second time. (See the College's policy on repeated courses.)

Grade Appeals
A student who wishes to appeal a grade will first consult with the instructor to determine
whether an error has been made or the instructor wishes to reconsider the grade. If this is
the case, the instructor submits a grade change request to the Dean of the Faculty. If the
student is dissatisfied with the results of that consultation and wishes to pursue the matter
further, s/he will meet with the chair of the department, who in turn must inform the
instructor of the substance of the student's appeal. The chair acts as a mediator to
attempt to resolve any disagreements and consults with the instructor about the grading
process. Only the course instructor has the authority to change the grade at this point.
The Dean of Students, President of the Faculty, and chair of the faculty member's
department (should the instructor be the chair of the department, a tenured member of the
department or division will be selected by the department) must agree by two-thirds that
it can be plausibly argued that these conditions are met in order for the appeal to proceed
to the Academic Affairs Committee. Perceived or actual differences in grading policies
or standards between instructors, which are not a violation of College policies, are not a
basis for fmther appeal.
Further appeals beyond the chair of the department will be allowed only when the student
can furnish evidence that the final grade was affected by the student' s opinion or conduct
in matters unrelated to academic standards, bias based upon matters unrelated to
academic standards, or the failure of the instructor to follow his or her own stated policies
or College policies.

If these conditions are met, the student may proceed with the appeal to the Academic
Affairs Committee by submitting a letter describing the situation to the Dean of Students.
This appeal must be made within one year of the conclusion of the course. The Dean of
Students will request from the department chair a written account of the mediation
process described above and its results, if any. The Dean of Students may request any
other appropriate documentation. The Dean of Students prepares all documents related to
the case for submission to the Academic Affairs Committee. These documents are made
available to the student and instructor to review and respond. Their responses, if any, are
included with the materials submitted to the Academic Affairs Committee. The Dean of
the Faculty shall receive the recommendation of the Academic Affairs Committee,
review all documents, and make additional inquiries if necessary before reaching a
decision. After such review the decision of the Dean of the Faculty is final.

STUDENT EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION
Near the end of each term, the Office of the Dean of the Faculty solicits student responses
to the Course and Instructor Evaluations (CIE) available online through FoxLink:.
Students receive reminders to complete the evaluations when logging into the network;
the evaluations are available between 8am - 10pm the 10 to 14 days before finals. After
the term has ended and grades have been assigned, instructors are encouraged to read the
completed evaluations.

C.

FACULTY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

The following policies and procedures apply to all full-time and part-time instructors in
all undergraduate and graduate credit bearing programs in A1ts and Sciences.
PERSONAL RECORD
All full-time and part-time instructors shall make available to the Dean of the Faculty a
complete record of their professional preparation and achievements, including official
transcripts, research and original works, book reviews, critiques and atticles published,
music composed or arranged, paintings or drawings produced, and public performances
of all types. Reprints of publications should be filed. This record will be brought up to
date each year using the Annual Faculty Assessment and Reflections (AF AR) Document
circulated by Office of the Dean of the Faculty.
ABSENCE FROM CAMPUS
Instructors shall notify the department chair and the Dean of the Faculty when they plan
to be absent from the campus or when absence is unexpectedly necessary. This provision
applies in case of illness or any absence involving more than one class. When possible,
arrangements to cover classes should be made in advance.
COURSE GUIDELINES
New Course Approval
New courses proposed for fall or spring term should be described in detail on a "New
Course Approval" form available in the Office of Student Records. After initial
depaitmental approval, the Academic Affairs Committee reviews all new course
proposals and makes recommendations to the department and the Dean of the Faculty.
Courses to be approved for a given academic year must be submitted no later than
February of the preceding academic year.

Syllabi
Instructors are expected to develop course outlines which explain course objectives,
requirements, methods of evaluation and attendance and grading policies. At the
beginning of each term, instructors are required to submit copies of syllabi to their
respective academic department administrative assistants via e-mail attachment or
computer disk. Hard copies (on white paper) will be accepted when electronic form is
not possible. Syllabi will then be forwarded to the appropriate Dean (Dean of the
Faculty, Dean of the Hamilton Holt School, and Dean of the Crummer Graduate School
of Business). It will be the responsibility of each Dean to ensure that collection of syllabi
occurs for their respective programs. These syllabi should be retained for three years. It
will then remain the responsibility of each Dean to ensure that, after three years'
retention, syllabi are transmitted to Archives either electronically or as hard copies
according to the Recommended Collection Guidelines for the Rollins College Archives
established December 13, 2000. Depattments and programs must also keep files of the
syllabi of their own courses for three years.

FACULTY EVALUATION PROCESS
The quality of the educational experience at Rollins College depends very heavily upon the
quality of the faculty. It follows, therefore, that the institution must have an effective system
for the evaluation of faculty for reappointment, promotion, and tenure. The system should
serve the long- term needs of the institution while also promoting the professional
development and improvement of individual faculty. The criteria and procedures of the
Bylaws provide the structure and symmetry of an evaluation system. The effectiveness of
the system, however, depends primarily on the seriousness of purpose and preparation
which faculty bring to it. The guidelines and descriptions of responsibilities delineated
below are intended to assist faculty in preparing effectively for evaluations.
Responsibilities of the Dean

1.

The Office of the Dean of the Faculty is responsible for the timely notification of
candidates either for their evaluation for reappointment or for their eligibility to be
evaluated for tenure and/or promotion. Notification shall be given no later than April
for evaluations in the following fall semester.

2.

The Office of the Dean of the Faculty is responsible for maintaining the records and
files which are appropriate for use in reviewing the performance of a faculty being
evaluated for reappointment, tenure, and/or promotion. The Dean shall also insure the
appropriate level of consistency and clarity in evaluations by requiring that candidates
submit evidence of their work, personal assessment statements, curriculum vitae, and
course syllabi in a standard form.

3.

The Dean is responsible for conferring with candidates and working with depm1ment
heads to assure that all participants are appropriately prepared before the formal
meeting of an evaluation committee. It is particularly important to assure that
candidates and depm1ment chairs communicate clearly about whether or not
satisfactory progress is being made toward reappointment, tenure and/or promotion.

Responsibilities of Department Chairs
1.

The department chair should, on a regular basis, examine the course syllabi, student
evaluations, and other mate1ials relevant to the evaluation of faculty who are eligible
for reappointment, tenure, and promotion.

2.

The department chair should consult with other faculty about the progress of
candidate faculty. The chair should share the appropriate information (s)he acquires
through these consultations with the candidate well in advance of any formal
evaluation procedures.

3.

Depm1ment chairs are responsible for conferring regularly with candidates for the
purposes of discussing their professional development and progress toward
reappointment, tenure, and promotion. In a system of peer evaluation all faculty bear
a responsibility for conferring with candidate faculty. Department chairs bear a
special and formal responsibility.

4.

Depm1ment chairs should observe candidate faculty teach. The chair will determine
the appropriate nature and frequency of observation based upon the presumptive
evidence of a candidate's effectiveness in teaching.
Candidate faculty should be
consulted well in advance of such class observations.

5.

The depa11ment chair should work with candidate faculty in preparing professional
assessment statements and other documents appropriate for use in an evaluation.

6.

Depm1ment chairs are responsible for collecting the materials necessary for the
evaluation of candidate faculty and making them available to the evaluation
committee in a timely manner.

Responsibilities of Evaluation Committee Members
1.

All members of the depm1ment evaluation committee should review the departmental
criteria for reappointment, tenure, and promotion and the Bylaws of the College.

2.

Members of the depmtment evaluation committees should attempt to familiarize
themselves with the professional record of candidate faculty as early as possible.

3.

Evaluation committee members should examine carefully the record of the candidate
faculty and the appropriate materials held in the Office of the Dean of the Faculty.
These examinations should occur well in advance of the formal meeting of the
evaluation committee.

4.

If committee members develop any concerns about the candidate faculty's
performance or progress toward reappointment, tenure, or promotion, they shall
inform the candidate in a timely manner and discuss their concerns with the candidate.

5.

Committee members may observe the classroom performance of a candidate faculty.
The member(s) should always seek the permission of the candidate to observe classes.

Responsibilities of the Candidate Faculty
1.

Read carefully those sections of the Bylaws pertaining to evaluation. Also, read the
criteria of the department.

2.

Consult with the department chair and other colleagues to insure their familiarity with
your performance and your familiarity with their expectations and impressions of your
performance.

3.

Prepare a professional assessment statement as required by the Bylaws. Confer with
the depattment chair and Dean about the format and contents of this statement.

4.

Consult with the depattment chair and Dean to assure that the appropriate materials are
prepared in the appropriate format for the evaluation committee.

PROGRAMS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT AT
ROLLINS COLLEGE
The following program is a recommendation based upon best practices for the
comprehensive evaluation of teaching at Rollins.
There are two separate and distinct approaches to assess teaching:
1. Summative assessment. The purpose is to assess whether a faculty member has
reached a certain bar. This is the predominant style used in assessing a candidate for
tenure and promotion.
2. Formative assessment. The purpose is designed to help the teacher improve his/her
teaching, rather than rating the teacher's performance. Records of formative
assessment are not kept or used in tenure or promotion purposes.
While Assistant and Associate professors must have summative assessments for promotion
and tenure, all faculty may request a formative assessment at any time for their professional
development. The formative evaluation process would be confidential and used for the
development and improvement of the faculty member's teaching.

Recommended Principles for Summative Evaluation of Teaching
Teaching should be judged for quality not quantity; that is, teachers should be assessed for
the quality of their teaching rather than for what and where they teach . For example,
teaching RCC courses, study abroad courses, or overloads could count as service, but does
not indicate excellence in teaching. In line with the mission of the institution, teachers
should be evaluated on content, pedagogy, student engagement, professionalism, and other
factors relevant to learning outcomes.
Summative Evaluation of Teaching
1. Peer Review is an evaluative process by colleagues or peers designed to examine a
wide range of teaching related activities. Components or Peer Review may include
the evaluation of course materials, student evaluations, course p011folios, teaching
portfolios, documented teaching philosophies, teacher self-assessments classroom
observations, and other activities which may be appropriate to a discipline.

2.

Informed Use of Course and Instructor Evaluations
Results from Course and Instructor Evaluations (CIE) should be used only as they
were designed to be used. In order for evaluators to understand the appropriate and
inappropriate uses of CIE results, they should review the CIE Tutorial accessible
online at http://web65.rollins.edu/~cie/index. htm1. In line with appropriate use,
evaluators should review both narrative and numeric results available in CIE reports.
The level to which comments indicate a legitimate concern about a candidate can be
confirmed or contradicted by the numeric data. Likewise, numeric data often
depends on narrative responses to provide clarification and aid in interpretation. If
evaluators ignore either narrative or numeric results, they risk making faulty
decisions about the candidate.
Ultimately it is up to candidates to make their case for tenure and promotion.
Because CIE results are used in the evaluation process, we encourage candidates to
take an active role in framing their results, and providing a context that aids
interpretation. To effectively achieve this goal, it is critical that candidates educate
themselves on how to interpret and present their CIE results; we encourage
candidates to review the CIE Tutorial.

Formative Evaluation of Teaching
The purpose of formative evaluation is to help faculty improve teaching, and to facilitate a
campus-wide dialogue about pedagogy. In order to be effective, formative evaluations
should be optional and confidential. When confidentiality is assured, teachers are far more
likely to disclose areas needing development, and evaluators may be frank without fear it
will have negative consequences for the faculty member in tenure and promotion decisions.

A comprehensive formative evaluation could include:
1. We propose that members of the Rollins community be trained to visit classrooms and
to assess teaching in a way that will best help the faculty being evaluated. Three peer
reviewers will conduct forn1ative evaluations in a program developed by the CAI Institute
for Effective Teaching to evaluate the candidate. In keeping with best practices, one of
these peer reviewers may be a student who has completed the CAI training.
2. In addition to peer review, there are a variety of other formative evaluation techniques.
For example, the faculty member could choose to:
a. Visit peers' classes
b. Participate in internal and external faculty development seminars
c. Produce a teaching portfolio that would include reflection on student evaluations
d. Explore general best teaching practices
e. Explore discipline-specific best teaching practices
f. Investigate the relevant research literature on student learning

LECTURER
The position of Lecturer is not a tenure track position and does not grant faculty status, nor
are Lecturers eligible to vote in faculty meetings. Appointments as Lecturer are annual
appointments and are granted by the Dean of the Faculty in consultation with the
appropriate academic depa1tment and the Provost. Normally, the position of Lecturer is
held for no more than three years.

GOVERNANCE
The faculty of Arts and Sciences delegates certain of its responsibilities to its standing
committees. Faculty are expected to participate in the governance of the College and to
attend faculty meetings.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT FOR FACULTY PROJECTS
Full-time faculty in the Arts and Sciences are eligible to apply for four types of grants for
professional development: individual development grants, course development grants,
faculty research grants, and scholarship of teaching grants. Funding limits, allowable
expenditures, and eligibility requirements can be found on the application forms available
on the College Web site. Recipients of grants will submit a repo1t on their
accomplishments to the Dean of the Faculty by the first day of the spring term following
a summer grant or no later than four months after the fall or spring semester in which a
grant is received. The call for summer proposals is issued the previous October.

Individual Development Grants
These awards to encourage faculty professional development are granted on a
competitive basis. The award may be applied to travel, tuition, or other expenses involved
in development activity. Although there is not necessarily an expectation of publication
resulting from such professional development projects, it is expected that Rollins College
will benefit, for example, by improvements in the faculty member's teaching. Examples
of projects funded by such grants include participation in workshops or purchase of
minor equipment. Proposals must be submitted to the Dean of the Faculty. Proposals
may be submitted at any time; however, requests for support for summer projects should
be submitted by the end of the first week of the spring te1m preceding the summer
project. The Dean may seek the advice of the Professional Standards Committee in the
evaluation of these proposals.

Course Development Grants
These grants are designed to encourage the development and preparation of new courses
that are cross-disciplinary or exceptionally innovative. Proposals are to be submitted to
the Dean of the Faculty, who may seek the advice of the Professional Standards
Committee in the evaluation of these proposals. Proposals for a course to be developed in
the summer must be submitted by the end of the first week of the spring term preceding
the summer project.

Faculty Research Grants
Research grants are awarded on a competitive basis, and it is anticipated that the results
of these projects will lead to a publication, performance, or exhibit, or the presentation of
a paper at a professional meeting. Proposals must be submitted to the Professional
Standards Committee by the end of the first week of the spring term preceding the
summer project.
The Jack B. Critchfield Research Fund and Cornell Funds supp011 faculty research, while
the Ashforth Fund supports faculty professional development and research in England,
Wales, or Scotland.

Scholarship of Teaching Grants
Scholarship of Teaching at Rollins College addresses issues of teaching and learning
through a cycle of reflection, experimentation, assessment, application, and
communication. Faculty engaged in the Scholarship of Teaching focus on specific goals;
use recognized and appropriate methods of experimentation, analysis and integration; and
make their results available for peer review and collaboration. The Christian A. Johnson
Institute for Effective Teaching supp011s Scholarship of Teaching by making information
and examples available (see Web site below); by arranging consultations and discussions
about faculty projects ; by providing stipends for this extra dimension of faculty work;

and by asking the faculty recipient to share his or her findings through presentations and
publications.
Proposals will be submitted to the Johnson Institute by April 15 for beginning a project in
the fall and by October 15 for beginning a project in the spring. The time frame of the
project is self-determined. Half of the grant is received when the proposal is accepted and
half when the final report is submitted. Members of the Professional Standards
Committee will judge the proposals.
SPECIAL AW ARDS

The Hugh and Jeannette McKean Grant was inaugurated in the 1982-1983
academic year, as a gift of Hugh McKean, the tenth President of Rollins College.
This grant is a $15,000 cash award to a faculty member for a research project that
will contribute to the educational mission of the College. The Provost (or his/her
designee) issues a call for proposals in the fall, with a submission deadline to the
Office of the Provost, generally in early February. Only tenured or tenure-track
faculty are eligible to apply. Past McKean Grant recipients are ineligible.
Recipients of the award are selected by an external jury of Rollins alumni who are
prominent in academe. The following criteria are used to evaluate faculty
proposals:
l.
2.

3.
4.

Potential contribution of proposed project to scholarship, teaching, or the
creative arts. Importance, originality, and cogency of the proposal.
Apparent ability of the candidate to carry the project to completion.
Where appropriate, candidate's expressed knowledge of previous work in
the field.
Likelihood that the completed project would benefit the faculty member
and the Rollins community.
Evidence that the McKean Grant would facilitate a project that otherwise
might not be possible.

The Bornstein Award for Faculty Scholarship recognizes Rollins faculty whose
outstanding scholarly achievement or creative accomplishment has helped bring
national prominence to Rollins College. The Award also helps to encourage
future scholarship among Rollins faculty.
Established by the Rollins College Board of Trustees in 2003, and named in honor
of Rollins' thi1teenth president, the Award honors Rita Bornstein's leadership and
contribution to the academic vitality of the College. The awardee receives a
$10,000 cash stipend to be used at his/her discretion.
Only tenured and tenure-track Rollins faculty members who will not be on leave
or on sabbatical during the following academic year are eligible for the Bornstein
Award for Faculty Scholarship. Candidates are selected based on outstanding

scholarly achievement or creative accomplishment that has helped bring national
prominence to Rollins College. Special consideration may be given to a faculty
member's cumulative scholarship. Past recipients of the Bornstein Award for
Faculty Scholarship are ineligible for the same award in the future.
The Provost (or his/her designee) requests nominations from the Dean of the
Faculty, Dean of the Crummer Graduate School of Business, Dean of the
Hamilton Holt School, and Director of the Olin Library. After providing the
opportunity to review the nominations, the Provost (or his/her designee) convenes
a meeting of the Dean of the Faculty, Dean of the Crummer Graduate School of
Business, Dean of the Hamilton Holt School, Director of the Olin Library, and up
to four of the most recent past recipients of the Bornstein Award to discuss the
nominations submitted and to select the Bornstein Faculty Scholar.
The Provost announces the Bornstein Faculty Scholar at Commencement.

The Cornell Distinguished Teaching Award recognizes Rollins faculty who have
distinguished themselves and the College through outstanding teaching. The
Award was established by the Board of Trustees of Rollins College in 2004 in
honor of Rollins' beloved alumnus and longtime trustee George Cornell, whose
generous bequest made the award possible. The awardee receives a $10,000 cash
stipend to be used at his/her discretion.
Only tenured and tenure-track Rollins faculty members are eligible for the Cornell
Distinguished Teaching Award. Candidates are selected based on outstanding
teaching, with special consideration given to a faculty member's cumulative
record of teaching excellence.
This may include demonstration of high
competence in the teaching field and the ability to convey knowledge of this field
to students; to organize and teach coherent, enlightening, and dynamic courses; to
communicate effectively with students; to stimulate student thought and challenge
student assumptions; to use appropriate and innovative teaching methods and
techniques; to establish high standards and demanding, yet realistic, expectations;
to foster student learning and achievement; and to inspire students to become
lifelong learners. Past recipients of the Cornell Distinguished Teaching Award
are ineligible for the same award in the future.
The Provost (or his/her designee) requests nominations from the Dean of the
Faculty, Dean of the Crummer Graduate School of Business, Dean of the
Hamilton Holt School, and Director of the Olin Library.
After providing the opportunity to review the nominations, the Provost (or his/her
designee) convenes a meeting of the Dean of the Faculty, Dean of the Crummer
Graduate School of Business, Dean of the Hamilton Holt School, Directory of the
Olin Library, and up to four of the most recent past recipients of the Cornell
Distinguished Teaching Award to discuss the nominations submitted and to select
the Cornell Distinguished Teaching Award recipient.

The Provost announces the Cornell Distinguished Teaching Award recipient at
Commencement.

The Cornell Distinguished Service Award recognizes Rollins faculty who have
distinguished themselves and the College through outstanding service. The
Award was established by the Board of Trustees of Rollins College in 2004 in
honor of Rollins' beloved alumnus and longtime trustee George Cornell. The
awardee receives a $10,000 cash stipend to be used at his/her discretion.
Only tenured and tenure-track Rollins faculty members are eligible for the Cornell
Distinguished Service Award. Candidates are selected based on outstanding
service, with special consideration given to a faculty member's cumulative record
of serv ice. This may include effective pa11icipation in the intellectual life of the
College; availability and receptivity to students' academic and advising needs
beyond the classroom; suppo11 of student activities and events; extent and quality
of service in College governance; chairing committees and performing special
services for the College; contribution to professional, collegial, and effective
dialogue within and across College programs; holding official positions in
professional associations or chairing meetings; the impact of leadership in civic
organizations; and personal and student service in local and global communities.
Past recipients of the Cornell Distinguished Service Award are ineligible for the
same award in the future.
The Provost (or his/her designee) requests nominations from the Dean of the
Faculty, Dean of Students, Dean of the Crummer Graduate School of Business,
Dean of the Hamilton Holt School, and Director of the Olin Library. After
providing the opp01tunity to review the nominations, the Provost (or his/her
designee) convenes a meeting of the Dean of the Faculty, Dean of Students, Dean
of the Crummer Graduate School of Business, Dean of the Hamilton Holt School,
and Director of the Olin Library, and up to four of the most recent past recipients
of the Cornell Distinguished Serv ice Award to discuss the nominations submitted
to select the Cornell Distinguished Service Award recipient.
The Provost announces the Cornell Distinguished Service Award recipient at
Commencement.

The Cornell Distinguished Faculty Award
Description: Each year the Arts and Sciences bestows up to three Cornell
Distinguished Faculty awards to recognize exceptional professional
accomplishments in at least two of the faculty's three primary emphases of
teaching, research, and service. Because teaching is the first priority at Rollins, it
is expected that all awardees will have established a record of excellence in
instruction. With the exception of holders of endowed chairs, all tenured and
tenure-track faculty in Arts & Sciences are eligible for consideration.

Recipients hold the title of Cornell Distinguished Faculty for three academic
years. In each year of the award, the Cornell Distinguished Faculty member
receives $5000, which can be added to salary as a stipend, established as a
research account, or exchanged in $2500 increments for course release (no more
than one course per semester). Cornell Distinguished Faculty may also roll over
funds from year to year, perhaps to supplement travel, a special project, or a
sabbatical leave. At the end of the three years, $2500 is added to the base salary
of each Cornell Distinguished Faculty member. One can receive a Cornell
Distinguished Faculty award no more than twice, only once during a ten-year
period, and no more than once in any rank (at the time of the appointment of th e
award).
At the end of each academic year, awardees submit reports to their appropriate
dean or director in which they summarize their activities in teaching, scholarship,
and service. In the third year in which they hold the Cornell Distinguished
Faculty award, recipients give public presentations in which they report on a
recent, distinctive accomplishment.

Selection Process: The selection committee for these awards-proposed by the
Dean of the Faculty for approval or amendment by the Professional Standards
Committee-is made up of five faculty members and an alternate. The alternate
member participates in the committee's deliberations when one of the regular
members is not available to serve. The committee includes holders of endowed
chairs, current Cornell Distinguished Faculty, or fo1mer Cornell Distinguished
Faculty who are not eligible for the award. Each member serves for two years,
with half th e committee rotating off each year. To the degree possible, the
membership of the selection committee reflects the diversity of the faculty.
By September 1 each fall, the selection committee distributes a call for
nominations for the Cornell Distinguished Faculty awards. All individuals with
faculty rank in the Arts & Sciences are eligible to submit nominations of their
colleagues. A nomination consists of a letter setting forth the achievements of an
individual who is worthy of recognition. By October 1, all nominees are notified
and invited to submit to the selection committee by November 1 a vita and
statements in which they summarize their achievements in the areas of teaching,
scholarship, and service. They may also submit supporting documents such as
recent AF ARs; course evaluations and other evidence of excellent teaching;
syllabi and other instructional material; copies of publications, presentations, or
performances; and accounts of service to the campus and the community.
Nominees may also request up to two letters of support from professional
colleagues at Rollins or outside the College, paiticularly in the areas of
scholarship, creative accomplishments, or service outside the campus community.
The selection committee makes its recommendations on the basis of the
nominations, th e nominees' responses, and materials available in the office of the
appropriate dean or director; the committee may also consult with the appropriate
dean or director.

The selection committee forwards its recommendations to the Dean of the Faculty
for presentation to the President in time for an announcement at the final faculty
meeting of fall term or the first meeting of spring term.

Arthur Vining Davis Fellowships (three) are awarded to faculty each year at
Commencement. Selection is determined according to the following process:
Students and faculty are asked to nominate one or more faculty members who
have made significant contributions by vi11ue of "outstanding teaching, scholarly
work and publications, completion of significant research projects,
accomplishments in the fine arts, important contributions to the educational goals
of the College or outstanding contributions to the cultural, economic, and social
community of Central Florida."
Self-nomination is discouraged.
Valid
nominations must be accompanied by a narrative explaining the reasons for the
nomination of the faculty member.
The final selection committee is convened by the Provost (or his/her designee)
and includes the outgoing President of the Student Government Association, the
three current Fellows, and the three most recent Fellows before that. At least four
faculty Fellows must be on the selection committee. Faculty receiving the award
within the past five years are ineligible. The Fellowship carries a stipend of
$3 ,000.

SPONSORED RESEARCH
Guidelines for sponsored research have been prepared to assist faculty and staff members
in applying for and managing externally-funded research and other sponsored projects
(see "Procedures for Monitoring Grant Proposals and Managing Grant-Funded Accounts
for Rollins College" in the All Faculty Policies & Procedures section of this Handbook).
Faculty and staff members should be aware that funds accepted by the College become
the responsibility of the College. The College is accountable for and liable for any errors
or omissions. Therefore, the policies and procedures described in the College Handbook
are applicable to all requests for grants and subsequent grant funds administered by the
College.

TEACHING LOAD/EMPLOYMENT
Standard appointment to a position in the faculty is considered full-time employment, and
all faculty members are expected to give full attention to their faculty responsibilities.
Overload teaching that serves the College, and/or outside work/employment that
contributes to professional life and development may be permitted unless it detracts from
the normal faculty duties. It is expected that overload teaching be limited to one course
per term and that outside work/employment be restricted to the equivalent of one day per
week. Faculty should not regularly engage in both overload teaching and outside
work/employment. Any overload teaching at Rollins or elsewhere, or any other outside
work/employment must be approved by the appropriate Dean.

Faculty Teaching Load
The faculty teaching load is calculated using the procedure below. All teaching in any
Rollins program, including Arts and Sciences, graduate programs, Holt, and Crummer,
(with the exception of independent studies, which will be compensated on an individual
basis), is included in this load accounting system. Departments are pe1111itted to establish
alternative accounting policies, which must be approved by the Professional Standards
Committee.
1.

List all courses in descending order of enrollment.

2.

Determine the SH and WSH value of each course. The semester hour (SH)
value of a course is the semester hour value as published in the schedule at
the time the course is taught. The weighted semester hour (WSH) value is
the SH value multiplied by the number of students enrolled at the end of the
drop-add period, divided by 25. The maximum number of students in a
single class, for purposes of calculating the WSH, is 50 and any enrollment
above 50 will be counted as 50 in this calculation.

3.

Assign the larger of the SH and WSH values to each course.

4.

Sum the teaching load values (as determined in step 3) of each course using
the course sequence determined in step 1. If the sum exceeds the contract
load, the overload value is determined by the procedure below.

Overload Determination
The overload value of all courses above the contract load is counted as in 3 (above) if the
enrollments are at least five (5). If the enrollment in a course is less than five (5), the
overload value is determined by multiplying the number of students by one-fifth of the
SH value. The sum of the overload values of all courses above the contract load is the
overload value.
Field studies tied to specific semester-long courses required by a major should be
permitted to be taught on-load. The associated load for these courses would then be
applied:
• Field courses taught in the winter intercession will have the load applied in that
academic year.
• Field courses taught May-Aug. will have the load applied in the following
academic year.

Faculty Compensation for Field Study Courses and Short-Term Abroad

Field Study Courses - Faculty as Program
Administrator & Course Instructor

8-12 students

1 credit

$2500

13-24 students
(requires 2 faculty
members)
$5000 ($2500 ea.)

2 credits

$3000

$6000 ($3000 ea.)

4 credits and 4-credit Maymester course with
embedded field study

$4000

$8000 ($4000 ea.)

No-Credit International Field Study - Faculty
as Program Administrator

13-24 students
(requires 2 faculty
members)
$1500 plus $100 $3000 plus $100
per day over 5 per day ($1500
day minimum
ea.)

5 to 2 1 days: Flat starting rate of $ 1500 for five
days, plus $100 per day for additional days

8-12 students

8-30 Students

Short-Term Study Abroad - Faculty as
Program Administrator
4 credits

$3000

8 credits

$4500

Interim Policy on Independent Study Reimbursement:
In undergraduate programs, individual faculty members will be reimbursed at a rate of
$250 per independent study above and beyond four (4) independent studies per year.
Individual faculty members shall not supervise more than eight (8) independent sh1dies
per year unless exceptional circumstances prevail and the exceptions are approved by the
appropriate departmental chair and Dean of the Faculty. Independent studies do not affect
load or overload. (Professional Standards Committee/April 26, 1994.)

Overload Compensation
Overload courses contracted in the graduate programs, Holt, and Crummer (i.e. those not
designated as part of the regular 3 :3 load) are counted as separate for overload
compensation. Otherwise, the overload for compensation is determined by rounding the
overload value down to the nearest semester hour. A maximum of 6 semester hours of
overload per term (including courses in the graduate programs of Holt and Crummer) will
be compensated.

A faculty member has the choice of receiving financial compensation for the overload
during the tenn when it is taught, or "banking" the overload and taking released time
equivalent to the overload at some later date. A faculty member may withdraw up to 6
semester hours of banked released time per term.
The records of the "bank" are maintained by the Office of the Dean of the Faculty. Fulltime instructors (including Rollins Lecturers and Rollins Post-Doctoral Lecturers) are
permitted to teach in other Rollins undergraduate and graduate programs.
Such
participation, when requested by the Dean or Director of one of these programs, is to be
limited to one course per term, unless the faculty member's appointment provides
otherwise. It is the responsibility of the department chair to submit course schedules for
each term; therefore, consideration of teaching load for a faculty member should be
discussed initially at this level. Appointment, tenure, or promotion is never contingent
upon a willingness to teach more than a normal teaching load. The Dean of the Faculty
has the right to approve or disapprove any overload teaching under his or her curricular
jurisdiction.
With the approval of the Dean of the Faculty, the normal 24 semester hour teaching load
may be reduced, provided the department concerned is properly staffed.
Such
consideration will be given to a faculty member for:
1.

special activities such as theatrical, musical, or athletic presentations

2.

approved research or administrative work important to the academic welfare
of the College; and serving as an officer of the faculty

Adjunct and Overload Pay
Adjunct faculty may be appointed to teach a maximum of two courses per term. This
two-course limit applies whether courses are offered in A11s & Sciences, Crummer, Holt,
or any combination of those programs. Adjunct faculty will normally be limited to a
maximum of five courses per academic year (September 1 through August 31).
Exceptions to this policy may be recommended by the appropriate dean(s) and must be
approved by the Provost. In no case will the number of courses in the aggregate be
considered to constitute full-time rather than adjunct employment or to count toward
eligibility for tenure.
The adjunct and overload pay rates, per standard course, as of October 23, 2007, are
given below. Note that a standard course in Arts and Sciences and Holt is 4 semester
hours . Courses with a different semester hour value, such as lab courses, are paid on a
pro rata basis.

Adjunct
Experience at Rollins:

BA/BS
MA/MS
A.B.D./MF A/MBA
Ph.D/Ed.D/DF A

0-6
Tem1s

7 or more
Terms

$1,650
$1,850
$2,060
$2,270

$1,850
$2,060
$2,270
$2,470

Overload (for full-time and emeriti faculty)
Instructor/Lecturer
$2, I 00
Assistant Professor
$2,300
Associate professor
$2,560
Professor
$2,800
In exceptional circumstances the Dean of a particular academic program may take into
account market conditions or other considerations (e.g., outstanding teaching
performance over a period of time, national reputation in the field) and award a
discretionary amount of up to $400 per course.

STRATEGIC FACULTY COMPENSATION IMPLEMENTATION PROTOCOL
Preamble: To implement the Strategic Faculty Compensation System, the Arts and
Sciences Faculty will create two entities as oversight mechanisms: The Faculty Salary
Council (FSC) and the Merit Pay Appeals Subcommittee. The charge of the FSC is to
work in a spirit of collegiality with the Dean of the Faculty to ensure the mission and
goals of the College are clearly reflected in the criteria used to assess merit across areas
of professional responsibility as outlined in the Faculty Handbook. The FSC and the
Dean of the Faculty share responsibility through the process of oversight and review
holding each other to the highest standards of fairness, transparency, and accountability.
The FSC is a subcommittee of the College of A1ts and Sciences whose authority shall be
limited to those specified herein. The Merit Appeals Subcommittee further guarantees
standards of fairness, transparency, and accountability by providing faculty members a
process to appeal their merit evaluations on grounds of substance or procedure. The
Strategic Faculty Compensations System will begin as a pilot with on-going evaluation
by the FSC and reports to Professional Standards Committee.
Strategic Faculty Compensation Process:
Each fall, the Dean of Faculty will convene a meeting of the FSC to share info1mation
regarding the likely size of the total salary raise pool and to seek advice regarding
criteria, data sources, and rules of evidence. The FSC will recommend to the Dean that
the merit process not be initiated if the merit salary pool does not meet or exceed the
minimal amount determined by the A&S Faculty Executive Committee. In addition, the
Executive Committee and FSC will guarantee the merit pay system exists in addition to

(not as a substitute for) the cun-ent system of promotion salary adjustments, amrnal across
the board percentage increases to base pay, and equity adjustments. Merit pay will be an
increase in the base pay for a faculty member and not treated as a one-time bonus. The
FSC will reach agreement with the Dean on the division of the merit salary pool into
"Exceeds," "Meets," and "Falls Below" amounts. The Dean will not begin the process of
evaluating faculty until after the FSC meeting.
Preceding the process, department chairs may submit generic letters to the FSC and Dean
to provide contextual information about the department not available in the FSAR. The
individual assessment of faculty professional performance for merit purposes then begins
with the faculty members assessing his/her own perfonnance. The Faculty SelfAssessment Report (FSAR) provides the opportunity for a faculty member to
demonstrate how his/her practices and activities meet or exceed professional
expectations. The Faculty Handbook, Section V, A1ticle VIIIB, states the "Criteria for
Faculty Evaluation." While this criterion was established for Tenure and Promotion
decisions, the definitions of expectations of Rollins' faculty in the categories of Teaching,
Scholarship, and Service apply to any merit pay evaluations. Therefore, the available
points for assessment will be: 1-3 teaching, 1-3 for service, and 1-3 for scholarship.
The Dean of the Faculty will review each faculty FSAR and rate the faculty member
within the categories of Meets Expectations, Exceeds Expectations, or Below
Expectations based upon the points for assessment. Exceeds Expectations will be
awarded for 8-9 total points, Meets Expectations for 6-7 total points and Below
Expectations for 3-5 points. The FSC will review each faculty member; evaluation will
be based on the FSAR and professional judgment considerations identified by the
depaitment chair. The FSC will reach agreement with the Dean on all faculty evaluated.
The FSC will assist the Dean, as necessary, to clarify or validate a specific faculty
member's contributions. Each faculty member will be notified in writing by the Dean
with an explanation of the numerical rating. Each faculty member can request a reevaluation from FSC and the Dean. If still dissatisfied, a faculty member can appeal to
the Merit Pay Appeals Subcommittee. In addition, the FSC will assist the Dean in
making any necessary modifications to the FSAR to improve its utility and to the overall
system to better link evaluation to a system of recognition and rewards that most
appropriately expresses the value that the College places on its faculty.

FSC Membership: Membership of the FSC shall consist of the four elected Division
Heads from the College of Arts & Sciences and one tenured faculty member elected by
the Executive Committee. If a Division Head is not tenured, then the affected Division
will elect a tenured faculty member to serve on the FSC. The Chair of the FSC will be
elected by the committee from the elected members of the Council. The Dean of the
Faculty serves as an ex-officio member.
FSC Implementation Responsibilities: The FSC will confer with the Dean of the Faculty
to clarify the use of evaluation criteria, data sources, and mies of evidence to implement
the Strategic Faculty Compensation System. In addition, the FSC will:

1. review and reach agreement with the dean on all faculty selected for
Exceeds Expectations or Below Expectations categories;
2. assist the Dean in the preparation of the annual report on the
characteristics of the Exceeds Expectations faculty member contributions;
3. undertake an annual review and recommend changes in all areas related to
the salary decision-making process including possible revisions to the
FSAR, the procedures for evaluation/review, and the appeals process and
make the procedural recommendations to the Dean for inclusion in
subsequent years and
4. work in collaboration with the Dean of the Faculty to continue ongoing
discussions and consensus building regarding the values underlying what
we consider a productive and contribution faculty member at Rollins
College.
5. Review the aggregate outcomes of the merit evaluation process before the
final salary decisions are made;
6. Serve as a source of counsel in compensation awards;
7. Advise the Dean of the Faculty in cases where a faculty member believes
that the assessment of their contributions is not fair and/or equitable.

Strategic Faculty Compensation Appeals Process
Membership of Merit Pay Appeals Subcommittee: The faculty salary appeals will be
evaluated by a sub-committee of the Professional Standards Committee (PSC).
Membership shall consist of four full professors from the A&S faculty. If the PSC does
not have a sufficient number of full professors, the faculty will elect subcommittee
members from candidates nominated by the Executive Committee. This sub-committee
cannot include any members of the FSC. The Merit Pay Appeals Sub-committee should
have a gender balance and should represent all four divisions of A&S. The subcommittee members will serve a two-year term.

Appeal Procedures: Faculty members will have 14 days after the sta11 of the semester
following receipt of his/her salary letter to submit a written request for a re-evaluation.
The faculty member submitting an appeal can select three of the Merit Pay Appeals
Subcommittee members to hear his/her case. One of the three will represent the division
of the appealing faculty member. The faculty member deserves an expeditious handling
of his/her case. The appeals sub-committee must respond to the faculty member within
14 days after receipt of the re-evaluation request. Any adjustments to the faculty
member's salary as a result of the appeal process will be made at the same time as other
merit adjustments. If warranted, retroactive salary will be provided.

TENURE-STATEMENT OF POLICY ON GRANTING OF
Tenure is a prerogative of the Board of Trustees. Tenure is the right to regular annual
reappointment subject to the conditions of employment and assignments in effect each
year.

Tenure may be granted to faculty within the guidelines and time limits stated in the
appropriate publications of the American Association of University Professors, and
according to the Coll ege Bylaws.

TRAVEL POLICY
Arts and Sciences faculty members are el igible for institutional support to further their
professional development by attending professional meetings according to the following
criteria. The standard allowance is living expenses for up to three days, plus the
registration fee, subj ect to the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Intent to travel fom1s must be submitted to the Dean at stipulated semester
deadlines.
Faculty who attend only one meeting during the year without participating
will receive 80-percent of travel and living expenses .
Faculty who participate in at least one meeting during the year will receive
100- percent of travel and living expenses for one meeting, and 80-percent of
travel and living expenses for the other meeting.
21-day advance purchase for airline travel is required.

The cap per person for the year is $1,200. In the case of an international trip, the cap per
person is $ 1,500. Faculty members may petition the Dean of the Faculty, in writing, for
exceptions.
"Pai1icipation" in the above guidelines is defined as: presenting a paper or performance,
responding to a paper or speaker, serving on a panel, serving as an officer of the
professional association (including program or membership chairperson), and presenting
a formal report. Evidence of participation shall be the submiss ion of a copy of the
relevant section of printed program to the appropriate administrator.
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ARTICLE I
GENERAL GOVERNANCE
Section 1.

These bylaws define the governance system for the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of
Rollins College. The Trustees of the College (Trustee Bylaws, Article IV) grant the
facu lty the right to "adopt for its own government such principles and bylaws as shall
seem desirable to promote efficiency and faci litate work." All such principles and bylaws
are subject to the rules, regulations and requirements of the Board of Trustees, the
provisions of the Charter of Rollins College, and the laws of the state of Florida.

Section 2.
The standards set forth by the American Association of University Professors as
published in AAUP Policy Documents and Repo1is, 1990 (or most recent) edition, when
not in conflict with the College Charter, Trustee Bylaws, and these Bylaws, shall be
binding on matters of academic freedom , appointments, tenure, faculty responsibility, and
accountability.

ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND SUFFRAGE
Section 1. Faculty Membership
The Rollins Trustees (Trustee Bylaws, Article IV) define the faculty of Rollins College as
consisting of "the President, the professors, and such other employees as may from time
to time be designated by the Board of Trustees."

Section 2. Responsibilities of the Faculty
Among other responsibilities, Rollins College (Trustee Bylaws, Article IV) entrusts the
faculty of Rollins College "with all matters pertaining to the order, instruction, discipline,
and curriculum of the College," and with "immediate government and discipline of the
students," subject to the rules, regulations and requirements of the Board of Trustees.

Section 3. Voting Membership of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
The following have the privilege of both voice and vote in meetings of the Faculty of
A1is and Sciences of Rollins College: the President of Rollins College, all those holding
full-time positions as instructors, assistant professors, associate professors, and
professors, who are appointed either to academic departments of the College, to the
Hamilton Holt School, or to the library and whose primary responsibility is to teach in the
College of A1is and Sciences; Arts and Sciences administrators with faculty rank or
holding tenure at Rollins College; Directors, librarians, and department chairs with
faculty rank.

Section 4. Student-Delegates
There shall be nine (9) student-delegates, selected by the Student Government
Association, who enjoy the privilege of voice only.

Section 5. Attendance and Participation by Other Non-Members
All meetings of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and its governance committees shall be
open to observation by any employee or student of the College, provided, however, such
open observation shall not apply in grievance considerations, including hearing on that

subject. The right of a non-member to speak at meetings of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences shall ordinarily be granted by the President of the Faculty of Atis and Sciences
or the chair of the committee. A non-member shall ordinarily be limited to a combined
total of five minutes in which to speak. Exceptions to the practice of open meetings or to
the limit of a combined total of five minutes of speaking time for a non-member shall
require a vote of the members of the committee or faculty.

ARTICLE III
OFFICERS OF THE FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Section 1. The President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall elect a President who shall serve as its Executive
Officer. The President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall call and preside at
meetings of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and the Executive Committee of the Faculty
and shall call for the initial meetings of the Standing Committees. The President of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences represents the Arts and Sciences faculty to the
Administration and to the Board of Trustees, serves on the Executive Council of the
Rollins College Faculty, and shall be a tenured member of the Arts and Sciences faculty.
The standing Committee chairs shall submit an annual report to the President of the
Faculty on or before May 30 of each academic year. The President of the Faculty shall,
on or before June 15 of each academic year, forward to the Faculty, the Provost, and the
Dean of the Faculty a copy of all amendments to these bylaws which have been approved
by the Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences in accordance with these bylaws. The
President of the Faculty receives two courses of release time each year of service.

Section 2. The Vice President/Secretary of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty shall elect from its membership the Vice President/Secretary of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences. The Vice President/Secretary of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
shall be a tenured member of the A1is and Sciences faculty and shall compile and
distribute the agendas and minutes of meetings of the Arts and Sciences faculty and the
Executive Committee of the Faculty. In the absence of the President of the Faculty of
Atis and Sciences, the Vice President/Secretary shall preside over Arts and Sciences
faculty meetings and meetings of the Executive Committee.

Section 3. Terms of Office
The term of office of the President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall be for two
years, normally beginning on June 1. The President of the faculty may not serve more
than two consecutive terms. The term of office of the Vice President/Secretary of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall be for two years.

Section 4. Election of the President and Vice President/Secretary of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences
The Executive Committee of the Faculty shall nominate at least two candidates for the
offices of President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and Vice President/Secretary of
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. The slate shall be published at least ten days prior to the
election meeting. The election of the President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and
the Vice President/Secretary of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall be from this list of
nominees and from any additional nominations made from the floor of the faculty
meeting. All nominations require the prior consent of the nominee.
Section 5. Recall
The President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences may be recalled at a regular or special
meeting of the faculty by a two-thirds vote of the faculty present and voting in quorum as
defined in Article IV, Section 4 of these bylaws .
Section 6. Unexpired Terms of Office
Should a vacancy occur, the position of President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences or
Vice President/Secretary of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall be filled for the
unexpired term by faculty election, as defined in Section 4 of Article III of these bylaws.
The Executive Committee of the Faculty shall prepare nominations for a special meeting
of the College faculty to achieve this end.

ARTICLE IV
MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Section 1. Regular Meetings
The Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall normally meet monthly during the academic year.
Elections for the President, Vice President/Secretary, and the at-large faculty
representatives for the four Arts and Sciences standing committees shall be held on or
before the April meeting of the Faculty. At least one meeting each semester of the
faculty of the College or Arts and Sciences, or upon the request of the President of the
Faculty, the Dean of Student Affairs, or his or her designee, shall make a report to the
faculty about the state of the College in regard to student life. Furthermore, any serious
incident shall be reported by the Dean of Sh1dent Affairs or his or her designee at either a
regular or special meeting of the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences.
Section 2. Special Meetings
Special meetings of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences may be called by the President of
the Faculty as deemed necessary or as the result of a petition as allowed in Article IV,

Section 5. The Faculty of Arts and Sciences shall meet as needed to vote on
administrative appointments to the positions of President of Rollins College, Vice
President for Academic Affairs and Provost, the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean of Student
Affairs, the Dean of Admissions and Student Financial Planning, the Dean of the
Hamilton Holt School, and the Dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel.

Section 3. Calling of Meetings
The primary authority to convene faculty meetings resides in the President of the Faculty
of A11s and Sciences. Upon presentation to the President of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences or to the Executive Committee of the Faculty of a petition requesting a special
meeting of the Arts and Sciences faculty, and that it is signed by one third of the faculty
members required for a quorum, or one-third of the student body of Arts and Sciences, or
the Hamilton Holt School, the President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences or the
Executive Committee shall call the requested meeting. The meeting normally shall take
place within seven workdays of receipt of the petition.

Section 4. Quorum
The quorum for regular meetings shall consist of one-third of the voting members of the
Faculty. The Dean of the Faculty of A11s and Sciences shall supply this number to the
President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at the beginning of each regular or special
meeting.

Section 5. Petitions of Review
Upon presentation to the President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of a petition of
review signed by one third of the faculty members required for a quorum or one third of
the student body of Arts and Sciences, or the Hamilton Holt School, any decision of the
College administration which changes the letter or spirit of College policy must be
submitted for review to a meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. Any student or
faculty member may initiate such a petition. Notice of the petition and its contents shall
be distributed to the Arts and Sciences faculty seven days prior to the meeting. If the
faculty votes to oppose such a decision, the President of Rollins College shall resolve the
issue.

Section 6. Rules to Order
Robe11's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these bylaws, shall be used as
authority for the conduct of meetings of the Faculty of A11s and Sciences. The faculty
shall be served by a parliamentarian, who shall be appointed for a two-year term by the
Executive Committee of the Faculty from among the voting membership of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences. The records of the faculty's deliberations and minutes shall be open
for inspection.

ARTICLE V
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
Section 1. Governance Structure
The Faculty of Arts and Sciences has delegated certain of its responsibilities to the
Executive Committee of the Faculty and to four standing committees. These bodies shall
act on behalf of and report to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. The normal legislative
process is from committee to Executive Committee to the Faculty. Service on standing
committees is a professional duty of any faculty member selected.

Section 2. Elections
At-large faculty representatives shall be elected to the standing committees at the regular
faculty meeting in March . The Executive Committee of the Faculty prepares at-large
nominations and publishes the slate at least ten days prior to election, but additional
nominations may be tendered from the floor. Divisional representatives to all committees
with divisional repres entation shall be nominated and elected from within the divisions
during the month of March, under procedures agreed upon by the members of the
respective divisions . All nominations require prior consent.

Section 3. Vacancies
Should unforeseen at-large vacancies occur, the Executive Committee of the Faculty
nominates a replacement at least ten days prior to approval by the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences. Such elections may be accomplished by mailed ballot or during a special
meeting of the faculty. Should unforeseen divisional vacancies occur, replacements shall
be nominated and elected from within the divisions under procedures agreed upon by the
members of the respective divisions. A majority of the electoral unit represented by any
faculty committee member may recall the representative at any time .

Section 4. Procedures
The Arts and Sciences division and their constituent units are:

Expressive Arts: Art, Music, Library Science, Physical Education, and Theatre Arts and
Dance;
Humanities: English, Modern Language & Literature, Philosophy and Religion;
Science and Mathematics: Biology, Chemistiy, Computer Science, Environmental
Studies, Mathematics, and Physics;
Social Sciences: Anthropology, Communications, Economics, Education , History,
International Business, Politics, Psychology, and Sociology.

Unless otherwise specified in these bylaws, each faculty and staff representative normally
shall be elected for a two-year term of office that shall begin in September. Terms of
office shall be staggered.
The standing committees shall elect a chair and recording secretary from the faculty
membership of their respective committees at their first meeting. The secretaries shall
keep the minutes of each meeting.
The President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the Vice President/Secretary of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and the chair of each standing committee shall be tenured
faculty members. No faculty member shall serve more than two consecutive terms of any
standing committee. No Arts and Sciences faculty member shall serve concurrently on
two standing committees.
The chairs of the standing committees and the President of the Arts and Sciences faculty
shall serve as Arts and Sciences representatives on the Executive Council of the Faculty
of Rollins College. When unable to attend meetings of these bodies, committee chairs
shall delegate a member of their committee to represent them.
All standing committees shall normally meet each month during the academic year. The
chairs of standing committees will report the activities of their committees to each
meeting of the faculty and are responsible for communicating the agendas, concerns, and
work of their committees to the appropriate administrators in a timely and systematic
fashion.

Section 5.
Notwithstanding anything contained in these bylaws to the contrary, faculty members
who serve on any Standing Committee of the Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences,
must be tenured or on official tenure track in the College.

ARTICLE VI
THE ARTS AND SCIENCES EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Section 1. Membership
The voting membership of the Executive Committee of the Faculty shall consist of the
President of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the Vice President/Secretary of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, the President of the Student Government Association, and the four
chairs of the standing committees. The non-voting membership shall consist of the
President and the Provost of the College and the Dean of the Faculty.

Section 2. Responsibilities and Duties
The Executive Committee convenes and sets the agenda for the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences, refers business to the appropriate committees, reviews proposed committee
legislation, brings such legislation to the Faculty, acts on it (subject to their revi ew) or
returns it to committee, interprets the authority of standing committees as set forth in the
Bylaws, prepares at-large faculty nominations to fill committee vacancies, interprets
these Bylaws, reviews them annually, proposes any changes in them to the At1s and
Sciences faculty, and acts for the faculty when a quorum cannot be assembled. Minutes
of the Executive Committee shall be published and distributed to the entire College
community in a timely fashion.

ARTICLE VII
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
Section 1. The Academic Affairs Committee

Responsibilities . The Academic Affairs Committee shall have primary authority in all
policy matters concerning curriculum, student academic standards and honors, academic
advising, continuing and graduate education programs of the College of Arts and
Sciences, the library and media services, and in all matters pertaining to academic
schedules and calendars. Each year, the committee shall issue an advisory statement to
the appropriate Deans on the appointment and replacement of members of the faculty.
Membership. Membership of the Academic Affairs Committee shall consist of twelve
voting members : eight from the faculty (four at large and four divisional, the latter of
whom shall be selected from within the division they represent) and four students chosen
by the Student Government Association. The students shall be appointed at the begitming
of the academic year and remain on the Committee for a period of one year. The Dean of
the Faculty serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member.
Section 2. The Professional Standards Committee

Responsibilities. The Professional Standards Committee shall have primary authority and
responsibility in all policy matters dealing with the criteria and procedures for
professional evaluation, professional leave, and research and professional development
for the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. The Committee advises the President and Vice
Presidents on the administrative structure of the College of Arts and Sciences, including
the creation and elimination of administrative positions and the appointment, evaluation,
and professional development of administrators.
Membership. Membership of the Professional Standards Committee shall consist of ten
voting members: eight elected from the faculty (four at large and four divisional, the
latter of whom shall be elected from within the division they represent) and two students
chosen by the Student Government Association. The students shall be appointed at the

beginning of the academic year and remain on the Committee for a period of one year.
The Dean of the Faculty serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member.

Section 3. The Student Life Committee
Responsibilities. The Student Life Committee recommends policies and priorities with
regard to student life to the Faculty and advises the administration concerning the
implementation of such policies.
Student life concerns include, but are not restricted to, issues related to student housing,
student services, student activities and organizations, student conduct and standards,
recreation, and intercollegiate athletics.

Membership. The membership of the Student Life Committee shall consist of thirteen
voting members: six elected from the faculty, two members of the professional staff
elected by the members of the staff, and five students selected by the Student
Government Association. The students shall be appointed at the beginning of the
academic year and remain on the Committee for a period of one year.
Section 4. The Finance and Service Committee
Responsibilities. The Finance and Service Committee consults with the administration
and serves as an advocate on issues related to finance and general services of the College
of Arts and Sciences. Such concerns include, but are not restricted to, issues related to
budget, salary and benefits, student financial planning, tuition and fees, physical plant,
campus safety, bookstore, food service, and personnel.
Membership. Membership to the Finance and Service Committee consists of eleven
voting members: six elected from the faculty, two staff members elected by members of
the staff, and three student representatives selected by the Student Government
Association. The students shall be appointed at the beginning of the academic year and
remain on the Committee for a period of one year.
Section 5. Authority
All committee recommendations become policy when approved by the Faculty.
All policies shall be implemented by the appropriate administrators of Rollins College.
When policies and their implications are unclear, administrators will be guided by the
advice of the appropriate committee.
Standing committees seeking clarification of policy implementation shall confer directly
with the appropriate administrator.

ARTICLE VIII
FACULTY EVALUATIONS
A. FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
For joint appointments across schools, more than one Dean will be involved in the
evaluation of a candidate, and so all statements in Article VIII pertaining to a Dean
should be interpreted as applying to "Deans" when this is the case. Likewise, in
programs headed by a Director rather than a Dean, all statements in Article VIII
pertaining to a Dean should be interpreted as applying to a "Director." All reports and
recommendations and any responses by candidates will be in writing. Recommendations
regarding candidacy for tenure or promotion must clearly supp01i or not supp01t the
candidate. Notices of reappointments and non-reappointments are the responsibility of
the President and will be in writing. These letters are sent out by the Provost on behalf of
the President.

Section 1. New Appointments
Faculty appointments may be made to tenure-track or visiting positions. No tenure-track
appointment may last beyond seven consecutive years without the faculty being granted
tenure. No visiting faculty appointment may last beyond six consecutive years. Initial
appointments of tenure-track faculty shall nonnally be for a two-year period. All faculty
appointments shall be made by the President with the advice of the Provost, who may act
as the President's agent, and the appropriate Dean. All tenure-track appointments will be
made as the result of national searches.
The department to which the candidate will be appointed will usually conduct the search.
Search committees shall have one faculty member from outside the department who will
be appointed by the appropriate Dean in consultation with the department. The appointee
will be a voting member of the search committee. The recruitment and selection of
candidates for faculty appointments will conform with the equal employment oppo1tunity
and affirmative action policies of the College.
The Dean shall not recommend the appointment of anyone of whom a majority of the
tenured and tenure-track members of the appointee's department or program disapproves.
If a new appointment must be made when a majority of the members of the department or
program cannot be consulted, the Dean may recommend no more than a one-year visiting
appointment.
While faculty members are not normally hired with tenure, this option is permitted in the
special circumstance of appointment to endowed chairs. In such a case, the candidate
must possess the rank of Associate or Full Professor at the previous institution and
already have been granted tenure at that institution.
If the chair is in a specific discipline, a search committee will be formed within the
appropriate department with representation from at least one other department appointed

by the Dean of the Faculty. The committee will set out the criteria necessary for a
successful candidate to the position. If the chair is not depa11ment based, the Dean will
appoint a search committee consisting of representatives from relevant departments and
programs.
When the search committee has reached a final decision, it will send a letter of
recommendation to the FEC. The search committee and the FEC, in assessing the merit
of the candidate, along with the usual evaluation of research and service, will give special
consideration to teaching quality in their evaluation. The FEC will examine the
credentials of the candidate and will give the Dean its approval or disapproval of the
recommendation of the search committee, based on a stringent evaluation of the
candidate against the tenure guidelines of the department or program. The Dean will then
pass along to the Provost his/her recommendation as well as the recommendation from
the FEC. The Provost in turn will make a recommendation to the President, who then
makes the final decision on the appointment.
Section 2. Reappointments

Reappointments normally occur annually after the initial appointment. However, a
depai1ment or program may recommend reappointment contracts of two or three years,
subject to the concurrence of the appropriate Dean. All appointments and reappointments
made during a faculty member's probationary period are terminal appointments for not
more than three years. Visiting appointments are for not more than three years.
Reappointment evaluations are conducted by the Candidate Evaluation Committee
(CEC). Reappointments shall be made by the President only with the approval of the
CEC and a majority of the tenured and tenure-track members of the depai1ment, after
review by the appropriate Dean and the Provost.

In the case of a renewable one-year academic year appointment, notice of nonreappointment must be transmitted in writing to the candidate not later than March 1. In
case of a two-year academic appointment, a written notice of non-reappointment must be
sent to the candidate not later than December 15. If a one-year appointment terminated
during an academic year, the candidate must be notified in writing at least three months
in advance of its termination. If a two-year appointment terminates during an academic
year, the candidate must be notified in writing at least six months in advance of its
termination. After two or more years of service, notice of non-reappointment must be
given not later than twelve months before the expiration of the appointment.
B. CRITERIA FOR FACULTY EVALUATION
Section 1. General Criteria

The education of students is the primary mission of Rollins College. To that end the role
of the fac ulty involves teaching, research and scholarship, and service as interrelated
components that serve this mission. Rollins values teaching excellence above all. We

see scholarship and service as concomitant to good teaching. We expect candidates for
tenure and promotion to demonstrate scholarly interests and give evidence of an active
scholarly life. We expect candidates for tenure and promotion to engage in service within
the College and to demonstrate how service outside the College is connected to the
mission of the College.
We expect candidates to make a case for tenure and promotion. Tenure and promotion
represent a recognition by the College community that a faculty member has met Rollins '
standards for membership and achievement. We expect every faculty member to adhere
to professional standards, as well as to demonstrate the commitment to rational dialogue
that is required for cooperative relations among colleagues and the promotion of
knowledge and understanding among students. To receive tenure and promotion, the
candidate must demonstrate that he or she has contributed, and will continue to
contribute, to the College's educational mission and goals in spirit as well as substance.
In making the case for tenure and promotion, the candidate should address the following
categories:

Teaching. Rollins College expects the candidate to demonstrate both high competence in
his/her field(s) and the ability to convey knowledge of his/her field to students. While we
recognize the legitimacy of a wide variety of teaching methods, the candidate must be
able to organize coherent and useful courses, stimulate student thought, challenge student
assumptions, and establish a realistic but demanding set of expectations. Means of
evaluation in this area include course evaluations, classroom visits, review of course
syllabi, writing or conversations with colleagues that demonstrate the candidate's
intellectual ability, and evidence of effective communication skills. Evaluation of the
quality of teaching need not be limited to on-load courses but can include student
advising and over-load teaching. The candidate must demonstrate excellence as a teacher
to merit tenure or promotion.
Research and Scholarship. We expect the candidate to demonstrate scholarly
accomplishment, as well as ongoing intellectual activity directed toward making a
contribution to his or her fields(s) and/or toward the extension or deepening of
intellectual competence. We recognize the value not only of scholarship in a paiiicular
academic discipline, but also in inter-disciplinaiy scholarship and pedagogical research.
Accomplishments in this area may be demonstrated, as appropriate, by the following:
scholarly writings submitted for review by one's peers and accepted for publication,
presentation of papers at professional meetings, creation of art or performance, serving as
a session organizer or discussant at professional conferences, participation in scholarly
activities such as seminars in which written scholarly work is required, service as a
referee or reviewer for professional journals and/or publishers or professional
conferences, invited lectures and performances, the receipt of grants or fellowships from
which scholarly writing is expected, public performance, and the publication of journal
articles or books. These activities must represent a pattern of professional development,
suggesting intellectual and scholarly life that will continue after the awarding of tenure or
promotion.

These requirements are the same for tenure and promotion, except that the College has
higher expectations for candidates for promotion to Professor. Given the time that
nomrnlly elapses before a candidate can apply for promotion to Professor, he or she must
be able to demonstrate a stronger record of scholarly accomplishment to merit promotion.

College Service. We expect every faculty member to make a contribution to the College
community beyond the classroom and beyond his or her research efforts. Contribution to
the College community beyond the classroom should include, for example, such services
as participation in College committees, involvement in student activities, effectiveness
and cooperation in departmental and inter-departmental programs, active and effective
participation in the cultural and intellectual life of the College, and service in the outside
community. Development of academic, curricular, and other programs that enrich the
life of the College can weigh heavily in considering a candidate's College service.
The commitment to advising (students, organizations, programs) can also be seriously
considered in evaluating a candidate's College service. Student advising includes not
only accepting a reasonable number of advisees, consistent with the candidate's other
responsibilities, and making oneself available to students outside of the class on a regular
basis, but also interacting with students outside of class regarding issues and interests in
the courses a candidate teaches and discussing with advisees their overall academic
program, course selection, and career concerns.
Service to the College can take many forms, and Rollins recognizes the variety of
contributions made by individual faculty members that contribute to the mission of the
College.

Section 2. Departmental Criteria
Each department, with the conctmence of the Faculty Evaluation Committee, shall
determine how the above criteria shall be defined and applied for faculty evaluations in
particular academic disciplines, providing to the FEC explicit standards for teaching,
scholarship, and service for tenure and promotion to Associate Professor and Professor,
including standards specific to the discipline. The department shall provide a rationale in
support of their standards. The department must reevaluate and resubmit these criteria to
the FEC every five years, or earlier if the criteria have been revised. Any department
with a candidate for tenure will use the set of criteria in effect at the time of the
candidate's hiring, unless the candidate chooses to use the most recent criteria at the time
they take effect. In all other cases, the set of criteria in effect three years prior to the
candidate's evaluation will be used, unless the candidate chooses to use the most recent
criteria at the time they take effect.

Section 3. Specific Criteria for Reappointment and Promotion
No reappointment or promotion, except as provided below for instructors who receive the
terminal degree, is to be regarded as automatic, but must be earned by merit as
demonstrated by all applicable activities. Promotions in rank shall be made in accord with

the general criteria of the College and the specific criteria described below. They will go
into effect September 1 following the evaluation proceedings.

Reappointment. Criteria for reappointment shall be the same as those for tenure and
promotion, with the understanding that the candidate is evaluated for the promise of
excellence in teaching, research and scholarship, and College service.
Promotion to Assistant Professor. For persons employed at the initial rank of instructor
pending attainment of the terminal degree, promotion to the rank of Assistant Professor
will be automatic and take effect upon official confirmation of their receiving the
tem1inal degree.
Instructors who have not received the doctorate or the terminal degree in the appropriate
field may be promoted to Assistant Professor only if the majority of the Candidate
Evaluation Committee and the appropriate Dean conclude that all criteria for
reappointment have been met and that the individual's continued employment is justified
by exceptional conditions, such as: the individual's contribution to the College has been
outstanding, and if applicable, progress on the terminal degree is significant enough so
that this degree will be awarded within a year.
No candidate without the tem1inal degree will be promoted without the approval of a
majority of those on the Candidate Evaluation Committee.

Promotion to Associate Professor. Persons holding the rank of Assistant Professor may
be promoted to the rank of Associate Professor upon and not before the award of tenure.
(See eligibility for tenure, Section D.) If the Candidate Evaluation Committee and the
appropriate Dean believe that the individual's contribution to the College, professional
growth, and potential warrant promotion, then upon their recommendations and the
concurrence of the Provost, the promotion may be granted by the President. No
candidate will be promoted without the approval of a majority of the Candidate
Evaluation Committee. Only in exceptional cases will promotion to the rank of Associate
Professor be considered for individuals not holding the terminal degree in the appropriate
field and not having completed the minimum number of years. These exceptional cases
will be determined by joint approval of a majority of the relevant Candidate Evaluation
Committee, the Faculty Evaluation Committee, and the appropriate Dean.
Promotion to Professor. Faculty members with the terminal degree in the appropriate
field holding the rank of Associate Professor may be awarded promotion to Professor,
after a minimum of five years full time experience in a senior institution at the rank of
Associate Professor, of which at least three years have been at this institution. The Board
of Trustees, upon recommendation by the President, may waive this minimum duration,
but only in exceptional circumstances. The delineation of these circumstances will be
determined by each Candidate Evaluation Committee of the College in consultation with
the Faculty Evaluation Committee and the appropriate Dean.

For promotion to the rank of Professor, the individual must receive the pos1t1ve
recommendation of a majority of the Candidate Evaluation Committee. The Provost will
make a separate report and recommendation to the President. Promotions to the rank of
Professor shall be made by the Board of Trustees and upon the recommendation of the
President.

C. PROCEDURES FOR ANNUAL REVIEW OF UNTENURED FA CUL TY
Section 1. Annual Evaluations
The CEC (formed by December 1) will conduct annual evaluations of all tenure-track
faculty. The candidate will submit materials for review, including a professional
assessment statement, to the CEC by January 1. The evaluation will be documented in a
report addressed to the appropriate Dean and placed in the candidate's permanent file by
February 15. The report should include an analysis and evaluation of the candidate's
progress toward tenure, based on the criteria set forth in the bylaws and in individual
departmental criteria.
These annual evaluations are to be conducted for every year in which neither a tenure
evaluation nor a comprehensive mid-course evaluation takes place.
Departmental evaluations are to be conducted every year for Visiting Professors of any
rank. The evaluation will be documented in a report and placed in the faculty member's
departmental file by February 15. The report should include an analysis and evaluation
of the faculty member's accomplishments in meeting department and College
expectations.

D. POST-TENURE EVALUATIONS
The CEC (formed December 1), with the support of the appropriate Dean, is charged with
the responsibility of encouraging improved teaching and professional development for all
members of the faculty. Tenured faculty will normally be evaluated every seven years,
two years before their eligibility for a sabbatical. Exceptions may be recommended by
the appropriate Dean, with the approval of the Professional Standards Committee.
While the primary purpose of continued assessment is to promote improved teaching and
professional development, it also assists tenured faculty in the identification of strengths
and correction of any deficiencies. Should the CEC or the appropriate Dean detect
deficiencies which are particularly significant, the evaluation proceedings may be
initiated at any time.
The faculty member' s professional assessment statements play a primary role in these
sever-year evaluations. The faculty member creates a professional assessment statement
called the Faculty Development Plan. This plan, with supp01iing documents, goes to the
members of the CEC to review by January 1. The CEC then meets with the faculty
member to discuss the professional assessment statement and writes a brief letter of

evaluation in response to it, noting the ir developmental assess ment of th e fa culty member
and how the plans fit into the depa1tment 's goals. This letter is sent to the appropriate
Dean by April 15 of th e penultimate year before th e faculty member is e li gible for a
sabbatical.
Deans play a centra l rol e in prov iding ongoing encouragement and support for faculty
effo1ts at profess ional development. The Dean m eets w ith th e fac ulty member separately
to di scuss the profess ional assessment statem ent, and supporting documents, and the
letter of th e CEC. The D ean th en writes a bri ef letter of evalu ati on, stating points of
concutTence or di sagreement. The faculty member rece ives a copy of thi s letter by
Au gust 15 of th e evalu ation yea r.
Both letters, along with the Faculty Development Plan, and other supporting materi als,
are placed in a fil e fo r the faculty member that is kept in the office of the D ean. While a
faculty member has a reasonable latitude fo r changes of profess ional direction, thi s fil e is
th en used in decisions about release tim e, requests fo r fundin g, and me rit awards.
T imeline for Annual and Post-Tenure Review:

Notifi cation by D ean 's offi ce of e li g ibility
CEC fo rmed by :
Candidate materi als submitted to CEC and (post-tenure
only) the Dean
CEC's letter to Dean and candidate by:
Dean 's letter to candidate and CEC by:

E.

Annual
NIA
December 1
January 1

Post-Tenure
April 15
December 1
Ja nu ary 1

February 15
NIA

April 15
August 15

PROCEDURES FOR MID-COURSE, TENURE , AND PROMOTION
FACULTY REVIEW

Section 1. Candidate Evaluation Committee Structure and Evaluation
a. Composition
The chair of the department to whi ch the candidate has been appointed, in consultation
w ith members of that department, shall select a Ca ndidate Evaluation Committee by M ay
15 prior to the academi c year in whi ch the evaluation takes place. The CEC norm ally
consists of th e C hair of the departm ent (unl ess the Chair is be ing eva luated) and a
minimum of two additional tenured members of the department w ho are se lected by a
maj ority of all full -time members of the depaitment, w ithout excluding tenured members
who w ish to serve. In addition, a me mber of the FEC serves as an ex offic io (non-voting)
member when th e ca ndidate is be ing eva luated fo r tenure or pro moti on . If two additi onal
tenured members of th e departm ent are unava il abl e, non-tenured members may be
appo inted . If non-tenured members are unava il able, th e department Chair, w ith the

advice of the candidate and the approval of the CEC, will select tenured members from
outside the department to serve on the CEC. If the department Chair is the candidate
being evaluated, another member of the department shall be selected as CEC chair. The
chair of the CEC will notify the FEC, the Dean, and the candidate of the members of the
CEC by June 1.
For candidates with an appointment in more than one depaiiment or program, the CEC,
with the advice of the candidate, will add to the CEC one more tenured faculty member,
or non-tenured faculty member, if a tenured faculty member is unavailable . This faculty
member should have greater familiarity with the work of the candidate outside the
department to which the candidate was appointed. If such a faculty member is
unavailable, the Chair of the Professional Standards Committee will select a tenured
faculty member to serve on the CEC.

b. Collection of Materials Required for Review
The Chair of the CEC has the responsibility for collecting additional materials required
for the evaluation including letters from tenured members of the department and/or
department letters signed by the tenured members of the department, and student
evaluations, and making them available electronically for members of the CEC, FEC, and
the appropriate Dean to review by the time the candidate submits her/his materials.
At the candidate's request, for the assessment of the candidate's scholarship, two peer
evaluators for institutions other than Rollins will be selected by the Chair of the CEC and
the appropriate Dean from a list submitted by the candidate. The Chair then contacts the
peer evaluators and requests their evaluation of the candidate's scholarship. This request
must be made in writing to both the Dean and the Chair of the CEC by June 15.

c. Review by Candidate Evaluation Committee
After each member of the CEC has reviewed the candidate's file, the CEC meets with the
candidate to discuss the activities addressed in the file. Issues that the CEC considered
relevant to the evaluation that might not have been addressed by the candidate are also
raised here. The CEC then approves a report and recommendation written by the Chair.
The repo1i and recommendation records the vote of the CEC.
The report and
recommendation are sent electronically to the candidate, the Dean, and the FEC.

If the CEC makes a positive recommendation, it gives reasons for its recommendation in
the rep01i. In the cases of a recommendation against awarding tenure or promotion, the
CEC gives reasons for its conclusion. No candidate is tenured or promoted without the
approval of a majority of the CEC. The candidate is given a copy of the repo1i and
recommendation, and has the opportunity to respond in writing, within one week, sending
his/her response to all of the appropriate entities in the process .

Section 2. Faculty Evaluation Committee Structure and Evaluation
The FEC consists of six tenured faculty members each with the rank of Professor serving
staggered terms of three years. These faculty members are appointed by the Executive
Committee, with some consideration given to academic diversity, and ratified by the
faculty. Members of the FEC receive one course-released time every year they serve on
the committee.

a. Composition
The FEC consists of six tenured faculty members, each with the rank of Professor,
serving staggered terms of three years. These faculty members are appointed by the
Executive Committee, with some consideration given to academic diversity, and ratified
by the faculty. Members of the FEC receive one course-released time every year they
serve on the committee.

b. Access to Information
The FEC has access to the candidate's file and all other materials considered at other
stages of the evaluation process, and can request additional information from the Dean. It
is always appropriate for the FEC to introduce additional infom1ation that might not have
been included by the CEC or the appropriate Dean. The FEC also has the authority to
call in anyone it needs for consultation, especially where there is disagreement between
parties at different stages of the evaluation process.

c. Review by the Faculty Evaluation Committee
The FEC conducts its own evaluation of each candidate for tenure and promotion. The
evaluation will be based on the following sources:
the written report and
recommendation by the CEC, the department's approved criteria for tenure or promotion,
the assessment of external evaluators (when requested by the candidate), the report and
recommendation of the appropriate Dean, the candidate's professional assessment
statement, an interview with the candidate, and any other material or information that the
FEC has obtained in the exercise of its duties. The FEC may also consult with the CEC,
the appropriate Dean, or any other member of the community.
Meetings of the Faculty Evaluation Committee (FEC) must be confidential, regardless of
subject matter under consideration and may be attended only by the duly appointed
members of the FEC. Candidates for tenure, promotion, and mid-course reviews will
attend their scheduled FEC interviews as well as additional meetings at the request of the
candidate or FEC. At the invitation of the FEC, other persons, who the bylaws state may
be consulted, may attend meetings of the FEC to which they are invited. This bylaw
supersedes all other bylaws or faculty handbook rules, which may be contrary.

The FEC cannot challenge substantive requirements of a department for tenure or
promotion that has approved criteria. The FEC will require the evaluation from the CEC
to adhere to its approved criteria, both procedural and substantive.
Upon completion of its review of its candidates, the FEC writes a report and
recommendation. The recommendation of the FEC may agree or disagree with that of
the CEC or of the Dean. In the event of a negative evaluation by the FEC, the FEC will
consult with the CEC on points of disagreement. If the FEC is still not satisfied with the
arguments of the CEC, it submits its negative recommendation to the Provost for his/her
report and recommendation.

Section 3. Comprehensive Mid-Course Evaluation
Prior to the tenure review, each candidate for tenure and promotion will receive one
comprehensive mid-course evaluation. The CEC, the appropriate Dean, and the FEC will
each prepare a written report detailing the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the
candidate, including specific comments regarding directions the candidate might pursue
to strengthen his or her case for tenure or promotion.
A candidate for prorµotion to Professor has the right to make a written request to the
relevant department head and Dean for a comprehensive mid-course evaluation. The
subsequent evaluation for promotion can take place no earlier than two years after the
mid-course evaluation.

a. Notification
Normally, the comprehensive mid-course evaluation will take place in the spring of the
candidate's third year, but no later than two years before the evaluation for tenure is to
take place.
The review for tenure or promotion is conducted in the academic year preceding the
award. Tenured appointments or promotions commence September l the year following
the award.
By April 15 of each year, the appropriate Dean notifies, in wntmg, those faculty
members eligible for tenure review and /or promotion evaluation the following fall.
Having received the Dean's notification of eligibility, candidates seeking evaluation must
inform the appropriate Dean in writing by May 15, The Dean then provides him/her
with a timetable for the evaluation process and a description of the materials s/he must
assemble for the evaluation file 9the professional assessment statement, course syllabi,
information the candidate deems relevant to the evaluation).

b. The Candidate.
At the time of the tenure and/or promotion evaluation, each candidate is expected to
make a written statement of his/her activities since her/his last evaluation. All relevant

professional act1v1t1es are addressed: teaching, research and scholarship, and College
service. The statement includes the candidate ' s assessment of his or her successes and
failures , as well as a plan for future development. In the area of scholarly research, the
College is particularly interested in knowing:
how the candidate has developed professi01ially since the last formal evaluation
how the candidate's research interests and professional activities constitute a
coherent path of development, and
how the candidate's research interests are c01rnected to his or her academic life
Since each candidate's application is judged by colleagues from the general College
community, as well as those from his or her particular academic discipline, the
professional assessment statement plays a critical role in making determinations about the
candidate's professional competence and quality of mind. While a faculty member has
reasonable latitude for changes of professional direction, the professional assessment
statement is used to make determinations about the candidate ' s professional development
in subsequent evaluations and may be consulted when determinations are made about
requests for funding and release time support.
The candidate must submit their materials electronically to the CE~, appropriate Dean,
and FEC by December 15.

c. Evaluation by Candidate Evaluation Committee
Having reviewed the candidate' s file , interviewed the candidate, and deliberated, the
CEC writes a report and recommendation, which makes a case for or against the
candidate and sends it electronically, along with the letters from the outside evaluators if
applicable, to the FEC, with copies to the Dean and candidate, by February 15. The
candidate may choose to write a response to the repo11 and recommendation, and should
send this response electronically to the FEC, the Dean, and the CEC within one week.

d. Evaluation by Appropriate Dean
Based on the candidate's file as well as her/his lmowledge of the candidate, the
appropriate Dean conducts a separate evaluation. The Dean may also consult with the
CEC, the candidate, or any other members of the community.
For mid-course evaluations, the Dean submits a report and recommendation to
candidate, the CEC, and FEC no less than one week before its meeting with
candidate.
The candidate may choose to write a response to the report
recommendation, and should send this response electronically to the FEC, the Dean,
the CEC within one week.
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e. Evaluation by the Faculty Evaluation Committee
Having received the recommendations of the CEC and the appropriate Dean, and after
reviewing the candidate's file, interviewing the candidate, and deliberating, the FEC will
write a report and recommendation and send it to the candidate, the CEC, and the Dean
by May 15.

Section IV. Tenure and Promotion to Associate Professor Evaluation
a. Eligibility
Normally, a candidate is eligible for the awarding of tenure in her/his seventh year of a
tenure-track appointment at Rollins, with the possibility for earlier consideration if the
candidate has had prior experience. Individuals with three years full-time experience at
the Assistant professor level or higher at other institutions may be awarded tenure in their
sixth year at Rollins. Individuals with four or more years full-time experience at the
Assistant Professor level or higher at other institutions may be awarded tenure in their
fifth year at Rollins. Individuals who have had full-time experience at the Assistant
Professor level or higher at Rollins in a visiting position may use their Rollins' visiting
experience as tenure-track, or may utilize up to the full seven-year tenure-track
probationary period.

b. Notification
The review for tenure or promotion is conducted in the academic year preceding the
award. Tenured appointments or promotions commence September I the year following
the award.
By April 15 of each year, the appropriate Dean notifies, in wntmg, those faculty
members eligible for tenure review and/or promotion evaluation the following fall.
Having received the Dean's notification of eligibility, candidates seeking evaluation must
inform his/her department chair and the appropriate Dean in writing by May 15. The
Dean then provides her/him with a timetable for the evaluation process and a description
of the materials each candidate must assemble for the evaluation file (the professional
assessment statement, course syllabi, samples of exams and other assignments, samples
of written work, and any other information the candidate deems relevant to the
evaluation).

c. The Candidate
At the time of the tenure and/or promotion evaluation, each candidate is expected to
make a written statement of his/her activities since his/her last evaluation. All relevant
professional activities are addressed: teaching, research and scholarship, and College
service. The statement includes the candidate ' s assessment of her/his successes and
failures , as well as a plan for future development. In the area of scholarly research, the
College is paiticularly interested in knowing:

- How the candidate has developed professionally since the last formal evaluation
-How the candidate's research interests and professional activities constitute a coherent
path of development
-How the candidate's research interests are connected to his/her academic life
Since each candidate's application is judged by colleagues from the general College
community, as well as those from her/his particular academic discipline, the professional
assessment statement plays a critical role in making determinations about the candidate's
professional competence and quality of mind. While a faculty member has reasonable
latitude for changes of professional direction, the professional assessment statement is
used to make determinations about the candidate's professional development in
subsequent evaluations and may be consulted when determinations are made about
requests for funding and release time support.
The candidate must submit their materials electronically to the CEC, Dean, and the FEC
by July 1.
d. Evaluation by the Candidate Evaluation Committee

Having reviewed the candidate's file and deliberated, the CEC writes a rep011 and
recommendation, which makes a case for or against the candidate and sends it, along with
the letters from the outside evaluators if applicable, to the FEC, with copies to the Dean
and candidate, by October 1. The candidate may choose to write a response to the report
and recommendation, and should send this response electronically to the CEC, the Dean,
and the FEC within one week. Should the CEC make a negative recommendation, the
candidacy cannot go forward except on appeal.
e. Evaluation by Dean

Having received a positive recommendation of the candidacy by the CEC, the appropriate
Dean will conduct a separate evaluation. This will be based on the Dean's review of the
candidate's file as well as her/his knowledge of the candidate. The Dean may also
consult with the CEC, the candidate, or any other members of the community.
For tenure decisions, the Dean submits a report and recommendation addressed to the
Provost but sent electronically to the FEC, the candidate, and the CEC at least one week
before the candidate's meeting with FEC. The candidate may choose to write a response
to the repo11 and recommendation, and should send this response electronically to the
CEC, the Dean, and the FEC within one week.
f. Evaluation by the Faculty Evaluation Committee

Having received the recommendations of the CEC and the appropriate Dean, and after
reviewing the candidate's file , interviewing the candidate, and deliberating, the FEC will

write a report and recommendation and sent it to the candidate, the CEC, and the Dean by
December 15 . Should the candidate wish to challenge the recommendation of the FEC,
s/he may send an electronic response addressed to the Provost, but also sent to the FEC,
the Dean, and the CEC within one week.
It is the responsibility of the FEC to make the following materials available to the Provost
by December 15: the candidate's file; the report and recommendation, together with the
letters from outside evaluators, of the CEC; the report and recommendation of the Dean;
the rep01t and recommendation of the FEC and additional materials it used in its
evaluation; and any optional responses to any of these by the candidate.

g. Evaluation by Provost
Assessing the recommendations from the CEC, FEC, and the Dean, the Provost reviews
the candidate's file and makes a recommendation to the President. For tenure decisions,
this letter is submitted to the President by January 15. If the Provost accepts a positive
recommendation of the CEC and recommends overturning a negative recommendation of
the FEC, s/he submits reasons for his/her decisions in writing to the FEC and the
candidate.
When a conflict occurs between the FEC and the CEC, or when the FEC receives
permission from the Provost to extend the date for submission of its report, the President
may extend the date for the Provost's recommendation for a period not exceeding thirty
calendar days from receipt of the FEC repo1t and recommendation. The candidate will be
notified by the President of such extension(s) and given a revised date for the Provost's
recommendation to the President.

h. Recommendation by President
Upon receiving the Provost's letter, the President makes a recommendation to the Board
of Trustees. For tenure decision, this recommendation is made at the February Board
meeting. The decision of the Board is communicated to the candidate in writing five
business days after the meeting. In the case of a negative decision, the candidate has until
August 1 to file an appeal. Appointment to tenure and promotion to Professor will go
into effect September 1 following the vote of the Board.

Section 5. Promotion to Professor
a. Eligibility
Faculty members with the terminal degree in the appropriate field holding the rank of
Associate Professor may be awarded promotion to Professor, after a minimum of five
years full time experience in a senior institution at the rank of Associate Professor, of
which at least three years have been at this institution. The Board of Trustees, upon
recommendation by the President, may waive this minimum duration, but only in

exceptional circumstances. The delineation of these circumstances will be determined by
each CEC of the College in consultation with the FEC and the Dean.

b. Notification of the Candidate
The review for promotion to Professor is conducted in the academic year preceding the
award. Promotions commence September 1 of the year following the award.
By April 15 of each year, the appropriate Dean notifies, in writing, those faculty
members eligible for promotion evaluation the following fall. Having received the
Dean's notification of eligibility, candidates seeking evaluation must info1m his/her chair
and the Dean in writing by May 15. The Dean then provides her/him with a timetable for
the evaluation process and a description of the materials that s/he must assemble for the
evaluation file (the professional assessment statement, course syllabi, samples of exams
and other assignments, samples of written work, and any other information the candidate
deems relevant to the evaluation).
c. The Candidate

At the time of the promotion to Professor evaluation, each candidate is expected to make
a written statement of his or her activities since his/her last evaluation. All relevant
professional activities are addressed: teaching, research and scholarship, and College
service. The statement includes the candidate ' s assessment of her/his successes and
failures, as well as a plan for future development. In the area of scholarly research, the
College is particularly interested in knowing:
-how the candidate has developed professionally since the last formal evaluation
-how the candidate's research interests and professional activities constitute a coherent
path of development, and
-how the candidate's research interests are connected to her/his academic life
Since each candidate's application is judged by colleagues from the general College
community, as well as those from his/her particular academic discipline, the professional
assessment statement plays a critical role in making determinations about the candidate's
professional competence and quality of mind. While a faculty member has reasonable
latitude for changes of professional direction, the professional assessment statement is
used to make determinations about the candidate's professional development in
subsequent evaluations and may be consulted when determinations are made about
requests for funding and release time support.
The candidate must submit their materials electronically to the CEC, Dean, and FEC by
July 1st .

d. Evaluation by the Candidate Evaluation Committee
Having reviewed the candidate's file and deliberated, the CEC writes a rep011 and
recommendation, which makes a case for or against the candidate and sends it, along with
the letters from the outside evaluators if applicable, to the FEC, with copies to the Dean
and candidate, by November 1. The candidate may choose to write a response to the
report and recommendation, and this response will be sent to the CEC, the Dean, and the
FEC within one week. Should the CEC make a negative recommendation, the candidacy
cannot go forward except on appeal.

e. Evaluation by Dean
Having received a positive recommendation of the candidacy by the CEC, the appropriate
Dean will conduct a separate evaluation. This will be based on the Dean 's review of the
candidate's file as well as her/his knowledge of the candidate. The Dean may also
consult with the CEC, the candidate, or any other members of the community.
For promotion to Professor decisions, the Dean submits a report and recommendation
addressed to the Provost but sent electronically to the FEC, the candidate, and the CEC
no less than one week before FEC 's meeting with the candidate. The candidate may
choose to write a response to the report and recommendation, and should send this
response electronically to the CEC, the Dean, and the FEC within one week.

f. Evaluation by the Faculty Evaluation Committee
Having received the recommendations of the CEC and the Dean, and after reviewing the
candidate's file, interviewing the candidate, and deliberating, the FEC will write a report
and recommendation and send it to the candidate, the CEC, and the Dean by April 1.
Should the candidate wish to challenge the recommendation of the FEC, s/he may send a
response addressed to the Provost, but sent also to the FEC, the Dean and the CEC within
one week.

It is the responsibility of the FEC to make the following materials available to the Provost
by April 1: the candidate's file; the report and recommendation, together with the letters
from outside evaluators, of the CEC; the report and recommendation of the Dean; the
report and recommendation of the FEC and additional materials it used in its evaluation;
and any optional responses to any of these by the candidate.

g. Evaluation by Provost
Assessing the recommendations from the CEC, FEC, and the Dean, the Provost reviews
the candidate's file and makes a recommendation to the President. For promotion to
Professor decisions, this letter is submitted to the President by April 15. If the Provost
accepts a positive recommendation of the CEC and recommends ove1iurning a negative
recommendation of the FEC, s/he submits reasons for his/her decisions in writing to the
FEC and the candidate.

When a conflict occurs between the FEC and the CEC, or when the FEC receives
permission from the Provost to extend the date for submission of its report, the President
may extend the date for the Provost's recommendation for a period not exceeding thirty
calendar days from receipt of the FEC repo11 and recommendation. The candidate will be
notified by the President of such extension(s) and given a revised date for the Provost's
recommendation to the President.

h. Recommendation by President
Upon receiving the Provost's letter, the President makes a recommendation to the Board
of Trustees. For promotion to Professor decision, this recommendation is made at the
May Board meeting. The decision of the Board is communicated to the candidate in
writing five business days after the meeting. In the case of a negative decision, the
candidate has until August 1 to file an appeal. Appointment to Professor will go into
effect September 1 following the vote of the Board.
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ARTICLE IX
AMENDMENT PROCEDURE
These bylaws, or any provisions thereof, may be abrogated or amended at any meeting of
the faculty by vote of two-thirds of those present, assuming a quorum, provided that a
notice one week prior to the meeting shall contain a copy of the proposed amendment or
amendments. The amendment ultimately made need not be in the exact form in which it
was sent to each faculty member, but must deal with the same subject matter.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BYLAWS
(Approved August 24, 2005)

The vision ofthe Crummer Graduate School ofBusiness is to be a recognized leader in
graduate business educati.on with a reputati.on for producing highly successful managers
and leaders.
The mission ofthe Crummer Graduate School ofBusiness is to prepare students to be both
managers and leaders who add signi.icant value to their organizati.ons and communiti.es.
ARTICLE I

GENERAL GOVERNANCE
1.1 Bylaws. The fac ulty of the Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business (Crummer) of Rollins
College the (College) establishes these Bylaws. The Bylaws of the fac ulty of th e College organize the
College faculty into the Faculty of Arts & Sciences, and the Faculty of Crummer, and further
proclaim that a guiding principle of governance for the College is that each of these bodies is more
effective if each adopts bylaws appropriate to facilitating its work.
ARTICLE II
FACULTY MEMBERSHIP
2.1 Full Time Faculty
Any individual who has a full time, tenure-track appointment at the rank of associate pro fessor or
professor shall be a memb er of the fac ulty (Faculty). Faculty members have the right to attend
facul ty meetings, are enti tled to vote o n all matters pertaining to the Faculty and possess all the usual
rights and privileges accorded faculty members at the College.
Non-voting members of the faculty (Ex-official Faculty) consist of the President of the College
(President), the Vice-President for Academic Affairs (Provost), a representative of th e Faculty of
Arts and Sciences, and full time memb ers of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences who have teaching
responsibilities at Crummer.

2.2 Dean
The D ean (Dean) shall be a voting faculty member by virtue of the position as D ean and the
Associate D ean (Associate D ean) shall be a voting faculty member if that individual also holds
academic credentials and academic appointment.

2.3 Part Time and Visiting Faculty
Adjunct, full or part-time visiting faculty members have the right to attend faculty meetings but do
not have the right to vote.

2.4 Executives-in-Residence
E xecutive-in-Residence (Executive) appointments shall apply to individuals who have significant
business experience, but do not qualify for academic rank or appointment to a tenure-track position.
Executives have the right to attend faculty meetings but do not have the right to vote.

ARTICLE III
FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES, RIGHTS AND DUTIES
3.1 Academic Programs
The Faculty of Crummer shall:
•
•
•
•

•

Prescribe the qualifications for admission to all its programs of instruction;
Devise and approve a curriculum of study for each program;
Establish academic requirements for pursuit of these studies;
Prescribe the requirements for graduation from its programs of instruction and nominate
and recommend to the Board of Trustees candidates for all degrees upon satisfactory
completion of courses of study and for all other diplomas, honors and awards to be issued;
and
Develop the calendars for all its academic programs.

3.2 Committees and Faculty President
The Faculty shall:
•

•

Elect, by majority vote, a president of the Faculty of Crummer (Faculty President). The
Faculty President, or elected designate, shall serve as the representative of Crummer on
appropriate college-wide committees that require representation of the faculty. The Faculty
President shall be elected for a term of two years;
Elect members to and/or serve as members of Faculty committees required within
Crummer or the College as necessary.

3.3 New Positions
The Faculty shall vote on candidates for the Dean, Associate Dean, and Faculty positions as fully
described in Article V.

ARTICLE IV
MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY
4.1 Regular Meetings

The Faculty shall meet at least once per semester in regular session during the academic year. The
Dean or designate shall preside at all faculty meetings. A quorum for any meeting of the Faculty
shall consist of a majority of the Faculty.

4.2 Special Meetings
Special meetings of the Faculty may be called by the Dean or by any Faculty member.

ARTICLEV
RECRUITMENT AND APPOINTMENT
5.1 Faculty and Dean Recruitment
5.1.1 All faculty wishing to enter the Tenure-track, including those who have been at Crummer in
Visiting Professorships, shall be recruited through a national search. A committee of Faculty
appointed by the D ean will co nduct the search and identify a pool of candidates who will be
interviewed by the Faculty and a recommendation will be forwarded to the D ean. Upon acceptance
by the D ean, the nomination shall be forwarded to the Provost. No prospective Faculty member
shall be appointed who does not receive a simple majority vote of the Faculty. The normal length of
service before a Faculty memb er may be tenured is three years; any deviation must be approved in
advance by the Peer Review Committee, D ean, and Provost.
5.1.2 The Dean shall be recruited through a national search. A committee of Faculty appointed by
the Provost will conduct the search and identify a pool of candidates who will be interviewed by the
Faculty, Provost, and the President with a recommendation to be forwarded to the Provost. The
Faculty may recommend to the Provost more than one candidate who has met the approval of the
Faculty. No prospective Dean shall be appointed who does not receive at least a majority vote of the
Faculty.
5.1.3 Executive-in-Residence appointments will be recruited in a manner selected by the Dean.
When time permits, the Faculty shall approve these appointments. Initial Executive-in-Residence
appointments shall not exceed two years; reappointment of Executives for a subsequent term, shall
be approved by a simple majori ty of the Faculty.
5.1.4 Adjunct and Visiting Faculty will be recruited in a manner selected by the D ean. When time
permits, the Faculty shall approve th ese appointments. Visiting full-time faculty appointments longer
than one year shall be approved by a maj ority of the Faculty. Time and service as an Adjunct or
Visiting Faculty member is not credited towards tenure. Adjunct Faculty normally do not teach more
than three courses per academic year.

5.2 Non-Renewals of Appointments

In any year that a Faculty member, who is on the tenure-track, does not meet the Criteria, as
o utlined in section 7.4, the Committee may recommend to the D ean that the individual be given
notice of non-re newal of the annual appointment. This notice of non-renewal of appointment shall

be given to the Faculty member by December 1 of the current academic year with employment
ending on May 31 following the notification.

ARTICLE VI
TYPES OF FACULTY AND FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
6.1 Definitions
There shall be two categories of faculty: Participating Faculty and Supporting Faculty.
6.1.1 Participating Faculty actively engage in the activities of the school in matters beyond direct
teaching responsibilities. Such matters might include policy decisions, educational directions,
advising, research, and service commitments. The Dean shall attempt to maintain a balance so that
participating faculty will be greater than 60% in any discipline and greater than 75% for the overall
school.
6.1.2 Supporting Faculty do not, as a rule, participate in the intellectual or operational life of the
school beyond the direct performance of teaching responsibilities.

6.2 Faculty Qualifications
Faculty shall be qualified in one of these three categories: Academical.ly Qualified Faculty;
Professionally Qualified Faculty; or Other.
6.2.1 Academically Qualified Faculty (AQ) requires a combination of an appropriate doctoral
degree augmented by subsequent activities that maintain or establish preparation for current
teaching responsibiliti es. After degree completion a faculty member maintains AQ through the
appropriate intellectual contributions over a rolling 5-year period as defined in Article VII.
Contributions in that section are listed by learning and pedagogical scholarship, discipline-based
scholarship and contributions to practice. The Dean shall attempt to maintain standards such that
AQ Faculty provide more than 50% of the teaching in any discipline and the school as a whole.
6.2.2 Professionally Qualified Faculty (PQ) have both relevant academic preparation and relevant
professional experience to be established as a faculty member. Normally, the academic preparation
should consist of at least a master's degree in a field related to the area of teaching assignment,
currency in the teaching area, and professional experience in that area (i.e. MBA, CPA). Currency is
defined as complying with one of the following: (1) recent completion of relevant developmental
activity including maintaining a certification requirement, or (2) recent completion of significant
business consulting projects. It also requires two points from the intellectual contribution table in
Article VII, over a rolling five-year period. The Dean shall attempt to maintain standards such that
AQ and PQ faculty equal to or greater than 90% of the teaching in any discipline and the school as a
whole.
6.2.3 Other represe nts those individuals holding a faculty title but whose qualifications do not meet
the definitions for AQ or PQ.

6.3 Adjunct Faculty
As with participating (full-time) facul ty, adjunct faculty may be either academically qualified,
professionally qualified or both. It is assumed that most supporting faculty will be chosen for their
professional qualifications.
6. 3.1 Academically Qualified Supporting (Adjunct) Faculty. Supporting faculty members are
considered academically qualified if they hold an appropriate doctoral degree and have made
intellectual contributions during the past five years as defined in Article VII.
6. 3.2 Professionally Qualified Supporting (Adjunct) Faculty. Supporting faculty members are
considered pro fessio nally qualified if th eir terminal degree is at least at the master's level and related
to the area of teaching assignment and they are pro fes sionally current in their teaching area.
Currency is defined as complying with at least one o f the following: (1) current, significant and
relevant business position and / or completion of significant business consulting projects; or (2)
recent involvement in relevant pro fessional development activities such as membership on corporate
boards; publishing in a professional or trad e journal, or presenting at a pro fessional conferencing;
attending workshop s at professional association meetings; and meeting th e requirements for
maintaining a certification (CPA, CMA, etc.).

ARTICLE VII
FACULTY EVALUATIONS AND PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS
7.1 Purpose
7 .1.1 Faculty evaluation is a means of monitoring individual performance for promotion, tenure,
reappointment, and for allocating annual faculty salary levels, including the D ean informing each
faculty m ember regarding the rationale behind his/ her individual annual salary allotment.
7 .1.2 Faculty evaluation is a feedback process that provides Faculty with an incentive and method
fo r improvement.

7.2 Process
7.2. 1 The evaluation process shall be a yearly review o f accomplishm ents o f th e prior year for
teaching and service, and the previous fi ve years fo r research / publication, and a review of plans for
the current acad emic year. Th e basis of th e process is an annu al written summary prepared by th e
Faculty member and reviewed with the D ean early in th e fall semester. Each Faculty member is
expected to be active in all three professional service criteria (Criteria) areas: teaching,
research / publication, and service. Th e guid elines for Criteria are outlined in detail in section 7.4.0.
7.2.2 In th e event o f a disagreement regarding the evaluation between the D ean and a Faculty
member the Peer Review Committee (Committee) will review the evaluati on and make a
recomm end atio n for adoption or modification to the D ean. The Committee shall follow the Criteria
guidelines (Section 7.4.6) when making a recomm endati on to the D ean.

7 .3 Peer Review Committee
The Peer Review Committee (Committee) shall consist of three tenured Faculty members with the
rank of Professor. The Faculty will elect Committee members for three-year terms with one term
expiring each year.

7.4 Professional Criteria
The following categories of professional criteria (Criteria) shall serve as the basis for annual
evaluation, promotion, and tenure process. The Criteria evaluation weight shall be based 50% on
teaching, 30% on research/publication which will be based on a five-year rolling record of
publications, and 20% on service. Although each Faculty member is expected to be active in all
Criteria areas, particular areas may receive more attention in a given year based upon an agreement
between the Faculty member and the Dean.
7.4. 1 Teaching. Evaluation of teaching performance should include student evaluations and other
factors: such as: the use of appropriate, innova tive teaching methods; use of state of the art
techniques; and other input from faculty, students, and administrators.
It is expected that all faculty members will be outstanding instructors. In comparison to other
instructors within Crum mer, no individual's performance should be substantially and consistently
low as perceived by peers, students, and administrators. Innovative teaching techniques that help
achieve the goals of th e program are desired and should be recognized in evaluating performance.
7.4.2 Research / Publications. Evaluation of research/ publications should include extent and
quality of publication in journals and publication of textbooks.
Note: Publication is defined as the final printed output; however, letters of unconditional acceptance
from editors are sufficient for "publication in journals."

It is expected that Faculty should have a rolling average of no less than five points (refer to Table
7 .1) over each five -year period. The norm for Faculty being promoted to professor after serving four
years as an associate professor shall be a minimum of four points in publications bearing the
College/Crummer affiliation. Publications not no ted in Table 7.1 for which credit is sought are
suitable for evaluation by the Peer Review Committee.
All points also may not be derived from any one category, except journal articles, as it is desirable
that every faculty member maintains a re search agenda.
7.4.3 Publications of Visiting Professors. Visiting faculty wishing to apply for a tenure-track
position must have a minimum of four points with a Crummer affiliation, using Table 7.1.
7.4.4 Candidates for Tenure-Track Positions. Candidates applying for a tenure-track position at
Crummer (with the exception of Visiting Professors, as in 7.4.3), must have at least six points (as per
Table 7 .1) over the prior five years to be eligible for employment.

7.4.5 Publications by Part-Time Faculty. Academically Qualified (AQ) part time faculty (see
Section 6.2.1), are expected to maintain a five-year rolling average of three points, as per Table 7. 1.

Table 7.1

Item

½

1

2
~,

T extbook, first edition, national publisher
Journal publications - Pres tigious refereed or edited
journal publication

X

Casebook or book of edited readings, national
publisher

X

Minor textbook or its revision, national publisher

X

Revision of a textbook, national publisher

X

Trade book published by national publisher

X

Published Research monograph

X

Published blind-reviewed national conference
proceedings

X

Paper presented at academic meeting and/ or
published in regional proceedings

X

Peer-reviewed and published case study

X

If an individual believes the publication is in a Tier 1 premier journal, he / she may petition
the Peer Review Committee for a two point value.
7.4.6 Professional Service. Evaluation of professional service should include:
•
•

Holding official positions in professional associations or chairing meetings or maj or meeting
tracks;
College service - evaluation of College service should consider extent and quality of service
o n committees, chairing committees, and performing special services for th e College;

•

•

Crummer service - evaluation of Crummer service should consider extent and quality of
service on committees, chairing committees, and performing special services for Crummer
(e.g. faculty and student recruitment); and
Community service - evaluation of community service should include extent and quality of
consulting services offered through the College, seminars and conferences sponsored by th e
College or Crummer, and holding positions of responsibility in the community, which are
important to the College and/ or Crummer.

Service for annual evaluation, promotion, and tenure may take several forms, and community service
in of it itself is not required for either promotion or tenure but will be taken into account during
evaluations. Service is not considered to be a substitute for either teaching excellence or publication.
Collegiality and professionalism are acknowledged parts of academia that Crummer and the College
consider to be important in the consideration of tenure and promotion. Crummer operates as a
"faculty of the whole" and, as such, the ability of Faculty to work together in a collegial and
professional manner is critical to the success of Crummer's mission and vision. Collegiality includes
interpersonal hones ty and integrity, effective management of conflict and disagreement, and
behavior that helps other colleagues successfully contribute to th e mission of the College. Faculty
must discuss, cooperate, compromise, and act as a group in making decisions regarding the
dev elopment of curriculum, th e scheduling and teaching of classes, the advising of students, and the
allocation of resources. These important aspects of the work of Faculty require cooperation and
collegial interaction.

7.5 Standards
The following standards are deemed appropriate for each rank:
7.5.1 Associate Professor. Qualifications for associate professor should be the Ph.D. o r equivalent
degree plus a minimum of four (4) years full-time teaching at an AACSB International accredited
institution at the assistant professor level, plus evidence of satisfactory progress in the criteria listed
in Section 7.4.
7.5.2 Professor. Qualifications for professor should be those of associate professor (four years) plus
at least five (5) years full-time experience in an AACSB International accredited institution at the
rank of associate professor, plus evidence of exceptional performance in the Criteria. The rank of
professor should be bestowed only on those individuals with an established reputation of scholarly
excellence as evidenced through a continuing record of publication and who are expected to
maintain that reputation in the future.
7.5.3 Endowed (Chaired) Professorships. Endowed or "chaired" professorship s are conferred
upon outstanding scholars inside Crummer as recognition of their superior performance, and may
also be used to recruit exceptional new Faculty. Ordinarily, endowed chairs are awarded for a period
of up to 5 years, with renewal for additional 5-year periods based on the performance of the holder.
The President appoints and renews endowed chairs upon the recommendation of the Provost and
Dean who seeks input from the Peer Review Committee.
Current faculty eligible to receive an endowed professorship must:

•
•

Already hold the rank of professor and be tenured.
Show proof that his/her annual performance in teaching, publication/ research, and service
has, on average, exceeded the standards as stated in ail sections of 7.4 for the five years
preceding the appointment.

Newly recruited Faculty member eligibility to receive an endowed professorship.
•
•

The individual must already hold the rank of Professor and be tenured at an AACSB
International accredited (or equivalent) institution.
The individual should be recogni zed, by peers, inside and outside the College and Crummer,
as a distinguished leader in hjs or her field.

7.6 Tenure
Tenure may be conferred only by the Board of Trustees through an affirmative approval by that
Board. Qualifications for tenure should be those for appointment to associate professor or professor
rank. The evaluation for tenure will usually be made during the third year of a teaching appointment
but no later than the fourth year. Faculty who request a delay in their tenure-track review from the
third year to the fourth will be given a one year contract for the fourth year during which they may
reapply. The one year contract will only be converted to a normal Faculty line if the Board of
Trustees grants the tenure.
A Dean who does not have tenure may apply for tenure after having completed three years or more
of service as Dean of Crummer. The Criteria (7.4) may be met during the span of the Dean's
academic career at Crummer rather than being required to have been met while serving as Dean at
Crummer or during other service at Crummer. A sitting Dean who applies for tenure must also have
taught at least two courses at Crummer and received high teachjng evaluations by students and
peers. The evaluation for tenure will be conducted by the Committee and forwarded to the Provost.
The standards for tenure are:
1. Teaching excellence at the Crummer School. This is to be evidenced by consistently high
teaching evaluations and by evaluation of each candidate for tenure by the Peer Review
Committee.
2. A minimum of four points after entering the tenure track with the Crummer affiliation.
(Refer to Table 7.1)
3. Consistently high evaluations for service.

7. 7 Promotion to Professor
7. 7 .1 Criteria
•
•
•

Teaching excellence, as described in section 7.4. 1.
Ten points, of which at least four points must be with the Crummer affiliation (see Table
7 .1) as noted in Section 7.4.2.
Consistently high evaluation for service as listed in Section 7.4.3.

7.7.2 Applying Criteria
Judgment is an important role of the Peer Review Committee, including the interpretation of
publications in Table 7 .1. Faculty who are preparing for review for reappointment, promotion, or
tenure (an Action) may submit to the Dean a written request for clarification as to whether certain
activities or accomplishments will meet the Criteria. The Dean will promptly forward these requests
to the Committee for clarification. The Committee will provide a written clarification to the Dean
and Faculty member within thirty days of its receipt by the Committee. This written clarification will
be effective during the academic year in which the clarification is written, and the subsequent
academic year. These written clarifications are to be considered by the Dean and others reviewing an
Action. The Committee is charged with the responsibility of interpreting the Criteria and making
recommendations according to its interpretations.

7.8 Mentoring for New Faculty
It shall be the policy of Crummer that new Faculty members are given the resources and help
needed to be successful in attaining tenure and promotion. A mentor, assigned by the Dean, shall be
a tenured professor whose role is to provide guidance to the candidate on his or her progress in
research, teaching and service in preparation of promotion or tenure application.
In addition, the Peer Review Committee's members shall assist the mentor by independently
evaluating the candidate's teaching through class visits. After the mentor and each member of the
Committee visit the candidate's classes (to be completed by the end of his or her second semester),
that group shall meet and prepare a written evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the
observed teaching. The mentor shall then meet with the candidate and share this information. If the
candidate or committee so wishes, this process may be repeated in the second year.

7.9 Applications for Tenure or Promotion
The request for tenure or promotion review is usually done in the year preceding the award. In April
of each year, the Dean solicits from Faculty, who are eligible for tenure review and/ or promotion
the following year, their declaration to be considered. Faculty seeking tenure or promotion review
must inform the Dean in writing. The Dean then provides the Faculty member with a timetable and
a description of the materials each candidate must assemble for the evaluation file. The candidate
must submit these materials to the Dean no later than September 15 of the year in which he or she is
being reviewed. The Dean also notifies the Committee and Provost of the candidate's intention to
undergo review. The Committee is charged with the responsibility of interpreting the Criteria for
tenure and making recommendations according to its interpretations.
At any point in the tenure or promotion review process, a candidate can request the Dean to remove
his or her name from consideration.

7.10 Tenure/Promotion Timeline
The timeline for tenure and promotion request will be the following (dates are approximate):
•

The Last \'(/eek in April -- Deadline to notify Dean to become a candidate for tenure.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

May -- D ean notifies th e Provost of Faculty applying for tenure/ promotion.
First Week in Sep tember -- D eadline for submission of all materials from Faculty applying
for tenure/promotion.
Last Week in October -- The Peer Review Committee (PRC) notifies tenured faculty.
November -- Candidate challenges.
First Week in December -- Materials sent to Provost.
First \'(/eek in January -- Provost sends recommendations to the President.
January -- President reviews tenure recommendations.
February -- President presents to Board of Trustees.
March -- Notificati on to applicant.
May -- Promotions presented to Board.

7.11 Denial of Tenure or Promotion
If the President, Provost, D ean or Committee does not recommend an applicant for tenure, and the
Board of Trustees does not grant tenure, he or she will be given a one-year terminal appointment for
the academic year following noti fi cation of denial of tenure. The facu lty member's appointment
ends at the conclusio n of the terminal year.
If th e Board of Trustees, President, Provos t, Dean or Committee does not recommend or grant an
application for promo tion, the applicant can reapply in sub sequent years.

7.12 Evaluation of Visiting Faculty
Visiting faculty shall be evaluated annually by the D ean in the manner prescribed in Section 7.2.
Evaluation shall include performance o f the duties outlined in the appointment letter.

7.13 Evaluation of Adjunct Faculty and Executives-in-Residence
The D ean shall ensure that all Adjunct Fac ulty and Executives-in-Residence are evaluated on a
regular basis. Evaluation shall include performance of the duti es outlined in the appointment letter.

7.14 Faculty Development
As a means of achi eving the goal of scholarly activity and enco uraging Faculty development and
improvement, Cru mmer promotes the following activities:
7 .14. 1 Attendance at Pro fessional Associations. Crumm er attempts to send Faculty members to at
least one regional or national/international professional meeting per year. Additional trips may be
funded totally or partially based upon budget and special needs to attend that might include
presentation of a paper, chairing a session, officer of the association, teac hing develop ment or
faculty recruitment.
7. 14.2 Leave of Absence and Sabbatical. It is the policy of Crummer to enco urage leaves of absence
and sabbaticals that further the objectives of the school, college, and the individu al.

7 .15 Sabbaticals

Members of the Faculty become eligible for consideration for a sabbatical leave upon:
•
•
•

being tenured
serving six years as members of the Faculty, excluding years as a Visiting Professor
upon approval by the Peer Review Committee of a proposal for a course of action to be
undertaken during the period of the sabbatical. This proposal is due to the committee by
September 30 of the academic year prior to the academic year during which the leave is to
start. The Committee will judge the acceptability of the proposal and its quality relative to
other proposals submitted in past years. A proposal must demonstrate sufficient furtherance
of sabbatical program objectives for the individual to receive a sabbatical. The applicant
must demonstrate the ability to carry out the objectives of the proposal and the impact of
the sabbatical, if granted, upon the operations of the School. Upon completion of a
sabbatical, the returning faculty member shall make a presentation to the Crummer Faculty
about his or her sabbatical accomplishments.

7 .15.1 The decision to grant a sabbatical will be recommended by the Dean to the Provost on the
basis of information supplied by the Committee, and other financial and scheduling information
available to the Dean.
7 .15.2 If eligible members cannot be granted a sabbatical when the six-year time period has expired,
those who were unsuccessful may reapply with preference in subsequent years. Faculty members are
encouraged to take their leaves as soon as possible after their six years of service have been
completed. Faculty members are strongly encouraged to take their sabbatical for which proposals
were accepted.
7 .15.3 A schedule of eligible Faculty members and prospective eligible members shall be prepared
and updated annually. The monies for accrued sabbaticals must be identified and set aside annually
in accordance with the schedule of sabbaticals prepared per this policy.
7 .15.4 Faculty whose request for sabbatical is delayed for the convenience of Crummer or the Dean
will remain on their original schedule.
7 .15.5 .Credit for prior teaching in other colleges will not be granted toward accumulation of the six
years necessary to become eligible for sabbatical.
7 .15.6 Faculty may elect one of the following sabbatical leaves: a one-semester option or a full year
option.
•
•

The semester option is one semester (either fall or spring term) with full salary.
The full year option is a full academic year sabbatical that includes a full-year research
stipend of $7,500 to Associate Professors and $10,000 to Full Professors to assist faculty
using full- year sabbaticals for research. In addition, faculty continues to be paid one-half of
his or her base salary during the year of the sabbatical.

7.1 5.7 The schedu le of eligible Faculty members attempts to minimize the impact on Crummer's
ability to offer courses, while allowing the Faculty member a large block of time to complete an
academic project. Those occasional cases that warrant longer leaves will be considered on an

individual basis. Fringe benefits and Faculty status continue normally during a sabbatical, except that
retirement contribution payments are computed as a percentage of salary paid.

7.16 Research Grants.
Faculties are encouraged to apply for research funding from external sources such as the federal or
state governments, and from internal sources such as the Rollins Research Grant Fund and the
Crummer Research Fund. Proposals are subject to the guidelines and the procedures of the College
and Crummer.

7.17 Course Load Reduction.
Faculty members may request a reduction in teaching load of up to one course per academic year.
The request must be accompanied by a proposal outlining the nature of the research project, book
outline or course development. Approval of the reduction will depend upon the merit of the
proposal and the ability to staff the necessary courses.

7.18 Faculty Consulting Activities.
Consulting activities by Faculty are encouraged as a means of increasing the Faculty member's
connectivity to the current practices in business and relating this knowledge to the classroom.
Consulting activities sho uld conform to the Bylaws of the College and should be limited, on average,
to one day per week.

ARTICLE VIII
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
8.1 Responsibilities of the Dean
The Dean shall have the following responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overseeing and evaluating all the courses in the business administration program;
Preparation and management of the budget and its affiliated activities, including grants and
contracts;
\'v'ith concurrence of the Committee, and a simple majority of the facu lty make initial
appointment of Faculty;
Receiving and acting upon recommendations of the Committee for renewal, termination,
promotion, and tenure for all Faculty;
Admission, advisement, and termination of all students to the programs;
Preparation of an annual report;
Acquisition of resources and facilities to support the programs;
Maintenance of appropriate accreditation for programs;
Annual review of Faculty;
Appoint internal Faculty committees within Crummer that do not require Faculty approval,
(e.g. Search Committees, Curriculum Committees, etc.);
Hiring of support personnel, and
Other duties appropriate to the office.

8.2. Other Officers
\'v'ith the concurrence of the Faculty the D ea n may appoint other officers of administration.

ARTICLE IX
ADMINISTRATION EVALUATION
9.1 Evaluation. Responsibility fo r the performance of each administrative officer rests with that
office r' s superior. Respo nsibility for the performance of the D ean rests with the Provost. Faculty
should have
direct, written, and confidential input into the evaluation of each officer of administrati on. The
appropriate superior sho uld request this input at least one month before the regular evaluation of
each officer. Ad ministrative officers include the D ean, all assistant or associate D eans, and directors.

ARTICLEX
STUDENT GOVERNANCE
10.1 Co-curricular Activities
Crummer shall provide co-curricular activities for students. These activities shall include, but are not
limited to, alumni relations programs, student governance, and student discipline.

10.2 Student Responsibilities
Students are expected to abide by rules common to all College students as established by the Board
o f Trustees. Students are also expected to abide by rules established by the Faculty, including the
Honor Code.

ARTICLE XI
METHOD OF AMENDING BYLAWS
11.1 Amending Bylaws. These Bylaws may be amended at any time through vo te of a simple
majority of the Faculty at a regular or special meeting of the Faculty.
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